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The #1 New York Times bestseller and New York Times Book Review 10 Best Books of

2017“Eminently readable but thick with import . . . Grant hits like a Mack truck of knowledge.” —

Ta-Nehisi Coates, The AtlanticPulitzer Prize winner Ron Chernow returns with a sweeping and

dramatic portrait of one of our most compelling generals and presidents, Ulysses S.

Grant. Ulysses S. Grant's life has typically been misunderstood. All too often he is caricatured

as a chronic loser and an inept businessman, or as the triumphant but brutal Union general of

the Civil War. But these stereotypes don't come close to capturing him, as Chernow shows in

his masterful biography, the first to provide a complete understanding of the general and

president whose fortunes rose and fell with dizzying speed and frequency. Before the Civil War,

Grant was flailing. His business ventures had ended dismally, and despite distinguished service

in the Mexican War he ended up resigning from the army in disgrace amid recurring

accusations of drunkenness. But in war, Grant began to realize his remarkable potential,

soaring through the ranks of the Union army, prevailing at the battle of Shiloh and in the

Vicksburg campaign, and ultimately defeating the legendary Confederate general Robert E.

Lee. Along the way, Grant endeared himself to President Lincoln and became his most trusted

general and the strategic genius of the war effort. Grant’s military fame translated into a two-

term presidency, but one plagued by corruption scandals involving his closest staff

members.More important, he sought freedom and justice for black Americans, working to crush

the Ku Klux Klan and earning the admiration of Frederick Douglass, who called him “the

vigilant, firm, impartial, and wise protector of my race.” After his presidency, he was again

brought low by a dashing young swindler on Wall Street, only to resuscitate his image by

working with Mark Twain to publish his memoirs, which are recognized as a masterpiece of the

genre. With lucidity, breadth, and meticulousness, Chernow finds the threads that bind these

disparate stories together, shedding new light on the man whom Walt Whitman described as

“nothing heroic... and yet the greatest hero.” Chernow’s probing portrait of Grant's lifelong

struggle with alcoholism transforms our understanding of the man at the deepest level. This is

America's greatest biographer, bringing movingly to life one of our finest but most

underappreciated presidents. The definitive biography, Grant is a grand synthesis of

painstaking research and literary brilliance that makes sense of all sides of Grant's life,

explaining how this simple Midwesterner could at once be so ordinary and so

extraordinary.Named one of the best books of the year by Goodreads •Ebook Tops • The New

York Times• Newsday• BookPage • Barnes and Noble • Wall Street Journal

“This is a good time for Ron Chernow’s fine biography of Ulysses S. Grant to appear . . . As

history, it is remarkable, full of fascinating details sure to make it interesting both to those with

the most cursory knowledge of Grant’s life and to those who have read his memoirs or any of

several previous biographies . . . For all its scholarly and literary strengths, this book’s greatest

service is to remind us of Grant’s significant achievements at the end of the war and after,

which have too long been overlooked and are too important today to be left in the dark . . . As

Americans continue the struggle to defend justice and equality in our tumultuous and divisive

era, we need to know what Grant did when our country’s very existence hung in the balance. If

we still believe in forming a more perfect union, his steady and courageous example is more

valuable than ever.” —Bill Clinton, New York Times Book Review“Grant is vast and panoramic



in ways that history buffs will love. Books of its caliber by writers of Chernow’s stature are rare,

and this one qualifies as a major event . . . . Chernow is clearly out to find undiscovered nobility

in his story, and he succeeds; he also finds uncannily prescient tragedy. There are ways in

which Grant’s times eerily resemble our own . . . Indispensable.” —The New York

Times“Chernow tells all this rapidly and well; his talent is suited to Grant’s story . . . He is

extraordinarily good on what could be called, unpejoratively, the Higher Gossip of History—he

can uncannily detect the actual meaning beneath social interactions . . . Fluent and intelligent.”

—Adam Gopnik, New Yorker“Marvelous . . . Chernow’s biography gives us a deep look into this

complicated but straightforward man, and into a troubled time in our history that still echoes

today.” —Thomas E. Ricks, Foreign Policy“Chernow rewards the reader with considerable life-

and-times background, clear-eyed perspective, sympathy that stops short of sycophancy, and

gritty and intimate details.” —The Boston Globe “A triumph: a sympathetic but clear-eyed

biography that will be the starting point for all future studies of this enigmatic man . . . Chernow

[is] one of the finest biographical writers in American history.” —Foreign Affairs“Ron Chernow's

monumental biography of the 18th president is essential to understanding our race-conscious

nation today.” —Bloomberg“Ron Chernow . . . has written an expansive new life of Grant. It is a

work of striking anecdotes, skillful pacing, and poignant judgments.” —David W. Blight, The

New York Review of Books“Arriving at a moment when excitable individuals and hysterical

mobs are demonstrating crudeness in assessing historical figures, Chernow’s book is a tutorial

on measured, mature judgment . . . Chernow’s ‘Grant’ is a gift to a nation much in need of

measured judgments about its past.” —George Will, The Washington Post“Chernow’s Grant is

as relevant a modern figure as his Hamilton. His Grant is a reminder that the very best

American leaders can be, and should be, self-made, hard-working, modest for themselves and

ambitious for their nation, future-looking, tolerant, and with a heart for the poor . . . . Chernow

turns the life of yet another misunderstood figure from U.S. currency into narrative gold.” —

Slate“Eminently readable but thick with import . . . Grant hits like a Mack truck of knowledge.” —

Ta-Nehisi Coates, The Atlantic“Ron Chernow’s biography reminds our 21st-century selves of

the distinction between character and personality.” —National Review“Chernow’s special gift is

to present a complete and compelling picture of his subjects. His biographies do not offer up

marble deities on a pedestal; he gives us flesh and blood human beings and helps us

understand what made them tick. Just as he did with George Washington and Alexander

Hamilton, Chernow brings Ulysses S. Grant to life. At the end of the book, the reader feels as if

he knows the man . . . A magnificent book . . . This is richly rewarding and compelling reading.”

—Christian Science Monitor “In 1948, a survey of historians ranked Ulysses S. Grant as the

second-worst American president. Corruption had badly tarred his administration, just as it had

that of the man at the bottom, Warren Harding. But recent surveys have been kinder. Grant

now lands in the middle, thanks to his extraordinarily progressive work on race relations . . . .

Ron Chernow’s 1,100-page biography may crown Grant’s restoration . . . . Mr. Chernow argues

persuasively that Grant has been badly misunderstood.” —The Economist“Chernow writes

definitive biography of Ulysses S. Grant . . . [An] essential read . . . restores Grant to the

pantheon of great Americans.” —Newsday“A landmark work . . . . Chernow impressively

examines Grant’s sensitivities and complexities and helps us to better understand an

underappreciated man and underrated president who served his country extraordinarily

well . . . . monumental and gripping . . . in every respect, which even at nearly 1,000 pages, is

not a sentence too long." —American Scholar“Grant's true story needed desperately to be told.

Thanks to a great historian, it has.” —Chris Matthews, Parade Magazine“Full of personal and

professional insights into a president and military leader that readers will find simultaneously



flawed, relatable, and inspiring.” —Money Magazine“Reading Ron Chernow's new biography, a

truly mammoth examination of the life of Ulysses S. Grant, one is struck by the humanity—both

the pitiful frailty and the incredible strength—of its subject.” —Philadelphia Inquirer“Masterful

and often poignant . . . Chernow's gracefully written biography, which promises to be the

definitive work on Grant for years to come, is fully equal to the man's remarkable story.” —

Minneapolis Star Tribune“Reading this compelling book, it’s hard to imagine that we’ll continue

to define Grant by these scandals rather than all he accomplished in winning the war and doing

his best to make peace, on inclusive terms that would be fair to all.” —Milwaukee Journal

Sentinel “[A] beautifully written portrait . . . . Chernow doesn’t gloss over Grant’s struggle with

alcoholism or his tendency to trust shady operators. However, his willingness to protect the

gains of freemen and to fight the KKK was an example of the moral courage he consistently

displayed. This is a superb tribute to Grant, whose greatness is earning increased

appreciation.” —Booklist, Starred Review “A stupendous new biography . . . Fascinating and

immensely readable . . . uncommonly compelling and timely . . . . Chernow’s biography is

replete with fascinating details and insightful political analysis, a combination that brings Grant

and his time to life . . . put Grant on your must-read list.” —BookPage“The definitive biography

for the foreseeable future.” —Publishers WeeklyAbout the AuthorRon Chernow is the

prizewinning author of six previous books and the recipient of the 2015 National Humanities

Medal. His first book, The House of Morgan, won the National Book Award, Washington: A

Life won the Pulitzer Prize for Biography, and Alexander Hamilton—the inspiration for the

Broadway musical—won the George Washington Book Prize. A past president of PEN

America, Chernow has been the recipient of eight honorary doctorates. He resides in Brooklyn,

New York. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Praise for Ron Chernow’s Grant“This is a good time for Ron Chernow’s fine biography of

Ulysses S. Grant to appear. . . . As history, it is remarkable, full of fascinating details sure to

make it interesting both to those with the most cursory knowledge of Grant’s life and to those

who have read his memoirs or any of several previous biographies. . . . For all its scholarly and

literary strengths, this book’s greatest service is to remind us of Grant’s significant

achievements at the end of the war and after, which have too long been overlooked and are too

important today to be left in the dark. . . . As Americans continue the struggle to defend justice

and equality in our tumultuous and divisive era, we need to know what Grant did when our

country’s very existence hung in the balance. If we still believe in forming a more perfect union,

his steady and courageous example is more valuable than ever.”—Bill Clinton, The New York

Times Book Review“Another classic in the Ron Chernow oeuvre . . . Eminently readable but

thick with import . . . Grant hits like a Mack truck of knowledge.”—Ta-Nehisi Coates, The

Atlantic“Marvelous . . . Chernow’s biography gives us a deep look into this complicated but

straightforward man, and into a troubled time in our history that still echoes today.”—Thomas E.

Ricks, Foreign Policy“Chernow rewards the reader with considerable life-and-times

background, clear-eyed perspective, sympathy that stops short of sycophancy, and gritty and

intimate details.”—The Boston Globe“Grant is vast and panoramic in ways that history buffs will

love. Books of its caliber by writers of Chernow’s stature are rare, and this one qualifies as a

major event. . . . Chernow is clearly out to find undiscovered nobility in his story, and he

succeeds; he also finds uncannily prescient tragedy. There are ways in which Grant’s times

eerily resemble our own. . . . Indispensable.”—The New York Times“Arriving at a moment when

excitable individuals and hysterical mobs are demonstrating crudeness in assessing historical

figures, Chernow’s book is a tutorial on measured, mature judgment. . . . Chernow’s Grant is a

gift to a nation much in need of measured judgments about its past.”—George Will, The

Washington Post“Chernow tells all this rapidly and well; his talent is suited to Grant’s story. . . .

He is extraordinarily good on what could be called, unpejoratively, the Higher Gossip of History

—he can uncannily detect the actual meaning beneath social interactions. . . . Fluent and

intelligent.”—Adam Gopnik, The New Yorker“A triumph: a sympathetic but clear-eyed biography

that will be the starting point for all future studies of this enigmatic man. . . . Chernow [is] one of

the finest biographical writers in American history.”—Foreign Affairs“Ron Chernow . . . has

written an expansive new life of Grant. It is a work of striking anecdotes, skillful pacing, and

poignant judgments.”—David W. Blight, New York Review of Books“Ron Chernow’s

monumental biography of the eighteenth president is essential to understanding our race-

conscious nation today.”—Bloomberg“Chernow’s Grant is as relevant a modern figure as his

Hamilton. His Grant is a reminder that the very best American leaders can be, and should be,

self-made, hard working, modest for themselves and ambitious for their nation, future looking,

tolerant, and with a heart for the poor. . . . Chernow turns the life of yet another . . .

misunderstood figure from U.S. currency into narrative gold.”—Slate“Ron Chernow’s biography

reminds our twenty-first-century selves of the distinction between character and personality.”—

National Review“Chernow’s special gift is to present a complete and compelling picture of his

subjects. His biographies do not offer up marble deities on a pedestal; he gives us flesh and

blood human beings and helps us understand what made them tick. Just as he did with George

Washington and Alexander Hamilton, Chernow brings Ulysses S. Grant to life. At the end of the

book, the reader feels as if he knows the man. . . . A magnificent book . . . This is richly

rewarding and compelling reading.”—Christian Science Monitor“In 1948, a survey of historians



ranked Ulysses S. Grant as the second-worst American president. . . . But recent surveys have

been kinder. Grant now lands in the middle, thanks to his extraordinarily progressive work on

race relations. . . . Ron Chernow’s 1,100-page biography may crown Grant’s restoration. . . . Mr.

Chernow argues persuasively that Grant has been badly misunderstood.”—The

Economist“Chernow writes definitive biography of Ulysses S. Grant . . . [An] essential read . . .

Restores Grant to the pantheon of great Americans.”—Newsday“Grant’s true story needed

desperately to be told. Thanks to a great historian, it has.”—Chris Matthews, Parade

Magazine“Reading Ron Chernow’s new biography, a truly mammoth examination of the life of

Ulysses S. Grant, one is struck by the humanity—both the pitiful frailty and the incredible

strength—of its subject.”—Philadelphia Inquirer“Masterful and often poignant . . . Chernow’s

gracefully written biography, which promises to be the definitive work on Grant for years to

come, is fully equal to the man’s remarkable story.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune“Reading this

compelling book, it’s hard to imagine that we’ll continue to define Grant by these scandals

rather than all he accomplished in winning the war and doing his best to make peace, on

inclusive terms that would be fair to all.”—Milwaukee Journal Sentinel“Chernow’s genius lies in

his unparalleled mastery of storytelling. Quite simply, he is a biographer’s biographer who sets

the standard for others to follow.”—Amanda Foreman, The Spectator“Chernow’s new book is

the latest and most far-reaching assessment [of Grant]. He is an indefatigable researcher with

a wonderfully readable narrative style. He is able to convey with clarity the complex details of

military campaigns and political developments.”—Eric Foner, The Times Literary Supplement

(London)“What’s most compelling about Grant is the author’s search for the keys to Grant’s

personality. If Mr. Chernow can’t completely solve the riddle of the Sphinx-like Ulysses, he does

succeed in giving us as complete a portrait of him as we’re likely to see for a long time.”—

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette“Ron Chernow is the leading biographer of our era. . . . His latest

biography, Grant, presents a clear and meticulously researched narrative of one of America’s

greatest military leaders and presidents.”—Global Atlanta“Ron Chernow has written acclaimed

biographies of George Washington and Alexander Hamilton. . . . His latest book, Grant,

cements his reputation as America’s preeminent historical biographer. Upon finishing the book,

the reader will feel privileged to have spent time with one of America’s true heroes whose

virtues far surpassed his faults.”—Lincoln Journal Star“Once I began Grant, I had trouble

putting it down each evening. If the point of a great historical book is to have a reader totally

rethink their predisposed biases about an event or subject, Grant clearly falls into that

category.”—The Lowell Sun“Ron Chernow’s Grant is an exceedingly readable, exhaustively

researched masterpiece that captures the many extraordinary facets of a genuinely modest

and self-effacing giant in American history.”—General David Petraeus, The Wall Street

Journal“Throughout his rich, lively, and well-paced narrative, Chernow develops a case against

the ‘pernicious stereotypes’ that have dogged Grant’s reputation. . . . Grant could not have

wished for a better or more winning advocate.”—Literary Review (London)“Grant is an

impressively researched and elegantly written tome about one of our country’s most important

figures.”—Cincinnati City Beat“The recent explosion in Grant scholarship has shed new light on

and created new appreciation for our eighteenth president. . . . Of the books on Grant written in

the past few decades, Chernow’s Grant is the best and comes closest to presenting a full

picture of a man historians have found difficult to decipher.”—The Federalist“Destined to be a

classic biography, the author’s details of battles in which General Grant was involved are

worthy of inclusion in any military history of the Civil War. . . . What is intriguing are Chernow’s

descriptions of every major character involved in Grant’s life. . . . This biography confirms again

Ron Chernow’s masterful talent.”—Frank J. Williams, Civil War Book Review“Chernow’s new



book, Grant, is deft at navigating tricky currents. It is a stirring defense of an underrated

general and unfairly maligned president. Its great contribution to the popular understanding of

the Civil War and its aftermath is to expose the roots of the longstanding bias against Grant.”—

The New Republic“A magisterial biography.”—San Francisco Chronicle“Chernow has done it

again with a landmark work on the much-maligned Ulysses S. Grant. Like his earlier

biographies of Washington and Alexander Hamilton, it is deeply researched, eminently

balanced, and fair. . . . Chernow gives us a military genius who understood the full scope of the

war . . . and a sometimes inept president who . . . made his highest priority the protection of the

lives and rights of freed slaves.”—The American Scholar“Ron Chernow’s new biography, Grant,

is Extra Large. . . . Not one of those pages is boring. He is a compelling storyteller . . . he adds

rich detail and brings to vivid life the reticent, unprepossessing, but resolute man whom Walt

Whitman called ‘nothing heroic . . . and yet the greatest hero.’”—Geoffrey C. Ward, The Wall

Street Journal“Chernow’s defense of Grant’s military ability is persuasive. One of the great

strengths of his biography is his serious attention to Grant’s postwar career. Chernow believes

Grant’s presidency has been ignored or unfairly treated by historians, and makes a strong case

that President Grant played an integral role in defending the civil rights of the freed people. He

has now provided us with a compelling explanation of why Grant was indeed the first soldier of

the Civil War.”—History News Network“Grant is a 1,000-page tome that reads more like Tolstoy

than a scholarly work.”—Pittsburgh City PaperPENGUIN BOOKSGRANTRon Chernow is the

prizewinning author of six previous books and the recipient of the 2015 National Humanities

Medal. His first book, The House of Morgan, won the National Book Award; Washington: A Life

won the Pulitzer Prize for Biography; and Alexander Hamilton—the inspiration for the Broadway

musical—won the American History Book Prize. A past president of PEN America, Chernow

has been the recipient of eight honorary doctorates. He resides in Brooklyn, New York.ALSO

BY RON CHERNOWWashington: A LifeAlexander HamiltonTitan: The Life of John D.

Rockefeller, Sr.The Death of the Banker: The Decline and Fall of the Great Financial Dynasties

and the Triumph of the Small InvestorThe Warburgs: The Twentieth-Century Odyssey of a

Remarkable Jewish FamilyThe House of Morgan: An American Banking Dynasty and the Rise

of Modern FinancePENGUIN BOOKSAn imprint of Penguin Random House LLC1745

BroadwayNew York, New York 10019First published in the United States of America by

Penguin Press, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC, 2017Published in Penguin Books

2018Copyright © 2017 by Ron ChernowPenguin supports copyright. Copyright fuels creativity,

encourages diverse voices, promotes free speech, and creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for

buying an authorized edition of this book and for complying with copyright laws by not

reproducing, scanning, or distributing any part of it in any form without permission. You are

supporting writers and allowing Penguin to continue to publish books for every reader.Maps by

Jeffrey L. WardIllustration credits appear here.THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS HAS

CATALOGED THE HARDCOVER EDITION AS FOLLOWS:Names: Chernow, Ron, author.Title:

Grant / Ron Chernow.Description: New York : Penguin Press, 2017.Subjects: LCSH: Grant,

Ulysses S. (Ulysses Simpson), 1822-1885. | Presidents—United States—Biography. | Generals

—United States--Biography. | United States. Army—Biography . | BISAC: BIOGRAPHY &

AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Presidents & Heads of State. | HISTORY / United States / Civil War

Period (1850-1877). | BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Military.Classification: LCC E672

(ebook) | LCC E672 .C47 2017 (print) | DDC 973.8/2092 [B]—dc23LC record available atWhile

the author has made every effort to provide accurate telephone numbers, internet addresses,

and other contact information at the time of publication, neither the publisher nor the author

assumes any responsibility for errors or for changes that occur after publication. Further, the



publisher does not have any control over and does not assume any responsibility for author or

third-party websites or their content.Cover design: Darren HaggarCover images: General

Ulysses S Grant, Matthew Brady / Print Collector / Getty Images; (background) Second Battle

of Bull Run, MPI / Stringer / Getty ImagesVersion_9To my loyal readers,who have soldiered on

through my lengthy sagasWhat a man he is! what a history! what an illustration—his life—of

the capacities of that American individuality common to us all. Cynical critics are wondering

“what the people can see in Grant” to make such a hubbub about. They aver . . . that he has

hardly the average of our day’s literary and scholastic culture, and absolutely no pronounc’d

genius or conventional eminence of any sort. Correct: but he proves how an average western

farmer, mechanic, boatman, carried by tides of circumstances, perhaps caprices, into a

position of incredible military or civil responsibilities . . . may steer his way fitly and steadily

through them all, carrying the country and himself with credit year after year—command over a

million armed men—fight more than fifty pitch’d battles—rule for eight years a land larger than

all the kingdoms of Europe combined—and then, retiring, quietly (with a cigar in his mouth)

make the promenade of the whole world, through its courts and coteries, and kings and czars

and mikados . . . as phlegmatically as he ever walk’d the portico of a Missouri hotel after

dinner . . . Seems to me it transcends Plutarch. How those old Greeks, indeed, would have

seized on him! A mere plain man—no art, no poetry . . . A common trader, money-maker,

tanner, farmer of Illinois—general for the republic . . . in the war of attempted secession—

President following, (a task of peace, more difficult than the war itself)—nothing heroic, as the

authorities put it—and yet the greatest hero. The gods, the destinies, seem to have

concentrated upon him.WALT WHITMAN, Specimen DaysCONTENTSPRAISE FOR

GRANTABOUT THE AUTHORALSO BY RON CHERNOWTITLE

PAGECOPYRIGHTDEDICATIONEPIGRAPHAUTHOR’S NOTEINTRODUCTION: THE

SPHINX TALKSMAPSPART ONE: A LIFE OF STRUGGLEONE: Country BumpkinTWO: The

Darling Young LieutenantTHREE: Rough and ReadyFOUR: The Son of TemperanceFIVE:

PaydayPART TWO: A LIFE OF WARSIX: The Store ClerkSEVEN: The Quiet ManEIGHT: Twin

FortsNINE: DynamoTEN: A Glittering LieELEVEN: ExodusTWELVE: Man of IronTHIRTEEN:

CitadelFOURTEEN: DeliveranceFIFTEEN: Above the CloudsSIXTEEN: Idol of the

HourSEVENTEEN: Ulysses the SilentEIGHTEEN: Raging StormNINETEEN: Heavens Hung in

BlackTWENTY: Caldron of HellTWENTY-ONE: Chew & ChokeTWENTY-TWO: Her Satanic

MajestyTWENTY-THREE: Dirty BootsTWENTY-FOUR: A Singular, Indescribable VesselPART

THREE: A LIFE OF PEACETWENTY-FIVE: Soldierly Good FaithTWENTY-SIX: Swing Around

the CircleTWENTY-SEVEN: Volcanic PassionTWENTY-EIGHT: Trading PlacesTWENTY-NINE:

Spoils of WarTHIRTY: We Are All AmericansTHIRTY-ONE: Sin Against HumanityTHIRTY-TWO:

The Darkest BlotTHIRTY-THREE: A Dance of BloodTHIRTY-FOUR: VindicationTHIRTY-FIVE:

A Butchery of CitizensTHIRTY-SIX: The Bravest BattleTHIRTY-SEVEN: Let No Guilty Man

EscapeTHIRTY-EIGHT: Saddest of the FallsTHIRTY-NINE: RedeemersPART FOUR: A LIFE

OF REFLECTIONFORTY: The WandererFORTY-ONE: Master SpiritFORTY-TWO: A Miserable

Dirty ReptileFORTY-THREE:

TapsACKNOWLEDGMENTSNOTESBIBLIOGRAPHYILLUSTRATION

CREDITSINDEXAUTHOR’S NOTESince Ulysses S. Grant’s spelling could border on the

eccentric, I have taken the liberty of correcting that and his punctuation and capitalization

throughout the book for the sake of smoother reading and easier comprehension. I have done

the same with private letters of other figures in the book, except in those cases where I think

that defective writing tells a significant tale about the author.INTRODUCTION—The Sphinx

TalksEVEN AS OTHER CIVIL WAR generals rushed to publish their memoirs, flaunting their



conquests and cashing in on their celebrity, Ulysses S. Grant refused to trumpet his

accomplishments in print. The son of an incorrigible small-town braggart, the unassuming

general and two-time president harbored a lifelong aversion to boasting. He was content to

march to his grave in dignified silence, letting his extraordinary wartime record speak for

itself.Then, at the close of 1883, fate dealt him a series of progressively more savage blows

that shattered this high-minded resolve. Returning to his Manhattan town house on Christmas

Eve, Grant, sixty-one, pivoted to hand the driver a holiday tip when he slipped on the icy

pavement and crashed to the ground, tearing a thigh muscle and possibly fracturing his hip.

Until then a robust man, he crumpled over in excruciating pain and was hoisted up the steps by

servants. Through anxious winter weeks, he remained bedridden or hobbled about on

crutches. Before long, his discomfort intensified with the agonizing onset of pleurisy, coupled

with severe rheumatism that crept up his legs, making it difficult for him to negotiate the familiar

rooms.Still worse lay in store. Several years earlier, Grant had entered into a promising

partnership, christened Grant & Ward, with twenty-nine-year-old Ferdinand Ward, touted as the

“Young Napoleon of Finance.” Thanks to his colleague’s financial wizardry, Grant seemed to

coast on a tide of easy riches, fancying himself a newly minted millionaire. Then, one morning

in early May 1884, he awoke to discover that Ward had manufactured the profits from thin air,

the whole scheme was a colossal fraud, and he was ruined along with friends and family

members who had entrusted their life savings to the firm. Abruptly Grant was thrust back into

his early years of hardship at lonely frontier garrisons, on his unprofitable farm in St. Louis, and

at his father’s leather goods emporium in Galena, Illinois—places where he was branded an

economic failure. Now, to scrape by and pay household bills, he had to endure the degradation

of accepting money sent by total strangers as acts of charity.At this point, Grant was seized by

more than a desperate need to earn ready cash: he had to cast off the stigma of failure and

reclaim his stature before the public and posterity. As his longtime friend William Tecumseh

Sherman observed, he had “lost everything, and more in reputation.”1 To a friend, Grant

confided, “I could bear all the pecuniary loss if that was all, but that I could be so long deceived

by a man who I had such opportunity to know is humiliating.”2 So Grant proved receptive when

editors of the prestigious Century Magazine solicited a series of articles about his foremost

Civil War victories. “I consented for the money it gave me,” Grant admitted, “for at that moment I

was living upon borrowed money.”3That June, at his rambling seaside cottage in Long Branch,

New Jersey, Grant experienced a strange sensation that foreshadowed another grave problem.

His wife, Julia, served him “a plate of delicious peaches on the table,” but as he swallowed one,

he stopped and winced. “Oh my,” he said, “I think something has stung me from that peach.” He

sprang from his chair, strode the porch in distress, then rinsed out his throat, to no avail. “He

was in great pain and said water hurt like fire,” Julia recalled.4 Throughout the summer, Grant,

who had once smoked twenty cigars a day, was vexed by a baffling sore throat that never

faded. Although Julia begged him to see a physician, he procrastinated for months; this man

who was so intrepid on the battlefield seemed to dread the looming diagnosis. When at last he

consulted his Manhattan doctor in October, he received grim tidings: a mass on his throat and

tongue was “epithelial” in character—code language for cancer. To worsen matters, he was

afflicted by painful neuralgia and had three large teeth extracted. All the while, he limped about

from the Christmas Eve mishap.Terrified that if he died he would leave Julia destitute, Grant

agreed to pen his memoirs and relive his glory days of battle. As seen in his wartime orders, he

had patented a lean, supple writing style, and a crisp narrative now flowed in polished

sentences, honed by the habits of a lifetime. Words poured from this supposedly taciturn man,

showing how much thought and pent-up feeling lay beneath his tightly buttoned facade. He



wrote in an overstuffed leather armchair, his outstretched legs swaddled by blankets, resting on

a facing chair. He wore a wool cap over thick brown hair now streaked with gray, a shawl

draped over his shoulders, and a muffler around his neck concealing a tumor the size of a

baseball.Seldom, if ever, has a literary masterpiece been composed under such horrific

circumstances. Whenever he swallowed anything, Grant was stricken with pain and had to

resort to opiates that clouded his brain. As a result, he endured extended periods of thirst and

hunger as he labored over his manuscript. The torment of the inflamed throat never ceased.

When the pain grew too great, his black valet, Harrison Terrell, sprayed his throat with “cocaine

water,” temporarily numbing the area, or applied hot compresses to his head. Despite his fear

of morphine addiction, Grant could not dispense entirely with such powerful medication. “I

suffer pain all the time, except when asleep,” he told his doctor.5 Although bolstered by

analgesics, Grant experienced only partial relief, informing a reporter that “when the suffering

was so intense . . . he only wished for the one great relief to all human pain.”6Summoning his

last reserves of strength, through a stupendous act of willpower, Grant toiled four to six hours a

day, adding more time on sleepless nights. For family and friends his obsessive labor was

wondrous to behold: the soldier so famously reticent that someone quipped he “could be silent

in several languages” pumped out 336,000 words of superb prose in a year.7 By May 1885,

just two months before his death, Grant was forced to dictate, and, when his voice failed, he

scribbled messages on thin strips of paper. Always cool in a crisis, Grant exhibited the

prodigious stamina and granite resolve of his wartime effort.Nobody was more thunderstruck

than Samuel Clemens, aka Mark Twain, who had recently formed a publishing house with his

nephew-in-law Charles Webster. To snare Grant’s memoirs, sure to be a literary sensation,

Twain boosted the royalty promised by the Century’s publishers and won the rights. Twain had

never seen a writer with Grant’s gritty determination. When this man “under sentence of death

with that cancer” produced an astonishing ten thousand words in one day, Twain exclaimed, “It

kills me these days to write half of that.”8 He was agog when Grant dictated at one sitting a

nine-thousand-word portrait of Lee’s surrender at Appomattox “never pausing, never hesitating

for a word, never repeating—and in the written-out copy he made hardly a correction.”9 Twain,

who considered the final product a masterwork, scoffed at scuttlebutt he had ghostwritten it.

“There is no higher literature than these modest, simple memoirs,” he insisted. “Their style is

flawless . . . no man can improve upon it.”10For Twain, the revelation of Grant’s character was

as startling as his storytelling. Eager to spare his family, Grant was every inch the stoic

gentleman. Only at night, when he was asleep, did his face grimace with pain. “The sick-room

brought out the points of General Grant’s character,” Twain wrote. “His exceeding gentleness,

kindness, forbearance, lovingness, charity. . . . He was the most lovable great child in the

world.”11 For one observer, it was wrenching to watch Grant “with a bandage about his aching

head, and a horrible and mortal disease clutching his throat.” He felt “a great ache when I look

at him who had saved us all when we were bankrupt in treasure and in leaders, and see him

thus beset by woes and wants.”12 In a magnificent finale, Grant finished the manuscript on July

16, 1885, one week before his death in upstate New York. He had steeled himself to stay alive

until the last sentence was done and he could surrender his pen.The triumph of the Personal

Memoirs of U.S. Grant, which sold a record-breaking three hundred thousand copies in two-

volume sets, was vintage Grant. Repeatedly he had bounced back from adversity, his career

marked by surprising comebacks and stunning reversals. He had endured many scenes,

constantly growing and changing in the process. Like Twain, Walt Whitman was mesmerized by

Grant and grouped him with George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, and Ralph Waldo Emerson

in the quartet of greatest Americans. “In all Homer and Shakespeare there is no fortune or



personality really more picturesque or rapidly changing, more full of heroism, pathos, contrast,”

he wrote.13 The plain unadorned Grant had nothing stylish about him, leading sophisticated

people to underrate his talents. He was a nondescript face in the crowd, the common man from

the heartland raised to a higher power, who proved a simple westerner could lead a mighty

army to victory and occupy the presidential chair with distinction.Dismissed as a philistine, a

boor, a drunk, and an incompetent, Grant has been subjected to pernicious stereotypes that

grossly impede our understanding of the man. As a contemporary newspaper sniffed, Grant

was “an ignorant soldier, coarse in his taste and blunt in his perceptions, fond of money and

material enjoyment and of low company.”14 In fact, Grant was a sensitive, complex, and

misunderstood man with a shrewd mind, a wry wit, a rich fund of anecdotes, wide knowledge,

and penetrating insights. Many acquaintances remembered the “silent” Grant as the most

engaging raconteur they ever met. His weather-beaten appearance during the war, when he

wore simple military dress, often caked with mud, could be misleading, for an inner fineness

and delicacy lay beneath the rough-hewn exterior. At the same time, Grant could be

surprisingly naive and artless in business and politics.The caricature of Grant as a filthy

“butcher” is ironic for a man who couldn’t stomach the sight of blood, studiously refrained from

romanticizing warfare, and shied away from a military career. “I never went into a battle willingly

or with enthusiasm,” he remarked. “I was always glad when a battle was over.”15 Invariably he

deprecated war. “It is at all times a sad and cruel business. I hate war with all my heart, and

nothing but imperative duty could induce me to engage in its work or witness its horrors.”16

Grant never grew vainglorious from military fame, never gloated over enemy defeats, never

engaged in victory celebrations. He has been derided as a plodding, dim-witted commander

who enjoyed superior manpower and matériel and whose crude idea of strategy was to launch

large, brutal assaults upon the enemy. In fact, close students of the war have shown that the

percentage of casualties in Grant’s armies was often lower than those of many Confederate

generals. If Grant never shrank from sending masses of soldiers into bloody battles, it had

nothing to do with a heartless disregard for human life and everything to do with bringing the

war to a speedy conclusion.The relentless focus on Grant’s last battles against Robert E. Lee

in Virginia has obscured his stellar record of winning battles in the western war long before

taking charge of Union forces in early 1864. After that, he did not simply direct the Army of the

Potomac, but masterminded the coordinated movements of all federal forces. A far-seeing

general, he adopted a comprehensive policy for all theaters of war, treating them as an

interrelated whole. However brilliant Lee was as a tactician, Grant surpassed him in grand

strategy, crafting the plan that defeated the Confederacy. The military historian John Keegan

paid homage to Grant as “the towering military genius of the Civil War” and noted the

modernity of his methods as he mobilized railroads and telegraphs to set his armies in

motion.17 Grant, he concluded, “was the greatest general of the war, one who would have

excelled at any time in any army.”18Many Grant biographies dwell at length on the Civil War,

then quickly skip over his presidency as an embarrassing coda to wartime heroism. He is

portrayed as a rube in Washington, way out of his league. But Grant was an adept politician,

the only president to serve two full consecutive terms between Andrew Jackson and Woodrow

Wilson. Writing in 1888, British historian James Bryce assigned him to the “front rank” of

presidents with Washington, Jefferson, and Lincoln.19 After that his reputation tumbled, his

presidency degraded to an unfair cartoon of an inept executive presiding over a scandal-ridden

administration. Recent biographies have begun to rehabilitate Grant in a long overdue

reappraisal. While scandals unquestionably sullied his presidency, they eclipsed a far more

notable achievement—safeguarding the civil rights of African Americans. Even eminent



historians have gotten wrong—sometimes badly wrong—Grant’s relationship with the black

community. Typical is the view of C. Vann Woodward: “Grant had shown little interest during the

war in emancipation as a late-developing war aim and little but hostility toward the more radical

war aim of the few for black franchise and racial equality.”20In truth, Grant was instrumental in

helping the Union vanquish the Confederacy and in realizing the wartime ideals enshrined in

the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments. The Civil War and Reconstruction

formed two acts of a single historical drama to gain freedom and justice for black Americans,

and Grant was the major personality who united those two periods. He was the single most

important figure behind Reconstruction, and his historical reputation has risen sharply with a

revisionist view of that period as a glorious experiment in equal rights for all American citizens

instead of a shameful fiasco.What has been critically absent from Grant biographies is a

systematic account of his relations with the four million slaves, whom he helped to liberate,

feed, house, employ, and arm during the war, then shielded from harm when they became

American citizens. Frederick Douglass paired Grant with Lincoln as the two people who had

done most to secure African American advances: “May we not justly say . . . that the liberty

which Mr. Lincoln declared with his pen General Grant made effectual with his sword—by his

skill in leading the Union armies to final victory?”21 For the admiring Douglass, Grant was “the

vigilant, firm, impartial, and wise protector of my race.”22 More recently the historian Sean

Wilentz has ratified this verdict: “The evidence clearly shows that [Grant] created the most

auspicious record on racial equality and civil rights of any president from Lincoln to Lyndon B.

Johnson.”23The imperishable story of Grant’s presidency was his campaign to crush the Ku

Klux Klan. Through the Klan, white supremacists tried to overturn the Civil War’s outcome and

restore the status quo ante. No southern sheriff would arrest the hooded night riders who

terrorized black citizens and no southern jury would convict them. Grant had to cope with a

complete collapse of evenhanded law enforcement in the erstwhile Confederate states. In 1870

he oversaw creation of the Justice Department, its first duty to bring thousands of anti-Klan

indictments. By 1872 the monster had been slain, although its spirit resurfaced as the nation

retreated from Reconstruction’s lofty aims. Grant presided over the Fifteenth Amendment,

which gave blacks the right to vote, and landmark civil rights legislation, including the 1875 act

outlawing racial discrimination in public accommodations. His pursuit of justice for southern

blacks was at times imperfect, but his noble desire to protect them never wavered.Perhaps the

most explosively persistent myth about Grant is that he was a “drunkard,” with all that implies

about self-indulgence and moral laxity. Modern science has shown that alcoholism is a “chronic

disease,” not a “personal failing as it has been viewed by many.”24 Because Grant’s drinking

has been scrutinized in purely moralistic terms, his admirers have felt the need to defend him

from the charge as vigorously as detractors have rushed to pin it on him. The drinking issue,

both real and imaginary, so permeated Grant’s career that a thoroughgoing account is needed

to settle the matter. This biography will contend that Grant was an alcoholic with an

astonishingly consistent pattern of drinking, recognized by friend and foe alike: a solitary binge

drinker who would not touch a drop of alcohol, then succumb at three- or four-month intervals,

usually on the road. As a rule, he underwent a radical personality change and could not stop

himself once he started to imbibe. Alcohol was not a recreation selfishly indulged, but a

forbidden impulse against which he struggled for most of his life. He joined a temperance lodge

in early adulthood and lent the movement open support in later years. While drinking almost

never interfered with his official duties, it haunted his career and trailed him everywhere, an

infuriating, ever-present ghost he could not shake. It influenced how people perceived him and

deserves close attention. As with so many problems in his life, Grant managed to attain



mastery over alcohol in the long haul, a feat as impressive as any of his wartime

victories.PART ONEA Life of StruggleCHAPTER ONE—Country BumpkinON APRIL 27, 1822,

Ulysses S. Grant was born in Point Pleasant, Ohio, tucked away in the rural southwestern

corner of the state near Cincinnati. The tiny, boxy house, constructed of wood and painted

white, stood a short stroll from the Ohio River with Kentucky clearly visible on the far shore.

Under its slanting roof the residence was humble, consisting of a single open room with a

fireplace. Point Pleasant was little more than a nondescript cluster of makeshift cabins

overlooking bustling river traffic.Delivered by a stern-faced, bearded abolitionist, Dr. John

Rogers, the plump baby weighed in at ten and three-quarters pounds, with reddish-brown hair

and blue-gray eyes. For many weeks, his father, Jesse Root Grant, and mother, Hannah

Simpson Grant, conferred with relatives to find a suitable name for the hefty infant. The choices

bandied about suggest a literate clan with high expectations for the child. Hannah opted for

Albert to honor Thomas Jefferson’s treasury secretary, Albert Gallatin, while her father opted

for Hiram as a “handsome” biblical name. Hannah’s stepmother evinced “enthusiastic

admiration for the ancient commander, Ulysses,” recalled Jesse Grant, and urged “that the

babe should be named Ulysses.”1 Some accounts claim the matter was settled by plucking

names from a hat. Whatever the case, the family agreed on Hiram Ulysses Grant, which

translated into the unfortunate initials H.U.G. The boy would show a decided preference for

Ulysses and gradually discard Hiram, especially when other boys “teased him about his

initials.”2 But this didn’t halt the taunts since Grant was known as “Ulyss” or “Lyss,” soon

bastardized by malicious schoolmates into “Useless Grant.” The name Ulysses S. Grant was

the product of a later bureaucratic error that stuck.Jesse Grant worked as a foreman at the

tannery just up the hill. At six feet tall, he was a large, imposing man, always considerably taller

than his son, with broad shoulders and a florid complexion, who wore his silk hat low over large

golden spectacles. He was a bumptious type common in small towns on the American frontier,

a self-assertive windbag and congenital striver, brimming with schemes and bright ideas.

Voluble and opinionated, he delighted in verbal combat. With his brusque manner and sharp-

elbowed style, he went through life brawling with people in business and politics. Smart and

enterprising, he kept a sharp eye on the main chance—one neighbor sneered he would “follow

a dollar to hell”—and his business success and self-promotion tended to gall more modest

people.3Jesse proudly traced his ancestry to two early Puritan settlers, Matthew and Priscilla

Grant, who emigrated from Dorset County in England and arrived in Dorchester,

Massachusetts, in 1630. “My family is American,” Ulysses later declared proudly, “and has

been for generations, in all its branches, direct and collateral.”4 Before long, Matthew and his

son Samuel, traveling south to Connecticut, helped settle the town of Windsor on the

Connecticut River. While Matthew served as town clerk and surveyor, his male descendants

were strongly drawn to arms. One of them, Noah Grant, fought and died in the French and

Indian War along with his brother Solomon. As a confirmed abolitionist, Jesse Root Grant

delighted in showing off an original muster roll made out by Captain Noah Grant in 1755 that

bore the words, “Prince, negro” and “Jupiter, negro” as company members.5 Far more

controversial was the military record of Jesse’s own father, another Noah Grant. In his

Memoirs, Ulysses credited this Noah Grant with having fought in the Revolutionary War from

Bunker Hill to the fall of Yorktown.6 Unfortunately, no biographer has been able to unearth

documentary evidence to substantiate this wartime service.What seems certain is that Noah

Grant’s life went sadly awry. During the war, he married and fathered two children before

becoming a widower. Then, afterward, he moved to western Pennsylvania, just east of

Pittsburgh, where he married Rachel Kelly, a capable housewife who bore him several children,



including Jesse; they ultimately moved to Deerfield, Ohio. When Rachel died in 1805, Noah

was saddled with seven children from two marriages. His father was born rich and died poor,

Jesse maintained, because the “long period of soldiering spoilt him for all financial business”—

ironically, the charge Jesse later leveled at his eldest son.7 After his wife’s death, Noah took to

drink, depleting an ample inheritance. In Jesse’s words, his father “lost something of his self-

control, and acquired the fondness for stimulants,” a fact worth flagging because of the

hereditary component in alcoholism.8 As a result, Jesse Root Grant had to support himself

from age eleven, while the younger children were farmed out to relatives and neighbors. Jesse

developed a robust streak of independence, defining himself in contrast to his shiftless,

alcoholic father and showing a chronic zeal for self-improvement.After working as a farmhand

for three years, Jesse performed chores for an Ohio Supreme Court judge, George Tod, whose

family showed unusual kindness to the talkative young man. Finding Jesse illiterate, Mrs. Tod

tutored him, taught him to read, and even paid for the only five months of schooling he ever

enjoyed. For someone largely self-taught, Jesse was remarkably articulate, but he smarted

from a sense of his deficient education and crammed in four weeks of English grammar

lessons right after his marriage. So graciously had the Tods treated him that Jesse forever

regarded them “with all the reverence he could have felt if they had been parents instead of

benefactors,” Ulysses noted.9 Mrs. Tod encouraged Jesse’s ambitions, fostered his love of

reading, and urged him to cultivate a marketable trade.Determined to master tanning—a

lucrative business at a time when people needed bridles and saddles—Jesse apprenticed with

his older half brother Peter, who owned a tannery in Maysville, Kentucky. One is struck by how

quickly the headstrong Jesse Grant latched on to his calling; he was never one to squander

time or dither over decisions. Quite courageously, Peter Grant headed the local abolitionist

society, denouncing slavery as “the blot which stains our government.”10 During his Maysville

stay, Jesse beheld the corrupting effects of slavery and later chided his Kentucky and Virginia

relatives for depending “too much on slave labor to be trained in self-reliance.”11 The depth of

his antislavery convictions prompted him to leave Kentucky when his apprenticeship expired. “I

would not own slaves and I would not live where there were slaves and not own them.”12 His

next job came in an Ohio tannery owned by Owen Brown, father of militant abolitionist John

Brown. Jesse resided in the Brown household and came to admire John’s “purity of character”

and “physical courage,” but later faulted him for being “a fanatic and extremist in whatever he

advocated.”13 After hanging out the shingle for his own tannery in Ravenna, Ohio, Jesse

contracted a debilitating “fever and ague” that forced him to discontinue business briefly before

going to work at the Point Pleasant tannery.Full of vim and drive, Jesse searched for a worthy

partner and found her in the pious, frugal Hannah Simpson, who was almost five years his

junior when they married in June 1821. She had grown up outside Philadelphia, the third child

of John Simpson, a farmer who had uprooted his family and moved to southwest Ohio two

years earlier. The Simpsons owned a substantial amount of land and some neighbors saw

Hannah as marrying down. “At the time of our marriage, Mrs. Grant was an unpretending

country girl; handsome, but not vain,” Jesse wrote, boasting that the Methodist Episcopal

Church had “never had a more devoted and consistent member.”14 As if intent upon

monopolizing all future marital discussions, Jesse had tracked down a bride as thrifty with

words as he was loquacious; he never stopped talking while Hannah never started. An early

photo shows the bearded Jesse bristling with irrepressible energy, his big fists resting on his

thighs, while the self-effacing Hannah sits small and strangely placid beside him, a quiet

woman withdrawn behind her spectacles and content to be so. Slim and erect, she was quietly

refined and never called attention to herself, displaying an unbending sense of duty toward



God, family, and country. Blessed with grit, she possessed all the domestic talents, from

milking cows to baking cookies, required of a small-town bride.It seems crystal-clear that

Ulysses S. Grant modeled himself after his mutely subdued mother, avoiding his father’s

bombast and internalizing her humility and self-control. The unflappable Hannah spoke in a low

voice, never swore, and remained calm and sweet-tempered. She was kind and solicitous

toward neighborhood children. One of Ulysses’s friends remembered her as a woman of “deep

feeling but not demonstrative,” her reserve so resolute that she seldom joked and never

laughed.15 Ulysses later praised her as “the best woman he had ever known; unselfish,

devoted to her family, thoroughly good, conscientious, intelligent, of a quiet and amiable

disposition, never meddling with other persons’ affairs, genuinely pious without any cant, with a

strong sense of right and justice.”16 He attributed his good sense and moral compass to her

beneficent influence. Molded by her always dignified presence, Ulysses grew up with a deep,

abiding respect for women and never treated them lightly or flirtatiously.Unlike her husband,

Hannah doled out praise sparingly and recoiled from anything that faintly smacked of bragging.

Even when her son grew famous, a journalist noted, “she not only refrained from boasting of

him, but oftentimes blushed like a girl, and left the room when his praises were sounded in her

ears; for it seemed akin to hearing self-praise.”17 Hating mean-spirited gossip, she regarded

others charitably and shrank from spiteful comments. One day, when women in her church

group groused about a drunken husband in the congregation, Hannah chimed in: “Well, Mr. A.

was a good fiddler, anyhow.”18 Hannah’s tendency to trust people was a lesson that her

innocent son Ulysses would learn almost too well.Despite her sterling traits, something was

missing in Hannah Grant, a maternal warmth whose absence Ulysses felt keenly. “I never saw

my mother cry,” he claimed.19 Deeply repressed, Hannah never bared her emotions or

discussed them with her children. As she later told a reporter proudly, “We are not a

demonstrative family.”20 The Grants never showed affection openly and a curious distance

always separated Ulysses S. Grant and his mother. In his Memoirs, he gave a full-blooded

portrait of Jesse Grant’s willful nature but, when it came to Hannah, he mentioned her maiden

name but failed to endow her with a fully rounded personality. Jesse bursts from the page,

while Hannah recedes and vanishes. However infuriating Ulysses found his father, he cared

deeply about his opinion. With the emotionally arid Hannah, an enigmatic silence lingered and

they had a constrained relationship in later years. This strange family background made

Ulysses S. Grant a man who could seem emotionally blocked, although he freely poured forth

his bottled-up feelings with his wife and children later on.When Jesse Grant planted his family

in Point Pleasant, he thought the small village had a major future, but for a man of his vaulting

hopes, it proved a hopelessly sleepy backwater. In August 1823, he purchased a corner lot in

Georgetown, Ohio, the new county seat of adjoining Brown County, and built a two-story brick

house—brick connoting wealth and standing—near the courthouse square. Jesse kept adding

to the edifice during Ulysses’s boyhood since he and Hannah needed to accommodate their

growing brood, soon adding Samuel Simpson (called Simpson) in 1825; Clara Rachel in 1828;

Virginia Paine (Jennie) in 1832; Orvil Lynch in 1835; and Mary Frances in 1839. (One notes

how neatly this self-disciplined couple spaced their offspring.) A natural joiner, Jesse served as

senior warden at Georgetown’s new Masonic lodge while he and Hannah participated actively

in the Methodist church across from their residence, often inviting visiting ministers to stay with

them.A small but up-and-coming place of corn and potato farmers, Georgetown was an ideal

spot for Jesse to situate his own tannery, which he placed across the street from his home.

Nearby White Oak Creek furnished plentiful water while abundant tanbark came from adjoining

forests. Jesse was reputed to be a tough but fair-minded boss, a “hard-working man,” who



“brooked no laziness,” said a relative.”21 One resident recalled Jesse as “very shrewd in

money transactions, but scrupulously honest. He was what might be called a Yankee

gentleman with plenty of old-school gentility and home-bred culture.”22 The tannery, however,

was a malodorous place that stank from lampblack and grease used to dress hides, and

Ulysses, whose upstairs bedroom window stared out on the business, was revolted by the

stench that regularly wafted across the street—a revulsion that lasted a lifetime.The boy grew

up in a household that percolated with political commentary. With politics his first love, Jesse

contributed to a lively newspaper called The Castigator that made its local debut in 1826. He

relished controversy, publishing pungent polemical essays on a variety of topics. His literary

style leaned heavily on sarcasm, and his bruising diatribes earned him a host of enemies.

When disputing one opponent, he gave this self-description in a piece he signed PLUTO: “Now

sir, I am a little dog, and generally disposed to be peaceable, but when a BIG DOG snarls at

me, I will at least show my teeth.”23The paper’s editor was David Ammen, a passionate

abolitionist. Slavery was an incendiary topic in the town by virtue of its geography. Ohio had

been the first state carved out of the old Northwest Territory, where slavery was banned by

ordinance in 1787. At the same time, Georgetown stood just ten miles from the Ohio River,

where runaway slaves from Kentucky made a spirited dash for freedom, often with slave

catchers in hot pursuit. So commonplace was slavery in Kentucky that bondsmen constituted

one-fifth of its prewar population. Many southern Ohio residents, originally from Kentucky and

Virginia, sympathized with slave owners. It took real gumption for Jesse Grant and David

Ammen to stand up to proslavery sentiment in this solidly Democratic town. Reared in this

borderland area, with the town split harshly over slavery, Ulysses S. Grant was exposed as a

boy to both sides of the controversy, perhaps breeding a spirit of tolerance later evident at

Appomattox.Both Jesse and Hannah Grant began as rabidly partisan Democrats who

supported Andrew Jackson. Jesse took to the pages of The Castigator to defend Jackson’s

veto of the charter for the Second Bank of the United States, a symbol of concentrated

financial power, suggesting that only those with “the hateful taint of aristocracy” disputed the

move.24 The Democratic persuasion ran so deep in Georgetown that it continued unabated

during the Civil War. As Ulysses later observed, “There was probably no time during the

rebellion when, if the opportunity could have been afforded, it would not have voted for

Jefferson Davis for President of the United States, over Mr. Lincoln.”25 For all that, the small

town would enrich the Union cause with no fewer than four generals.Propelled by a thrusting

ambition, Jesse was a persistent if frustrated politician, a perennial candidate who was “made

secretary of almost every public meeting which I attended where clerical services were

required.”26 In 1830 he ran unsuccessfully for Georgetown mayor, lost a bid for the state

legislature two years later, then failed in his effort to become a justice of the peace. Although

the hot-blooded Jesse lacked the winning charms of a candidate, he ascended to town mayor

in the late 1830s. In the 1832 elections, he abandoned the Democratic Party, switching his

earlier position on the bank issue and suddenly favoring its renewed charter. This sparked a

heated clash with his friend Thomas Hamer, a lawyer who ran for Congress on an orthodox

Jacksonian platform. A self-made man born to poor Irish parents, with a thick thatch of reddish

hair, Hamer had educated himself with borrowed books and risen to become speaker of the

state legislature. In a blistering attack, Jesse wrote that Hamer cared “not who sinks so as he

swims . . . he is alike faithless in his political principles, and his personal attachments.”27

Jesse’s apostasy brought their friendship to an abrupt close. Hamer’s flourishing career as the

leading figure in county politics would hamper Jesse’s future chances in that realm.Before long,

Jesse popped up at conventions for the new Whig Party, a political tradition that Ulysses



absorbed as a boy. Jesse revered Henry Clay, who led the Whigs from 1834 to 1846,

endorsing his American System of internal improvements, high tariffs, and a national bank—an

orientation later reflected in his son’s presidency. The Whigs denounced what they saw as the

overweening executive power of “King” Andrew Jackson, selecting the “Whig” name to liken

their struggle to that against King George III. Abraham Lincoln ventured into politics as an

ardent Whig, characterizing the party as one founded to depose that “‘detestable, ignorant,

reckless, vain and malignant tyrant,’ Andrew Jackson.”28 By 1831, when William Lloyd Garrison

initiated publication of The Liberator, Jesse had embraced the antislavery position of some

northern Whigs, even though this strained relations with many conservative townspeople and

family members in Kentucky.The Whig ideology featured a strong moralistic component that

doubtless resonated in the straitlaced, church-going Grant household. To strengthen the

country’s moral fiber, many Whigs wanted to expand the school system and favored Sabbath

observance. They inveighed against the menace of alcohol, which was both a national problem

—by 1830 each American drank, on average, seven gallons of pure alcohol per year—as well

as a local scourge in Brown County, which had two dozen distilleries and many grape-growing

sections. When the journalist Albert Richardson visited Georgetown for a biography of Grant

published in 1898, he reeled at the prevalence of alcohol abuse: “To be temperate in Brown

[County] means to be intoxicated only two or three times a year.”29 While Jesse Root Grant

has gone down in history books as a headstrong temperance advocate, there are scattered

suggestions that he might have wrestled early on with his own drinking demons. One person

remembered him as “a low, drunken common fellow—who loves his whiskey above all else.”30

A second said he “was a Kentuckian in his liking for whiskey,” while a third said Jesse “would

take a drink but never pay for it.”31 Since Jesse’s own father was ruined by drink, it would not

have been surprising if he had championed the temperance movement as a way to conquer his

own powerful temptations. Rumors of his drinking did not recur later on, suggesting that, if he

had a problem, he had conquered it.At first glance, there seemed something forgettable and

colorless about Ulysses S. Grant in his youth. He had nothing wayward or rambunctious in his

nature and seldom wandered off into skylarking mischief with other boys. Like his mother, he

was self-contained, as if he had trained his face to mask emotion and keep his inner life secret.

Also like Hannah, he was uncommonly even-tempered. When he was only two, Jesse dared a

neighbor to fire a pistol near his son, sure he would take it in stride. Instead of erupting in tears,

the child seemed to revel in the loud noise. “Fick it again!” he cried. “Fick it again!”32 The

incident set a lifelong pattern of Grant appearing impervious to physical danger.In respect to

the boy’s appearance, Jesse rendered a mixed verdict, contending that Ulysses “was our most

beautiful child; but I thought he did not grow up as handsome as our other boys.”33 If his stoop-

shouldered gait was inelegant, it bespoke a firm sense of purpose. “He was always a steady,

serious sort of boy who took everything in earnest; even when he played he made a business

of it,” Hannah recalled.34 One cousin remembered a “short, stout boy” who never talked much

and stayed at home a great deal, “but he had more determination than any boy I ever saw.”35

Often, amid gangs of rowdy youths, he stood apart, as if lost in thought. “He was more like a

grown person than a boy,” declared one school chum.36 As befit this seriousness, Grant

gravitated to older boys, always speaking in a clear, melodious voice that later reminded the

novelist William Dean Howells of “the soft, rounded, Ohio River accent” he had heard from his

“steamboating uncles.”37Though never a smooth boy, skilled in social graces—he could be

awkward and flustered in large groups—Ulysses exhibited a strict Methodist propriety. No

dancing, card playing, or cursing was tolerated in the proper Grant household. “It has been a

principle of mine never to swear at any time in my life,” Ulysses attested in future years.38 Even



as a raw country boy, he allowed himself no oath stronger than “Thunder and Lightning!” Once,

when quarreling with an acquaintance, he was provoked to say “Darn.” During the Civil War,

Grant recounted this episode to someone who recalled him saying “that the very sound of the

word to his ears bothered him, so that for an entire week it continued to literally haunt him.”39

He spent a lifetime avoiding the coarse jokes and bawdy anecdotes that were commonplace in

the military. “He revered women and thought such stories demeaned the female sex,” said a

cousin. “I have seen him freeze up a man instantly with a look when a vulgar story was told in

his presence.”40As part of their Methodist austerity, the Grants frowned upon liquor

consumption and not until age eleven did Ulysses steal his first forbidden taste of alcohol.

Since cholera cases had appeared in town, local authorities dispatched Jesse to Maysville,

Kentucky, to obtain a sweet blackberry cordial that purportedly contained medicinal qualities.

When the cholera threat abated, Jesse stowed the liqueur in his cellar. When his parents went

off to church, Ulysses and his friends sneaked downstairs on several occasions and gulped

large quantities of the sugary spirits.41Impeccably polite and usually (but not always) neatly

dressed, Ulysses reflected Hannah’s prim parenting. He preferred innocent pastimes, such as

swimming, playing marbles, or ice-skating. While he delighted in fishing barefoot in summer,

seated by a brook near the tannery, he seldom hunted and derived no pleasure from the

casual butchering of animals. “He was unusually sensitive to pain,” said a friend, “and his

aversion to taking any form of life was so great that he would not hunt.”42 Such a tame boy

inevitably became the butt of mockery, and Grant grew sensitive to public humiliation. Never

one to initiate a fight, he refused to back down when bullied. He was roused to fury if sadistic

boys tormented an innocent child or a defenseless horse, and smaller boys embraced him as

their steadfast protector. On one occasion, Grant saw a big, oafish boy named Slifer picking on

a much smaller boy. “Grant stepped forward, rolled up his sleeves, and told Slifer that he

shouldn’t fight that little fellow; that if there was any fighting to be done he could fight him,” said

a cousin.43 Grant never deviated from this philosophy, which he later applied to his eldest son.

“I do not want him to feel afraid to pitch in when boys impose on him but he had better avoid

boys who are inclined to quarrel.”44In the absence of free public schools, Jesse sent his son to

a small brick subscription school, perched on a nearby ridge, with boys and girls seated on

long wooden benches and segregated in adjoining classrooms. Ulysses remembered John D.

White, the village schoolmaster, as a “kind-hearted” and “respected” man, who nonetheless

lashed with beechwood switches any boys who dared to misbehave.45 Grant already stood out

for his terse expression and unruffled nature. Another teacher, Isaac Lynch, praised his “quiet

demeanor, studious attention to his books, and remarkably good behavior.”46 With his bashful

nature, Grant found public speaking “unbearable” and only submitted to this torture “by the

greatest exertion.”47 Though a conscientious student, he excelled solely in mathematics.

Drawn to history and politics, he read The Life of George Washington and avidly followed the

newspapers. Jesse Grant promoted literacy at home, amassing a library of thirty volumes.

Regretting his own lack of education, he wanted to drum learning into his children’s heads.

Ulysses conveyed a vivid sense of his father’s insatiable thirst for knowledge. As a boy, he had

“read every book he could borrow in the neighborhood where he lived. This scarcity gave him

the early habit of studying everything he read, so that when he got through with a book, he

knew everything in it.”48Jesse Grant committed the common error of willful fathers who try to

stimulate their sons and overpower them instead. He doted on his eldest boy, smothering him

with attention and attempting to live vicariously through him. Reluctant to assert himself against

his bossy father, Ulysses quietly resented the pressure to succeed, and Jesse was perplexed

that his son “never seemed inclined to put himself forward at all; and was modest, retiring, and



reticent.”49 Instead of accepting this, Jesse prodded the boy mercilessly at every turn. When

he took Ulysses on a trip to eastern Ohio, a telling scene unfolded, recounted by a friend. “At

this time Ulysses though young could read very well, of this his father was naturally very proud,

and when they arrived at their destination, to his little son’s dismay, he brought out a school

reader, and telling his friends of how beautifully Ulysses could read, proceeded to open his

book and requested him to read something, but Ulysses declined absolutely and stuck to it, to

his father’s chagrin and disappointment.”50From this clash between grandstanding father and

stubbornly private son, Ulysses developed a deeply entrenched modesty, “a particular aversion

to egotists and braggarts,” said a later colleague.51 He wanted people to discover his

strengths, not have them advertised. Reluctant to flout his father openly, he developed a

strategy of passive resistance, retreating behind a facade of silent obstinacy. He only stood up

to his father indirectly, holding back his emotions, as if fearing their violent release. Torn

between an intrusive father and a painfully retiring mother, he kept a world of buried feelings

locked up inside. Even at the end of his life, one of his physicians delivered this judgment on

his emotional makeup: “He is the most suppressive man I ever knew. He is not devoid of

emotional nature, but his emotions from early life have been diverted from their natural

channels of expression . . . What has been called imperturbability in him is simply introversion

of his feelings.”52The major outlet for Grant’s suppressed emotions was his rapturous love of

horses. Hannah noted this special affinity: “Horses seem to understand Ulysses.”53 Somewhat

clumsy in his gait, the boy was surprisingly graceful on horseback. Riding horses was an ideal

way to escape from the social complexities of home into a world where he enjoyed complete

freedom and didn’t have to kowtow to others. He liked to ride without a saddle or stirrups,

sitting astride a blanket on the horse’s back, and he was so expert at handling horses that he

began riding at age five. He became known for breaking in wild horses for local farmers, a sight

that drew admiring spectators to the village square. He tamed even the most refractory horses

through a fine sensitivity to their nature rather than by his physical prowess. “If people knew

how much more they could get out of a horse by gentleness than by harshness,” Grant once

observed, “they would save a great deal of trouble both to the horse and the man.”54For all his

ingrained caution, the boy proved a daredevil on a horse, riding at top speed by age five while

standing one-legged on its back. He would plant one foot on a sheepskin lashed to the animal,

then maintain his balance by grasping the reins. Even when he was older and used a saddle,

he had a startling way of putting his left foot in the stirrup, grabbing the horse’s mane with his

left hand, then swinging his body nimbly over the horse in a single lithe, fluid motion. Perhaps

no story better demonstrates his mastery of horses than Jesse’s tale of when a circus came to

town:Once when [Ulysses] was a boy, a show came along in which there was a mischievous

pony, trained to go round the ring like lightning, and he was expected to throw any boy that

attempted to ride him. “Will any boy come forward and ride this pony?” shouted the ring-master.

Ulysses stepped forward, and mounted the pony. The performance began. Round and round

and round the ring went the pony, faster and faster, making the greatest effort to dismount the

rider. But Ulysses sat as steady as if he had grown to the pony’s back. Presently out came a

large monkey and sprang up behind Ulysses. The people set up a great shout of laughter, and

on the pony ran; but it all produced no effect on the rider. Then the ring-master made the

monkey jump on to Ulysses’ shoulders, standing with his feet on his shoulders, and with his

hands holding on to his hair. At this there was another and a still louder shout, but not a muscle

of Ulysses’ face moved. There was not a tremor of his nerves. A few more rounds and the ring-

master gave it up; he had come across a boy that the pony and the monkey both could not

dismount.55When it came to horses, Ulysses was quite enterprising in dreaming up



moneymaking ventures. By age eight, he drove a team of two and hauled enormous logs for

his father’s business. On one occasion, he managed single-handedly to load giant timbers that

ordinarily required a crew of eight. Jesse boasted about this episode, but a Simpson cousin

noted that an aggrieved Ulysses returned from the encounter with tears in his eyes, convinced

“his father had imposed upon him and had not treated him with justice.”56 Two years later the

boy was allowed to own his own horses and had enough self-possession to transport adult

passengers to Cincinnati, a distance of 40 miles; on one occasion, his livery service extended

as far afield as Toledo, 250 miles distant. Another time, when he drove two young women back

from Kentucky, they had to ford a creek swollen with rainwater and Grant refused to be

deterred. Without giving the women any warning, the twelve-year-old and his team plunged

into the stream and “the first thing they knew the horses were swimming and the water went up

to their own waists,” recalled Jesse. The ladies screamed in terror. “In the midst of the

excitement, Ulysses, who was on a forward seat, looked back to the ladies, and with an air

perfectly undisturbed, merely said: ‘Don’t speak—I will take you through safe.’”57 He deposited

the two shaken women, soggy but safe, back in Georgetown.Money was a black art that Grant

never learned to master, and he spent years trying to live down derision elicited by his

bargaining for a colt at age eight. Jesse had offered a farmer named Ralston $20 for the

animal; Ralston held out for $25. Jesse sent his son to haggle with Ralston, instructing him to

make a $20 opening bid, followed by $22.50 if necessary, and then settle for $25 if he must.

Utterly incapable of guile, Ulysses bungled the bargaining. “When I got to Mr. Ralston’s house, I

said to him: ‘Papa says I may offer you twenty dollars for the colt, but if you won’t take that, I

am to offer twenty-two and a half, and if you won’t take that, to give you twenty-five.’”58 The

story circulated widely to the merriment of village youth. Grant later commented, “It cost me

more heartburning than almost any transaction in life.”59 He was so traumatized by the

mockery that it remained evergreen in his memory. “Boys enjoy the misery of their

companions,” Grant concluded, “. . . and in later life I have found that all adults are not free from

the peculiarity.”60 The trusting naïveté displayed in the Ralston episode would haunt the adult

Grant no less than the boy.Unlike many great historical figures, Grant brooded on no vast

dreams, harbored no spacious vision for his future, and would have settled for a contented,

small-town life. Something solitary about farming pleased him, and he was happiest when

riding, plowing crops, sawing wood, or milking cows. The one business for which he was

clearly unsuited was his father’s tannery, which emitted a potent stench that clung to its

workers. For a young man who adored animals and identified with their suffering, it was a

sickening way for his father to earn a living.Inside the dreaded beam room, Jesse soaked hides

in vats in a lye solution before they were removed and stripped of hairs by knives. The floor

grew slimy with blood and animal fat as giant rats swarmed through the mess. One day, short

of help, Jesse commandeered Ulysses for the beam room, and he was revolted by the

experience. “Father, this tanning is not the kind of work I like,” Ulysses explained. “I’ll work at it

though, if you wish me to, until I am one-and-twenty; but you may depend upon it, I’ll never

work a day at it after that.”61 To his credit, instead of pushing his son, Jesse inquired what he

would like to do. The boy cited three pretty pedestrian possibilities: become a farmer, become a

trader, or get an education. The depth of his disgust with tanning expressed itself in his lifelong

insistence on eating meat burned to a crisp and free of blood. He refused to swallow meat that

swam in its own juices, an abhorrence that extended to mutton, poultry, and game. “I never

could eat anything that goes on two legs,” he admitted.62By the time Grant reached early

adolescence, his father had prospered in business and diversified his interests. Appointed an

agent for the Columbus Insurance Company in 1835, he peddled fire insurance and also won a



contract to build the local jail. Flush with cash, he packed Ulysses off the next autumn to an

excellent private academy, Maysville Seminary, in Maysville, Kentucky, a two-story brick school

on the banks of the Ohio River. Grant boarded with the widow of his rich uncle Peter, who had

thrived in tanning, salt, and river shipping. At fourteen Ulysses was now “a stumpy, freckle-

faced, big-headed country lad.”63 Aside from math, he remained an indifferent student. In the

debating society, however, he displayed a keen interest in current affairs, especially the

annexation of Texas, and argued for the proposition that intemperance represented a more

severe threat than war. After school, on warm days, he and his classmates cobbled together

rafts from logs and leapt from them into the Ohio River, often swimming across and gathering

fruit and mulberries on the Kentucky bank. “He was always very liberal and generous in sharing

anything he had with other boys, as apples, cakes, etc,” said a companion. “He was an

exception as a boy for truth, honesty and fairness.”64This idyllic period ended the next spring

when the 1837 financial panic forced Jesse to economize and bring his son back to

Georgetown for a year before sending him to the Presbyterian Academy in nearby Ripley, Ohio.

The school was run by the Reverend John Rankin, a famous antislavery cleric who had

emerged as an early conductor on the Underground Railroad, attaining legendary status

among abolitionists. In the window of his house, set on a bluff high above the Ohio River,

Rankin would kindle lamps to guide to freedom fugitive slaves from Kentucky. William Lloyd

Garrison and Henry Ward Beecher credited Rankin with exceptional influence in stamping out

slavery, while Harriet Beecher Stowe collected material from him for Uncle Tom’s Cabin.

Rankin, who said that slavery “hangs like the mantle of night over our republic and shrouds its

rising glories,” served as minister of a nearby Presbyterian church, where Ulysses Grant heard

him preach many times.65 That Jesse shipped his son to Rankin’s school suggests a possible

attempt to imbue him early on with abolitionist ideals.Grant’s classmates there remembered a

stocky boy with a rustic air who seemed slow in speech, sluggish in movement, and careless in

appearance. He was affable and well-liked, if not especially sociable, and seldom showed up at

parties. He studied algebra, Latin, and math and was inquisitive in class, though never much of

a talker. That he failed to dazzle classmates with his intelligence was shown by the reaction of

one to later news that Grant had been accepted at West Point: “Well, if that numbskull could

pass, I know I could.”66By late 1838, Jesse had lost faith that his son could chart his own

future and took his destiny in hand with brisk efficiency. Since the stalled economy had put a

crimp in his business, he could not educate Ulysses further without withdrawing much-needed

capital. It dawned on him that if the boy attended West Point, he would be schooled at

government expense. At the time, many cadets avoided military careers, using the academy as

a high-class vocational school specializing in math and civil engineering. Not bothering to

consult Ulysses, Jesse wrote to the Ohio senator Thomas Morris, an impassioned opponent of

slavery, about a possible place at West Point for his son. The senator informed him that a

vacancy existed in Jesse’s district. By an extraordinary coincidence, G. Bartlett Bailey, son of

Grant’s near neighbor, Dr. George Bailey, had been discharged from the academy for

misbehavior and/or failing exams, which his shame-ridden parents had kept secret by

forbidding their son to return home, banishing him to a private military school. Ulysses thought

Mrs. Bailey disclosed the secret to his mother, perhaps prompting Jesse’s letter to Senator

Morris.When he received the encouraging reply around Christmas, Jesse turned to his son and

announced, “Ulysses, I believe you are going to receive the appointment.” “What appointment?”

Ulysses asked. “To West Point; I have applied for it.” “But I won’t go,” replied Ulysses. Jesse

insisted he would go “and I thought so too, if he did,” as Ulysses recalled his cowed reaction to

this paternal edict. The young man had little confidence he could meet the entrance



requirements. “I did not believe I possessed them, and could not bear the idea of failing.”67 It

was a classic encounter between the domineering Jesse, exerting his will, and Ulysses, who

lacked the strength to stand up and defy him and sheepishly consented.The matter required a

delicate next step. Jesse needed to write to his local congressman, Thomas Hamer, who had

to nominate his son for West Point. There was time pressure involved: Hamer was a lame duck

whose term ended March 4. Far more worrisome was that Jesse Grant and Thomas Hamer,

quondam friends, had not spoken since they parted company over Jacksonian politics, when

Jesse accused him of “gross deceit.”68 Ulysses later said both men, regretting the breach,

wanted a rapprochement. Jesse addressed a businesslike letter to Hamer, making no allusion

to past unpleasantness. It reached Hamer the night of March 3 and, instead of being vindictive,

he graciously agreed to submit Grant’s name. In his haste, he listed the applicant as Ulysses S.

Grant. The confusion came about either because Hamer confused Ulysses with his younger

brother Simpson or because he assumed Ulysses was his first name and he had taken

Hannah’s maiden name for his middle name. (Grant himself blamed Senator Morris for the long-

lived error.) The mistaken name, which persisted at West Point and beyond, was the bane of

the young man’s life and seemed symbolic of his almost comic passivity under Jesse’s heavy-

handed tutelage. As Grant later confessed to his wife in frank exasperation, “You know I have

an ‘S’ in my name and don’t know what it stand[s] for.”69The young Grant was right to fret

about whether he would pass the exams administered once he arrived at West Point, for many

would-be cadets had graduated from college or taken preparatory courses especially designed

for the academy. He was not reconciled to going. “I did not want to go to West Point,” he

maintained. “My appointment was an accident, and my father had to use his authority to make

me go.”70 The astonishing news that Grant, the country bumpkin, was heading off to West

Point elicited condescending smirks around Georgetown. One Grant peer remembered that

“none of us boys, high or low, rich or poor, could clearly imagine how Uncle Sam’s

schoolmasters were going to transform our somewhat outré-looking comrade into our beau

idéal of dandyism—a West Pointer.”71CHAPTER TWO—The Darling Young LieutenantON

MAY 15, 1839, Ulysses S. Grant bade his family a stiffly formal farewell and left behind the

small, provincial world he had inhabited. At seventeen, he was tiny for his age, weighing a

mere 117 pounds and standing five feet two inches tall; at West Point he would reach his full

height of five feet eight inches. It was typical of Hannah that she extracted from him a promise

he would never resort to profane language at West Point. One senses that Grant was starved

for outright maternal affection, for when he crossed the street to say good-bye to the Baileys,

Mrs. Bailey and her daughters stood bathed in tears. Grant was taken aback by the emotional

display, which struck him as a revelation. “Why you must be sorry I am going,” he said with

dawning wonder. “They didn’t cry at our house.”1 Grant lugged a suitcase imprinted with brass

tacks of his initials. To avert teasing, he had rearranged H.U.G. into the far more palatable

U.H.G, the shifting initials emblematic of his confused sense of identity.The boy nursed a

certain wanderlust, the first hint of some broader vision of life, and was eager to set eyes on

Philadelphia and New York. Nevertheless, he experienced such foreboding about West Point

that he daydreamed about a travel accident that would abort the whole trip. “When these

places were visited I would have been glad to have had a steamboat or railroad collision . . . by

which I might have received a temporary injury sufficient to make me ineligible, for a time, to

enter the Academy,” he wrote with dry humor. “Nothing of the kind occurred, and I had to face

the music.”2 He traveled by steamer to Pittsburgh, then switched to a canal boat for Harrisburg.

From there he clambered aboard a train bound for Philadelphia and was thrilled as it

accelerated to a maximum velocity of eighteen miles per hour.During five days in Philadelphia,



he boarded with his mother’s relatives and roamed its streets with rapt attention, visiting the

theater and touring Girard College. He looked like a hayseed from the heartland, “a rather

awkward country lad, wearing plain clothes and large, coarse shoes as broad at the toes as at

the widest part of the soles,” in the amused memory of one female cousin.3 In New York, Grant

experienced a fateful encounter with a foppish young man from Missouri named Fred Dent,

who stayed at the same hotel. As westerners, the two teenagers struck up an instant

camaraderie, and, when they discovered they were both headed for the military academy,

traveled up the Hudson River together.Upon arrival at West Point, Grant registered under the

name U. H. Grant, inscribing his name as Ulysses Hiram Grant in the adjutant’s office. He then

discovered, despite his unavailing protests, that he had been nominated for West Point under

“Ulysses S. Grant” and perhaps began to suspect that fate had pasted this label permanently

on him. As soon as fellow cadets, including William Tecumseh Sherman, spotted the name “U.

S. Grant” on the bulletin board, they made great sport of it and promptly branded the newcomer

Uncle Sam Grant, or “Sam” Grant for short. Henceforth, he would be known as Sam Grant

among the cadets. By the end of four years at West Point, he had capitulated to the tyranny of

the clerical error and adopted Ulysses S. Grant as his new moniker for life.Grant was surprised

that he breezed through the entrance exams, especially since one out of four candidates

flunked. The tests included a physical to see whether candidates had dental or skeletal defects

as well as tests of penmanship and spelling. Once they passed, Grant and other new “plebes”

had their heads shaved nearly bald and spent the next few months in “summer encampment,”

sleeping in tents and drilling in an open area called the Plain before taking up barracks

residence in September. Grant never forgot his initial glimpse that summer of General Winfield

Scott, who came to review the cadets. A gigantic, stately man, standing six feet five inches tall,

he was all aglow in a profusion of medals and gold lace. “I thought him the finest specimen of

manhood my eyes had ever beheld . . . I could never resemble him in appearance, but I believe

I did have a presentiment . . . that some day I should occupy his place on review.”4 For this

shambling young man, short on ambition, it was an uncharacteristic mental leap into a shining

military future.On September 14, 1839, Grant signed his enlistment papers, which required him

to serve in the Army of the United States for eight years. This was no idle act, and Grant would

abide devoutly by this pledge. When the Civil War broke out, he repeatedly reminded people

that he had vowed to serve his country in exchange for being educated in warfare, reinforcing a

fervent indignation that Robert E. Lee and other Confederate generals who attended West

Point had violated their sworn oaths.The new cadet, blue-eyed and clean-shaven with a

rubicund complexion, was quite handsome, bearing scant resemblance to the later general of

the stubbly beard and weathered face. He was enchanted by West Point’s natural beauty,

writing home about its bucolic wonders and sighing over the “beautiful river with its bosom

studded with hundreds of snow[-white] sails.”5 When he visited a house once occupied by

Benedict Arnold, his fiery reaction foreshadowed things to come as he patriotically denounced

Arnold as “that base and heartless traitor to his country and his God.”6 Notwithstanding his

reluctance to go to the academy, he quickly accepted its sound practicality on the economic

grounds touted by his father. “The fact is if a man graduates here he [is] safe for life.”7When he

surveyed his freshly uniformed self in the mirror, he laughed at the spic-and-span figure

suddenly staring back at him. “My pants sit as tight to my skin as the bark to a tree,” he told a

friend, “and if I do not walk military, that is if I bend over quickly or run, they are very apt to

crack with a report as loud as a pistol. My coat must always be buttoned up tight to the chin.”8

This snappy appearance did not last long, however, and Grant soon received demerits for

careless deportment, untied shoelaces, and lateness for drills. He was so diminutive that when



he donned a pair of overalls and went down to the riding hall, his spurs and huge clanking

cavalry sword seemed to dwarf his boyish frame.In Ohio, Grant had been the butt of taunts by

town toughs, whereas the cadets discerned sterling qualities beneath his quiet, stolid manner.

The academy counted 250 cadets in all, so that everyone mostly knew everyone else, and

fellow cadets commended Grant’s honesty, candor, and generosity. Perhaps the highest

accolade came from a tall, rangy cadet, James Longstreet, who hailed from the Deep South

and later won renown as the man Robert E. Lee dubbed “my old warhorse.”9 With his doughty

independence and integrity, he retained warm memories of Grant at West Point, citing his

“girlish modesty; a hesitancy in presenting his own claims; a taciturnity born of his modesty; but

a thoroughness in the accomplishment of whatever task was assigned him.”10 For three years,

Grant roomed with Fred Dent, who also singled out Grant as “the clearest headed young man I

ever saw . . . He always wanted to do what was right, and we all had great respect for him. He

was a singed cat—a great deal better than he looked.”11 Grant also shared rooms with Rufus

Ingalls, later distinguished as quartermaster general of the U.S. Army. Although Grant

experimented with tobacco, which was forbidden, he did not acquire a smoking habit and only

occasionally partook of liquor.By stripping them of all luxuries and housing them in barracks of

extreme simplicity, West Point introduced cadets to a rigorous military life. With two cadets

squeezed into each cramped room, they had to fetch water from a downstairs pump, scrub

floors, make their beds, and fold their sheets. At 5 a.m., they were roused from sleep by

rumbling drums and marched off to the dining hall. Grant mostly obeyed institutional rules, with

a few significant lapses. William B. Franklin recalled that cadets could not cook in their rooms,

but often sneaked in meat and potatoes. One night Grant was “roasting a chicken in his room

when an officer rapped.” Grant stood rigidly at attention as the officer alluded to a telltale

cooking odor. “‘I’ve noticed it,’ replied Grant, and the officer retired, thoroughly impressed by

the innocent look on the cadet’s face.”12 As in Georgetown, Grant refused to be hazed when a

strapping cadet named Jack Lindsay kept shoving him from the squad as they drilled on the

parade ground. When Lindsay pushed him once too often, Grant retaliated by knocking down

the larger boy, flattening him with a punch. In time, Grant, despite his short stature, developed

a reputation for a fearless sense of fair play and was regularly approached by other cadets to

mediate their disputes.The West Point curriculum was long on math, engineering, geography,

and history. Though it presented courses on artillery, fortifications, and cavalry maneuvers,

Grant later laughed at the primitive tactics, based on musket and flintlock weapons. In his first

year, the course work emphasized French for a straightforward reason: the French were the

foremost military theorists of the day. The reigning figure in military strategy was Antoine-Henri

Jomini, a Swiss-born officer who had fought by Napoleon’s side. Jomini’s ideas came filtered

through the mind of the academy’s most charismatic teacher, Dennis Hart Mahan, who

transformed the study of Napoleon into a worshipful cult. He adapted French theory to

American frontier conditions, teaching lessons about flexible supply bases, the rapid movement

of troops, and concentration of forces that Grant would faithfully apply throughout the Civil War.

Mahan remembered Grant fondly: “Grant’s mental machine is of the powerful low-pressure

class . . . which pushes steadily forward and drives all obstacles before it.”13 It has often been

said that Grant was ignorant of military history, but in later years he could recapitulate in minute

detail the campaigns of Napoleon, Frederick the Great, and Julius Caesar, as the journalist

John Russell Young discovered to his astonishment when he interviewed Grant in 1879.14The

stereotype of Grant as a flop at West Point is misleading. His performance was lackluster, not

awful, and he proved modestly successful in selected areas. “I had no occasion for any aids in

mathematics,” he said. “The subject was so easy to me as to come almost by intuition.”15 In a



world of competitive young men, Grant could come across as a laggard. “In his studies he was

lazy and careless,” said Rufus Ingalls. “Instead of studying a lesson, he would merely read it

over once or twice; but he was so quick in his perceptions that he usually made very fair

recitations even with so little preparation.”16 The academy suffered such a heavy attrition rate

that, a year after Grant entered, his class was whittled down from eighty-two to forty-nine

members. Although many of his letters speak fondly of the academy, he displayed small

interest in military matters and portrayed his West Point stay as a trial to be endured. The

furthest he allowed his fantasies to range ahead was to imagine himself an assistant math

professor at the academy, followed by a college professorship. Only the specter of his father’s

disapproval kept him firmly stationed on the Hudson. “If I could have escaped West Point

without bringing myself into disgrace at home, I would have done so,” he reminisced. “I

remember about the time I entered the academy there were debates in Congress over a

proposal to abolish West Point. I . . . read the Congress reports with eagerness . . . hoping to

hear that the school had been abolished, and that I could go home to my father without being

in disgrace.”17Already possessing a literary bent, Grant often escaped into the world of fiction,

devouring novels by Sir Walter Scott, Washington Irving, and James Fenimore Cooper and

serving as president of the literary society. Shy, closemouthed, he did not dance and came up

short with the ladies, especially compared with the polished young southern boys with their

ingratiating manners. Perhaps most surprising was the talent he exhibited in a drawing course

given by a popular instructor, Robert Walter Weir, who had studied painting in Italy and

specialized in landscapes and historical subjects. With cartography in its infancy, West Point

emphasized drawing so that future officers could sketch rough maps and record a battlefield’s

topography. The clarity and acuity of Grant’s vision—his uncanny ability to visualize chaotic

fighting amid the fog of war—would account in no small measure for his military triumphs.

Grant executed fanciful Italian scenes and tender genre studies of Native Americans and, in

one droll, delightful painting, showed a horse with its head drooping into a feed bag, a picture

notable for its palpable affection for the creature.Grant also thrived in horseback riding and was

lucky that the academy introduced equestrian classes during his tenure. Cadets training to be

cavalry officers were expected to leap over hurdles, their sabers flailing in the air. Everybody

noted the perfect harmony that united man and animal when Grant sat erect in the saddle. “In

horsemanship . . . he was noted as the most proficient in the Academy,” said Longstreet. “In

fact, rider and horse held together like the fabled centaur.”18 As in Georgetown, knots of

cadets would gather and stare with hypnotic admiration as Grant subdued unruly horses, and

one said appreciatively, “It was as good as any circus to see Grant ride.”19 In scaling hurdles

he exceeded all rivals, and when cadets competed in jumps, attendants would hike up the bar

a full foot higher to spotlight Grant’s star turn.During the Civil War, Grant attributed some of his

success to a thorough knowledge of Confederate officers, stored up at West Point and in the

Mexican War. Indeed, a goodly portion of the dramatis personae of the Civil War trooped

through his academy life. He was mesmerized, if a bit appalled, by a zealous Christian cadet

from a poor family in rural western Virginia, Thomas J. Jackson. “At West Point he came into

the school at an older age than average, and began with a low grade. But he had so much

courage and energy, worked so hard, and governed his life by a discipline so stern that he

steadily worked his way along and rose far above others who had more advantages.”20 Grant

remembered Jackson’s bouts of hypochondria, his belief in possession by demonic spirits, his

tireless bent for self-improvement. Grant never directly faced Stonewall Jackson during the Civil

War, when he fought like a man possessed, his eyes said to be fiercely lit by inner fires.Among

the older cadets, which included John Pope and Simon Bolivar Buckner, Grant was especially



drawn to William Tecumseh Sherman, who was as witty and energetic as Grant was

constrained in manner. He was “generous to everybody,” Grant recalled, and “one of the most

popular boys at the Academy.”21 Grant’s critique of another older cadet, George H. Thomas,

later hero of Chickamauga, prefigured his impatience with Thomas’s lumbering style of

command. “At West Point, when he was commanding cadets in cavalry drill, he would never go

beyond a slow trot. Just as soon as the line began to move, and gain a little speed, Thomas

would give the order, ‘Slow trot.’ The boys used to call him ‘Slow Trot’ Thomas.”22 Among

younger cadets the most impressive was the precocious George B. McClellan, who entered

West Point at fifteen after two years at the University of Pennsylvania. By a strange

juxtaposition of fate, his class included George E. Pickett of Gettysburg fame.After two years of

study, West Point rewarded cadets with a two-month furlough, and Grant celebrated this

interlude as a long-awaited reprieve from his New York exile. “This I enjoyed beyond any other

period of my life,” he stated, with understandable hyperbole.23 By now Jesse had followed his

usual practice of trading up to ever-richer towns, moving from Georgetown to Bethel, a mere

twelve miles away, but a distinct step upward in socioeconomic status. He and Hannah had

moved into an imposing brick house recently owned by Senator Thomas Morris, and noxious

fumes no longer floated in from a nearby tannery. Jesse had formed a partnership agreement

with E. A. Collins under which Jesse would expand their Bethel tannery while Collins hawked

its products in the Mississippi River town of Galena, Illinois, forging a connection that was to

prove consequential for Ulysses. Jesse planned to groom his two younger sons, Simpson and

Orvil, to take over his tanning business, a prospect pointedly spurned by Ulysses.As restless

as ever, Jesse donated his time to a dizzying array of causes, sitting on the board of the

Methodist church and joining the local Masonic lodge. Still a stalwart Whig, he had

campaigned heartily in 1840 for William Henry Harrison, whose slogan in the presidential race

was “Tippecanoe and Tyler, too.” (Harrison had been the hero of the battle of Tippecanoe and

John Tyler was his running mate.) Inspired by this slogan, Jesse took part in a campaign

parade in which he pulled an oar in a gargantuan canoe mounted on wheels that was pulled

down the town’s main street. Many locals were offended by Jesse’s ostentatious air of

prosperity, his insufferable boasting about Ulysses, and his outspoken politics. “He was an

uncompromising anti-slavery Whig, a strong temperance advocate, the richest man in town,

owned a piano, wore gold-bowed spectacles, and sent his children to college,” explained one

townsman.24 Yet the hard-driving Jesse was enterprising enough to be elected mayor of

Bethel within a decade.Encased in his starchy uniform, his frame well toned by parade ground

drills, the Ulysses S. Grant who returned to Bethel by stagecoach had the upright carriage of a

cadet instead of his familiar boyhood slouch. Training had made him lean and muscular. When

he encountered his mother, she didn’t shower him with tears or hugs, but inspected him closely

instead. “Ulysses, you have grown much straighter,” she commented, and he shot back, “Yes,

that was the first thing they taught me.”25 The improvement proved only temporary. In the

agrarian isolation of a small Ohio town before the railroad boom, Ulysses whirled in like some

visitor from a faraway world who imparted strange lore of distant places. On Bethel’s streets, he

was often surrounded by flocks of locals who listened, mouth agape, to his stock of West Point

tales, relieved to find him free of his father’s vanity.In the emotional desert of the Grant

household, Ulysses was ripe for romance and found his first love interest in a young woman

named Kate Lowe, who lived in nearby Batavia. He rode over frequently to see her and

experienced the early transports of desire. Before returning to West Point, Grant, in courting

mode, even sent the damsel rhymed couplets to testify to his affection: “Kindly then remember

me / I’ll also often think of thee, / Nor forget the Soldier story / Gone to gain the field of



glory.”26Back at West Point in the fall, Grant was briefly accorded the honor of being named a

sergeant who exercised leadership in one of four companies formed for military exercises.

Instead of being galvanized into superior performance, Grant preferred to languish. As he

confessed, “The promotion was too much for me.”27 As he accumulated demerits—in May

1842, he was confined to quarters for two weeks for speaking disrespectfully to a superior

officer—he was stripped of his sergeant stripes and reverted to a private for his last year. Time

hung heavy on his hands. “The last two years wore away more rapidly than the first two, but

they still seemed about five times as long as Ohio years, to me.”28 As so often in Grant’s

career, his mental depression acquired a physical correlative. During his last six months at

West Point, he was gripped by a “desperate cough” that slimmed him down to 117 pounds—

the same weight recorded during his entrance exam, even though he had gained six inches in

height.29 Two of Jesse Grant’s brothers had died of consumption, perhaps adding an extra

element of concern to Grant’s condition.Despite his infirmity, Grant rode regularly and

astounded people with his equestrian theatrics, routinely clearing a bar set at five feet by the

riding master, the Prussian sergeant Henry Hershberger. The most fearsome horse in the

academy stables was York, an intractable animal dreaded by most cadets. When one

classmate warned Grant, “That horse will kill you some day,” he coolly responded, “Well, I can’t

die but once.”30 The pinnacle of Grant’s horsemanship came at graduation time, when the

senior class performed mounted exercises before a vast throng of spectators. A young

onlooker named James B. Fry never forgot Grant’s bravura performance at the close:When the

regular services were completed, the class, still mounted, was formed in line through the

center of the hall, the riding-master placed the leaping-bar higher than a man’s head, and

called out “Cadet Grant!” A clean-faced, slender, blue-eyed young fellow, weighing about 120

pounds, dashed from the ranks on a powerfully built chestnut-sorrel horse and galloped down

the opposite side of the hall. As he turned at the farther end and came into the straight stretch

across which the bar was placed, the horse increased his pace, and, measuring his strides for

the great leap before him, bounded into the air and cleared the bar, carrying his rider as if man

and beast had been welded together. The spectators were breathless. “Very well done, sir!”

growled “old Hershberger,” the riding-master, and the class was dismissed and disappeared;

but “Cadet Grant” remained a living image in my memory.31Grant established an academy

record that stood for decades, and the story’s afterlife was no less remarkable. On his

deathbed, when Fry called upon him, Grant could retrieve every detail of the memorable

episode. “‘Yes,’ he whispered, ‘I remember that very well. York was a wonderful horse. I could

feel him gathering under me for the effort as he approached the bar. Have you heard anything

lately of Hershberger?’”32When Grant graduated in June 1843, his rank was middling, not

miserable: twenty-first in a class of thirty-nine. If one includes the many cadets who had

already dropped out, Grant nearly stood in the top quarter of candidates who set out on the

four-year marathon. The results were highly creditable in light of Grant’s lackadaisical work

ethic and the fact that some students entered with college preparatory work under their belts.

Ironically, Grant scored best in subjects that might someday be of service in civilian life (math,

engineering, and geology) and fared poorly in strictly military subjects (artillery and infantry

tactics), confirming his disinclination for military service. Because of Grant’s strong

performance in math, Professor Albert E. Church soon encouraged him to return to the

academy as an assistant professor, and Grant cherished this lowly aspiration. Although the

feeling was far from universal, several cadets recognized Grant’s uncommon strength of

character. Shortly before graduation, classmate James A. Hardie prophesied, “Well, sir, if a

great emergency arises in this country during our life-time, Sam Grant will be the man to meet



it.”33Looking back on his life, Grant declared that his happiest day was his last as president—

with the possible exception of graduation day at West Point.34 For all that, he retained

enduring respect for the academy and an affection for those who had survived its exacting

ordeals. “He preferred West Point men as soldiers,” wrote a later staff officer, “he loved them as

friends . . . he thought higher even of Sherman and Sheridan because they were graduates of

the Academy.”35As he contemplated the military career to which he was now committed for

several years, Grant coveted a cavalry assignment—an illustrious branch of service—and was

crestfallen at being rejected. He had to settle for a commission as brevet second lieutenant

attached to the Fourth Infantry Regiment, based at Jefferson Barracks, just south of St. Louis,

Missouri. Grant spent a last summer in Ohio and ordered an infantry uniform from a local tailor.

Evidently proud of his uniform and hoping it would impress the young ladies, he sported it on a

trip to Cincinnati. “While I was riding along a street of that city, imagining that everyone was

looking at me . . . a little urchin, bareheaded, barefooted, with dirty and ragged pants held up by

a single gallows . . . and a shirt that had not seen a wash-tub for weeks, turned to me and

cried: ‘Soldier! will you work? No, sir—ee; I’ll sell my shirt first!!’” That Grant recalled this

chance encounter with a nameless mocking waif underscores his uncommon sensitivity to

ridicule.At the same time he could not escape the barbs of small-town envy that had so

bedeviled him before in Bethel. Because he wore a fancy uniform, some people scorned him

as uppity. “The stable-man was rather dissipated, but possessed of some humor,” Grant wrote.

“On my return I found him parading the streets, and attending in the stable, bare-footed, but in

a pair of sky-blue nankeen pantaloons—just the color of my uniform trousers—with a strip of

white cotton sheeting sewed down the outside seams in imitation of mine. The joke was a huge

one in the mind of many of the people, and was much enjoyed by them; but I did not appreciate

it so highly.”36 According to one resident, Grant had fallen victim to shafts meant to land

elsewhere: “Such incivilities were really aired less at the genial unoffending Lieutenant than at

his offending father who was known to be very proud of him.”37In being assigned to Jefferson

Barracks, Grant found himself posted to the largest military outpost in the United States,

manned by two infantry regiments. As it had since the Lewis and Clark expedition, nearby St.

Louis served as gateway to western expansion, the army post throwing a protective shield

around white settlers threatened by Indian raids on the Great Plains. Graced with gray

limestone buildings, an enormous parade ground, and white picket fences on softly rolling hills,

Jefferson Barracks was a prized posting and port of call for a succession of future generals.

More than two hundred Civil War generals passed through its expansive grounds. The

commanding officer was Colonel Stephen Kearny, whom Grant valued as a model professional

in the way he adhered to high standards without shackling soldiers with onerous rules.The

young Grant, twenty-one, who reported to Jefferson Barracks on September 30, 1843,

misunderstood the nature of his special gifts. Ruddy and fresh-faced, he continued to train for a

math professorship, plowing through mathematical studies as well as “many valuable historical

works, besides an occasional novel.”38 He even contacted Professor Church, the West Point

math instructor, to solicit a job as an assistant professor. Always attentive to his military status,

he chafed at being shipped off to the infantry and made a futile request to be transferred to the

dragoons, or mounted troops, who stood on a higher echelon.While Colonel Kearny expected

his men to snap to attention at drills and roll calls, he showed a more relaxed attitude toward

social activities beyond the base. Officers were constantly drafted for parties and cotillions in

St. Louis, which made Jefferson Barracks a good place to shop for a wife. James Longstreet,

also sent to Jefferson Barracks, extolled the “hospitable city” and remembered wistfully that

“the graceful step of its charming belles became a joy forever.”39 Grant hoped to see his West



Point roommate, Fred Dent, who had grown up on a slave plantation known as White Haven

that lay only five miles from the army base. When Fred was dispatched farther west into Indian

country, he encouraged Grant to visit his family anyway; in the company of Longstreet, who

was related to Fred’s mother, Grant made a courtesy call there that autumn. Fred had

smoothed the way with glowing letters to his eldest sister, Julia. “He said, I want you to know

him,” Julia remembered. “He is pure gold. I have never known him to use a profane or vulgar

word . . . he is a splendid fellow.”40The Ulysses S. Grant who galloped up to White Haven was

something of a pretty boy, his face not yet careworn from drink, depression, and business

failure. His skin was smooth and unclouded, his features attractively regular, and he cut a fine

figure in a blue uniform with gold buttons running down the front. Although Julia Dent was then

at boarding school in St. Louis, her younger sisters swooned over the second lieutenant. Emma

Dent, age six, thought him “the handsomest person I had ever seen in my life” and left a

detailed account of her first impressions. “He was very youthful looking, even for his age, which

was just twenty-one. His cheeks were round and plump and rosy; his hair was fine and brown,

very thick and wavy. His eyes were a clear blue, and always full of light.” His figure was “so

slender, well formed, and graceful that it was like that of a young prince to my eye.”41 Nellie

Dent, fifteen, equally smitten, began to indulge in romantic hopes. Warmly received by the

Dent parents and with these adoring sisters panting after him, Grant began to canter out to

White Haven with some regularity.Enchanted by the family, Grant sometimes lingered there too

long, returning late for meals at Jefferson Barracks. He possessed an easygoing side that

never quite conformed to the strict dictates of army discipline. Captain Robert C. Buchanan,

overseer of the Fourth Infantry mess, was a martinet of the old school who took sadistic delight

in harassing recent West Point graduates, fining them bottles of wine for tardiness. Three times

in ten days he levied this penalty upon Grant, who bristled at the unwonted reprimand. “Grant,

you are late, as usual; another bottle of wine, sir.” “Mr. President,” Grant replied, “I have been

fined three bottles of wine within the last ten days and if I am fined again I shall be obliged to

repudiate.” “Mr. Grant, young people should be seen, not heard.”42 This exchange is

noteworthy, for a decade later Buchanan would reemerge as a major nemesis in Grant’s

career, with highly destructive consequences.At this point, Grant had no notion that St. Louis

might form the backdrop of pivotal moments in his life. The city already ranked as a major port,

its crowded wharves swarming with river captains, traders, fur trappers, miners, and merchants

who supplied pioneer families. French and English were still spoken on its streets, reflecting its

colonial roots. As a border state that permitted slavery, Missouri threw into dramatic relief the

tensions roiling the country prior to the Civil War. From his growing liaison with the Dents,

Ulysses S. Grant would be forced to straddle two incompatible worlds: the enterprising free

labor economy of the North and the regressive world of southern slavery. An influx of liberal

German immigrants had introduced into St. Louis a sizable community of small farmers with an

abolitionist bent, sharpening tensions with large planters over slavery.Poised on a hill, amid a

grove of lofty trees, the main house at White Haven was tan-colored, with dark-brown edges,

giant stone chimneys at both ends, and a two-story verandah in front. It boasted a barn, a lime

kiln, an ice house, a chicken house, and other amenities. The Dents had moved out from St.

Louis, making this their primary residence to escape pollution and disease prevalent

downtown; with prices still affordable, they had amassed 850 acres of deeply rolling woodland.

The Dent daughters always viewed White Haven through the softening haze of nostalgia. “Our

home was then really the showplace of the county, having very fine orchards of peaches,

apples, apricots, nectarines, plums, cherries, grapes, and all of the then rare small fruits,” wrote

Julia.43 And Emma: “The farm of White Haven was even prettier than its name, for the pebbly,



shining Gravois [Creek] ran right through it, and there were beautiful groves growing all over

it.”44 The breathless prose thinly disguised the brutal reality that the Dents owned thirteen

slaves—the figure would rise to thirty within a decade—who grew the cash crops of wheat,

oats, corn, and potatoes that formed the basis of the family wealth.Not until February did Grant

meet Julia Dent, four years his junior, who had just wound up seven years at a tony finishing

school in St. Louis. Elegance, taste, and refinement always qualified as magical words in Julia’s

lexicon. Never a highly motivated student, she was nonetheless a voracious reader and well

educated by the standards of her day. She loved the Iliad and the Odyssey and anything that

savored of mythology and history. Her literary tastes ran the gamut from Samuel Johnson to

Lord Byron to Victor Hugo. Perhaps with the benefit of hindsight, she claimed she had told her

classmates of her wish to find “a soldier, a gallant, brave, dashing soldier.”45 She had spent

the St. Louis winter with her parents’ friends, the O’Fallons, who had introduced her into local

society, where she was courted by a steady procession of eligible young officers from Jefferson

Barracks.Both as a young girl and as a mature woman, Julia had a penchant for viewing the

world through rose-colored spectacles. Late in life, when writing her memoirs, she depicted her

girlhood in the flowery prose of a romance novel, allowing no shadows to tinge her past. The

daughter of “noble, brave, true and loving” parents, she had been born after four boys and was

thus “a veritable queen in our household,” a spoiled pet.46 “The first, ripest, mellowest of

apples, peaches, and pears were mine, as also the brightest of flowers, all of which I owed to

my brothers.”47 She presented her childhood as the picturesque saga of a southern belle

pampered by adoring slaves. The “dear old black uncles always brought to me pet rabbits,

squirrels, and all the prettiest birds’ eggs they found . . . Besides, we always had a dusky train

of from eight to ten little colored girls of all hues, and these little colored girls were allowed to

accompany us if they were very neat.”48 In Julia’s view, the Dent slaves were all “very happy.

At least they were in mamma’s time, though the young ones became somewhat demoralized

about the beginning of the Rebellion, when all the comforts of slavery passed away forever.”49

It is not surprising that Julia Dent grew up seeing her girlhood in these storybook terms. It is

surprising that when she wrote her memoirs as an elderly woman, the Civil War and

Reconstruction had done so little to temper these retrograde views.When Julia returned to

White Haven that February, she had heard flattering descriptions of Grant from her mother and

knew her sister Nellie already angled for his affection. Grant was about to ride off after a visit

when he turned and saw Julia. The beardless lieutenant, young and inexperienced, made an

immediate impression on Julia Dent. According to Emma, Grant told her “it was a case of love

at first sight . . . that he had never had but the one love affair, but the one sweetheart in his life.

Not even the boyish amours that usually precede a young man’s real passion had ever been

his.”50 But it took time for Grant to fathom the depth of his attachment to Julia, and she was

also slow to acknowledge the growing amorous nature of their mutual attraction.Grant repaired

to White Haven up to four times weekly to the point that he and Julia grew inseparable. He

loved her spunk, gumption, and resolutely upbeat personality. Whether strolling by Gravois

Creek or taking long rides down country lanes, they were totally comfortable with each other

and fell into easy conversation. Grant delighted in teasing her affectionately, often playing

practical jokes and showing a whimsical wit. When Julia’s pet canary died, Grant crafted a tiny

coffin for the bird, painted it yellow, then coaxed eight young officers into attending a mock

funeral. Even though Grant did not dance, he and Julia became fixtures at military balls. When

Grant failed to show up at one, another officer inquired of Julia: “Where is that small man with

the large epaulets?”51By Julia’s own admission, she never counted as a stunning beauty. “It is

needless to mention what everyone knows, that Dame Nature was most chary of her gifts to



me, no single special talent did she bestow, and of personal charms she was simply miserly.”52

As a young girl, she worshipped an elusive beauty that she could never quite possess. “I used

to cry when I was a little girl because I was so ugly,” she confided to a friend. “‘Never mind,

Julia,’ my dear mother would say, ‘you can be my good little girl.’ I used to wish I could ever

once be called her ‘pretty little girl.’”53 On some level, Julia seemed as famished for love as

Grant.Julia’s most glaring defect was a congenital lazy eye, a so-called strabismus, which

meant that one eye turned inward. (One story claims that she suffered a childhood eye injury

when an oar struck her in a boating accident.) This problem shadowed her life and surgeons

repeatedly urged her to repair it. “I had never had the courage to consent,” she said. Her vision

would worsen with the years, making it difficult to concentrate for sustained periods when

reading or writing. Ulysses or a companion often read aloud to her. Julia was so self-conscious

about the wayward eye that, even in the White House, she preferred to pose for photographs in

profile.Although Julia stood just five feet two inches tall and grew stout and homely with the

years, she was a dainty adolescent with many attractive features. “I can only remember my

abundance of soft brown hair, a fair complexion, and every one told me my feet and hands

were fairy-like.”54 There was something captivating about her personality, with a zest, a

warmth, and an animation that must have been balm to Grant’s soul after his parched

Methodist upbringing with its legacy of stifled feelings. However plain others found her, for

Grant she stood forth as the perfection of womanhood. From his reaction to Julia, one can see

how much he secretly yearned for open displays of affection and needed the emotional outlet

she so abundantly provided.For Julia, Grant descended like some heavenly apparition in

uniform. “I thought he was a Knight from one of the romances that I used to read . . . He entirely

enchanted me . . . He was handsome, kind, honest, brave, he was scarcely real to a little girl

like myself.”55 She loved his graceful form in the saddle, his sly humor and facetious quips, his

shyly boyish manner. Julia sensed a decency about Grant that set him apart from other young

soldiers. She was the first to discover that the supposedly silent lieutenant was a riveting

raconteur, always ready with a rich treasury of anecdotes. But to her dismay, when others

stopped by, Grant tended to clam up. “I finally said, ‘Ulys! I told these people you were a

fascinating and wonderful conversationalist. I think they have gone away disappointed. Why

can’t you be as interesting to them as you are to me?’”56Julia was destined to be the bedrock

of Grant’s life, and he was a hero in her eyes long before he became a national hero. They

formed the deep bond craved by bashful men who need the unconditional devotion of one

loving, loyal woman. In the face of whatever doubts beset Grant, Julia offered implicit faith in his

ability to succeed—a faith that endured even amid catastrophic failure. She was the first to

divine the special qualities that lay behind his modest exterior. From early on, she believed in

him more than he believed in himself and was more ambitious for him as well. She bolstered

his confidence, soothed his wounds, and pierced through his shyness until he learned to count

on her constant strength. Whatever her feminine charms, she had a core of steel, a will so fixed

that family members nicknamed her “the boss.”57 In future years, Grant would seem adrift

when Julia was not around.As the cosseted eldest daughter, Julia grew up with an idealized

picture of her father, Colonel Frederick F. Dent, who pumped her full of expectations that

squared with his preferred self-image as a patrician planter. The colonel title was purely

honorific. “He was one of the most prominent citizens of the State,” Julia said, insisting he had

been “the kindest of masters to his slaves, who all adored him.”58 She went so far as to say

that he “was most kind and indulgent to his people [i.e., slaves], too much so perhaps.”59 Clad

in a long black coat, Colonel Dent often sat on the front porch, puffing his pipe and flipping

through newspapers. A photo of him presents a fiery, pugnacious man, who directly confronts



the camera. He has a bulbous nose, bushy eyebrows, wispy gray hair, and a sour, unfriendly

expression; his hooded eyes stare back warily at the viewer. He was ferociously reactionary,

loved to curse, and was unapologetic about the slaveholding South. Dr. William Taussig, a local

mayor, remembered him as a hot-tempered character who feuded with neighbors and brooked

no opposition. “He was a gentleman of considerable energy, masterful in his ways, of persistent

combativeness, of the grim, set purpose peculiar to the Southerners of the old generation and

was, where foiled, inclined to be vindictive.”60 “Old man Dent was a man without tact or

respect for anybody,” a Grant friend recalled. “He was a fat old man, [who] drank a good

deal.”61 Colonel Dent could be cordial until the talk turned to politics and then he grew

dogmatic. Endowed with the entrenched prejudices of the planter class, he was fond of saying

commerce had been ruined by Yankees who came west and “reduced business to a

system.”Although he identified with southern gentry, Frederick Dent was a Maryland native who

made his earliest money performing road surveys and trading fur on the eastern seaboard. He

married the beautiful young Ellen Bray Wrenshall, who was born in England, grew up in

Pittsburgh, and was educated in Philadelphia. Around 1816 they struck out for the frontier and

moved to St. Louis. Julia cherished the family legend of how they had lashed logs together to

form a flotilla of three rafts, with little wooden cabins set on each raft, then floated from

Pittsburgh down to Illinois before completing the final stretch by carriage.Ellen Dent had all the

sweetness and none of the vinegar in her husband’s dyspeptic nature. Pretty, demure, with a

kindly nature and delicate health, she remained homesick for the refined life she had left back

East. “She was a small, slender woman with rather serious gray eyes, a smiling mouth, and a

gentle voice,” wrote daughter Emma. “I remember that she wore snowy caps and dainty

kerchiefs on her head, as I have occasionally seen very old-fashioned old ladies do since.”62

Ellen Dent read aloud to her children, encouraged them to play music, and fostered the

stimulating cultural atmosphere of the household.It is a striking feature of Grant’s early life that

women spied his hidden potential and forecast great things for him, whereas men counted his

gentleness against him and overlooked his virtues. Ellen Dent immediately took a fancy to

Grant, charmed by his unspoiled nature and quiet demeanor and his common sense in political

discussions with the Colonel, a Jacksonian Democrat. Often, after Grant returned to Jefferson

Barracks, she declared, “That young man will be heard from some day . . . He will make his

mark.”63 As with Julia, Ellen’s premonitions only grew more pronounced with time. “She

prophesied that he would rise to the highest seat in the government,” Julia

wrote.64Unfortunately, Colonel Dent governed his daughter’s fate with an iron fist and made no

bones that he opposed her marriage to the young officer. With Grant he feared Julia would

relinquish the style of life to which he had accustomed her. “Old man Dent was opposed to him,

when he found he was courting his daughter, and did everything he could to prevent the

match,” recalled Mary Robinson, one of the Dent slaves.65 The problem was not one of

personality—Colonel Dent found Grant pleasant enough—but hardheaded money concerns.

He took a dim view of army life and the economic austerity that accompanied it. “My father

knew how arduous, pinched and restless was army life and how it provided few of the home

comforts and opportunities for the care which a woman in delicate health might require,”

explained Emma.”66 On the other hand, Julia was a young woman of rare determination and

Grant a young man soon renowned for his tenacity.Grant hardly needed another despotic

father figure in his life, but that is exactly what he got. It did not help matters that the abolitionist

Grants came to detest the slave-owning Dents and vice versa, leaving Julia and Ulysses

caught in a cross fire that lasted for decades. It could only have damaged Grant to be at the

mercy of both an adoring but overbearing father and a hypercritical future father-in-law who



thwarted his desire to marry for several years. Trapped between these two men, the young

officer was condemned to experience a prolonged adolescence in which he could never fully

assert himself without getting slapped down.That spring, Grant learned his infantry was being

shipped to Louisiana. For Ulysses and Julia, the looming separation revealed the degree to

which their emotions had been knotted together. Seizing the initiative, he decided to propose to

her and ventured out to White Haven on a stormy night that tested his youthful mettle. When he

reached Gravois Creek—which ordinarily lacked enough water “to run a coffee mill,” Grant joked

—he encountered a churning, foaming river swollen by torrential rain. Throughout his life, he

had a superstitious dread of turning back—a perfect metaphor for his bullheaded determination

—and dove into the overflowing creek on horseback, turning up soaked at White Haven. “We

all enjoyed heartily the sight of his ridiculous figure with his clothes flopping like wet rags

around his limbs,” said Emma. Julia’s brother John, who was taller than Grant, gave him dry

clothes that only made him look more laughable.67 Aware of his comical appearance, Grant

blushed furiously.During a weeklong stay at White Haven, Grant waited for a private moment

with Julia and found it when, driving her by buggy to a St. Louis wedding, they paused on a

bridge over a ravine. “On this ride, he declared his love and told me that without me life would

be insupportable,” Julia recorded. “I was surprised at his telling me this, for although I was just

eighteen, I was very young for my age and very shy indeed. When he spoke of marriage, I

simply told him I thought it would be charming to be engaged, but to be married—no! I would

rather be engaged.”68 Her reluctance upset Grant, but he realized he must tread carefully and

exercise patience with this sheltered girl, especially when she pleaded with him not to tell her

father about their engagement. Before leaving for Louisiana, he invited Julia to wear his class

ring. “Oh, no,” she objected, “mamma would not approve of my accepting a gift from a

gentleman.”69 In the end she wore the ring. Unaware of this secret engagement, Ellen Dent

hoped the relationship would prosper. Colonel Dent hoped that with Grant packed off at a

considerable distance, Julia’s emotions would cool off, she would come to her senses, and she

would enter into a suitable match with a more affluent man.CHAPTER THREE—Rough and

ReadyWHEN ULYSSES S. GRANT joined his regiment in May 1844 at a place called “Camp

Salubrity,” outside of Natchitoches in western Louisiana, his life suddenly meshed with a

watershed moment in American history. A month earlier, President John Tyler, a Virginia

slaveholder, had presented the Senate with a treaty to annex the independent Republic of

Texas. Because Texas had legalized slavery, the treaty spurred impassioned debates between

North and South, flaring into a national referendum over the westward spread of slavery.

Speaking in upstate New York, William Seward articulated the Whig contention that Texas

annexation would provoke an “unjust war” with Mexico “to extend the slave-trade and the slave-

piracy.”1Grant’s regiment camped near the Texas border as part of the Army of Observation. Its

ostensible purpose was to deter American filibusters into Texas, but the unspoken agenda was

to warn Mexico, which regarded the breakaway republic as renegade Mexican territory, against

meddling in the proposed annexation. In his Memoirs, Grant blasted the Texas scheme as an

imperialist adventure, pure and simple, designed to add slave states to the Union. “For myself, I

was bitterly opposed to the measure, and to this day regard the war, which resulted, as one of

the most unjust ever waged by a stronger against a weaker nation.”2 He always said he never

forgave himself for going into the Mexican War.3 If Grant thought this way at the time—and

some contrary evidence exists—he certainly was not outspoken about it. However wicked the

war, he “had not moral courage enough to resign” and felt an overriding duty to serve the

flag.4Grant kept Julia apprised of his journey up the Red River to Natchitoches, describing

pesky clouds of mosquitoes, knots of raffish gamblers, and low shores teeming with alligators.



Camp Salubrity took its name from a high, sandy ridge favored with pure spring water, pine

woods, and elevated air free of bugs. Ever since West Point, Grant had fought a nagging

cough, which he feared might be consumption, but the wholesome atmosphere and daily

exercise banished any remnants of this, restoring him to full vigor. Grant seemed cheerful

enough about the rough army life. “As for lodgings I have a small tent that the rain runs through

as it would a sieve . . . and as to a floor we have no such a luxury yet,” he told his Georgetown

friend Mrs. Bailey.5Grant posted frequent letters to Julia, converting drumheads into desks and

tenderly pressing flowers between leaves. Colonel Dent hovered in his mind, a baleful

presence. “Julia can we hope that your pa will be induced to change his opinion of an army

life?” Grant wondered. “I think he is mistaken about the army life being such an unpleasant

one.”6 Although Julia eagerly awaited his letters and pored over them repeatedly, she never

replied with the speed Grant wished, leaving him dangling on tenterhooks. At one point, he

counted only eleven letters from her in a twenty-month period. One wonders whether, to test

Grant’s fidelity or undermine their relationship, Colonel Dent forbade Julia from writing more

often. Another possibility is that her chronic eye problem converted even simple letter writing

into an onerous task. We do know that Colonel Dent kept Julia busily distracted with St. Louis

parties where she would be exposed to hordes of handsome young bachelors.In November,

with potent backing from slaveholding states, James K. Polk, a Tennessee Democrat, who had

made Texas and Oregon annexation the centerpiece of his campaign, scored a narrow victory

in the presidential race over Whig Henry Clay. Like other Whigs, Jesse Root Grant feared

admission of Texas might further entrench slavery and strengthen the Democratic majority in

Congress. Colonel Dent was equally hell-bent on absorbing Texas into the Union. Emboldened

by the Democratic victory, the lame-duck Tyler administration lobbied hard for a joint

congressional resolution to annex Texas, which passed on February 26, 1845. Once outgoing

President Tyler signed it, Mexico severed diplomatic relations with the United States and

mobilized for war.Before the outbreak of open hostilities, Grant wangled a twenty-day leave to

return to St. Louis, hoping to secure Colonel Dent’s permission to marry his daughter. The

surprise visit startled the Dents: Grant materialized on a dappled gray horse and bounded

earnestly up the verandah steps, looking tanned and fit after his southern sojourn. Since

Colonel Dent was about to leave on a trip, Grant rode with him to St. Louis the next morning,

hoping to spring his momentous question. Julia’s father reiterated that his delicate daughter

could never withstand the rigors of an itinerant army life. Showing some flexibility, Grant

informed the Colonel that he now had an offer of a math professorship at a college in Hillsboro,

Ohio. Unappeased, Colonel Dent issued a startling counteroffer: “Mr. Grant, if it were Nelly you

wanted now, I’d say ‘yes.’” “But I don’t want Nelly,” rejoined Grant. “I want Julia.”7 He extracted a

promise that he and Julia could correspond and, if they were still intent on marriage a year or

two hence, the Colonel would relent. Emma Dent’s postmortem of this pact has the ring of

truth: “When Julia wanted a thing of my father she usually got it.”8 When he returned to Camp

Salubrity in early May, still gnashing his teeth over Colonel Dent’s prickly behavior, Grant

nonetheless wrote brightly to Julia, “I shall always look back to my short visit to Mo. as the most

pleasant part of my life.”9Relations between the United States and Mexico had deteriorated in

his absence. The flashpoint of controversy was whether the Nueces River formed the southern

border of Texas, as Mexico believed, or the Rio Grande, 130 miles farther south, as the Polk

administration insisted. The Polk interpretation would conveniently double the size of the newly

adopted state. The president planned to stage a confrontation that would enable him to declare

war against Mexico, and Grant claimed to see through this ploy—at least in retrospect. “We

were sent to provoke a fight, but it was essential that Mexico should commence it.”10 To this



end, Polk ordered General Zachary Taylor to march the Army of Observation, including Grant’s

regiment, into the disputed zone near the Rio Grande. As a first step, Taylor shifted the army to

a staging area near New Orleans. While Grant was there, his commanding officer, William

Whistler, was hauled up on charges of drunkenness and disorderly conduct. Grant sat beside

him in the courtroom, giving him time to contemplate the damage public inebriation could inflict

upon a military career. As it happened, soldiers soon arrived from Grant’s company and

whisked Whistler away before he was tried.By the Fourth of July, Texas had voted for American

annexation, heightening the likelihood of war. At this point, Grant took a young man’s view of

the conflict, finding it a boyish lark despite many annoyances. To cater to his personal needs,

he had taken as his servant a black boy who spoke English, Spanish, and French. Writing to

Julia, Grant dwelt more on his chances for promotion than the tense political standoff, finding

soldiering “a very pleasant occupation,” marred only by the inconvenience it posed “in the way

of our gaining the unconditional consent of your parents to what we, or at least I, believe is for

our happiness.”11 He told her she had little inkling of the moral authority she exerted over him

and that whenever he felt tempted to do anything amiss, he thought of her and refrained from

doing so. “I am more or less governed by what I think is your will.”12 Treasuring her judgment,

bowing to her desires, Grant had begun to internalize Julia’s values when exercising self-

control.By September 1845, Grant’s infantry regiment was relocated to Corpus Christi, Texas,

the spot where the Nueces River empties into the Gulf of Mexico. A tiny Mexican seaside

village with assorted adobe houses and fewer than a hundred people, it was now overrun by

several thousand soldiers, the bulk of the American army commanded by Taylor. “We are so

numerous here now,” Grant reassured Julia, “that we are in no fear of an attack upon our

present ground.”13 Responsive to the scenery, Grant galloped across open plains and was

entranced by the pristine Texas setting, with its herds of wild horses, Indian wigwams, and

mesquite shrubs. Far from being openly outraged by the war, he reported to Julia, “the most

numerous class of Mexicans are much better pleased with our form of government than their

own” and “would be willing to see us push our claims beyond the Rio Grande if we would

promise not to molest them in their homes and possessions.”14Grant had plenty of opportunity

to study Taylor and ape the uncouth manners of Old Rough and Ready. The owner of a

Louisiana plantation, with more than two hundred slaves, Taylor shunned fancy military dress,

sometimes donning a linen duster with a wide-brimmed planter’s hat. He preferred to ride a

mule or an ordinary nag and frequently roamed alone on the battlefield, taking personal stock

of the enemy. When resting on a march, he did so in unorthodox fashion, letting both legs hang

over the same side of the horse as he munched an apple. For all that, he was widely respected

for his “blunt, honest, and stern character,” in the words of William Tecumseh Sherman.15 With

his leathery face and tousled hair, he was frank, down-to-earth, and a fine storyteller. As a

Whig, he privately denounced annexation as “injudicious in policy and wicked in fact.”16 In

describing Taylor, Grant provided a perfect description of his own economical writing style:

“Taylor was not a conversationalist, but on paper he could put his meaning so plainly that there

could be no mistaking it. He knew how to express what he wanted to say in the fewest well-

chosen words.”17 During the Civil War, General George Gordon Meade thought he knew

where Grant’s style had originated. “He puts me in mind of old Taylor, and sometimes I fancy

he models himself on old Zac.”18 Grant confirmed this hunch: “There was no man living who I

admired and respected more highly” than Taylor.19At Corpus Christi, Grant caught Taylor’s eye

when he was deputized to lead a team of men assigned to scrape away oyster beds

obstructing the passage of ships. Grant grew so exasperated when his men would not follow

orders that he jumped into waist-high water to demonstrate his preferred method. While some



nearby officers mocked Grant’s take-charge style of leadership, Taylor promptly endorsed it: “I

wish I had more officers like Grant, who would stand ready to set a personal example when

needed.”20 Through such quick-witted actions, Grant soon earned promotion from brevet

second lieutenant to full second lieutenant.Already an acknowledged virtuoso on horseback,

Grant specialized in breaking untamed horses that Mexicans rounded up from the countryside

to sell. James Longstreet described one especially dramatic incident when Grant had a

refractory horse “blindfolded, bridled, and saddled,” then rode it for three hours to subdue it.21

The man who performed such robust feats had a surprisingly sedate personality. He liked to

laugh, joke, play cards, and smoke a pipe, but mostly kept to himself. “He was always a very

mild-spoken man, he spoke like a lady almost,” recalled J. D. Elderkin, a drum major. “He was

about as nice a man as you ever saw . . . He had a very heavy beard all through Mexico and

his whiskers were of a reddish-brown color . . . His general character was of a quiet, inoffensive

man. He spoke but few words to anybody but he loved to ride on horseback.”22All that fall,

Grant fantasized that war would be averted and a diplomatic solution found. He wanted

desperately to marry, bridled at his interminable engagement to Julia, and reiterated his

willingness to resign from the army. Oddly enough, Julia pleaded with him not to resign, even

though he offered to do so for her sake. Meanwhile, with every letter, the relentless Jesse

Grant badgered Ulysses to quit the army and alerted him that the offer of a math professorship

in Hillsboro, Ohio, would stand until spring. Once resigned that his son would not leave the

service, Jesse took matters into his own inimitable hands and secretly, but futilely, lobbied

Thomas Hamer to have Ulysses transferred to a new regiment of mounted riflemen.23The

extended stay in Corpus Christi, a hotbed of smuggling, generated worries that idle soldiers

would be corrupted by the lax atmosphere. The town’s civilian population had burgeoned to

one thousand and was not of the most savory sort, the place reviled by one officer as “the most

murderous, thieving, gambling, cut-throat, God-forsaken hole” in Texas.24 Commanding

officers thought performing plays might stave off debauchery among the soldiers. By January,

Corpus Christi boasted two new theaters, including one holding eight hundred people and

playing to packed houses nightly, with officers usually handling both male and female roles.

After suitable costumes were obtained from New Orleans, the decision was made to stage

Othello. The first choice for Desdemona was James Longstreet, who stood six feet tall and

would have towered over Othello, so the prudish Grant was drafted instead. This seems an

unlikely choice until we recall that Emma Dent thought him “pretty as a doll,” while Longstreet

alluded to his “girlish modesty.”25 As it turned out, Theodoric Porter, playing Othello, couldn’t

work up enough body heat around Grant. “Porter said it was bad enough to play the part with a

woman in the cast,” said Longstreet, “and he could not pump up any sentiment with Grant

dressed up as Desdemona.”26 To put Porter out of his misery, Grant was cashiered and a

professional actress imported from New Orleans.Not long after this rare thespian interlude,

Grant’s regiment was ordered to the north side of the Rio Grande, moving into the heart of

disputed territory as President Polk resolved to bring the crisis to a head. “Texas had no claim

beyond the Nueces River,” Grant later noted, “and yet we pushed on to the Rio Grande and

crossed it. I am always ashamed of my country when I think of that invasion.”27 To trek south

across dry, uninhabited prairie, broken by salt ponds, Taylor split his army into four columns

that marched up to thirty miles a day. Riding a mustang, Grant marveled at the huge herds of

wild horses that sometimes blanketed the plain as far as the eye could see. At the Little

Colorado River, the Fourth Infantry waded across in water up to their necks with wagons and

mules tugged across with ropes. Upon arriving at the Rio Grande, the Americans gazed across

the narrow waterway at the heavily armed Mexican city of Matamoros, which had a small fort



and artillery mounted on sandbag breastworks. Grant’s letters to Julia lost their youthful ardor

and grew somber. The proximity of two armies, he wrote, would spark a confrontation that

could only be resolved “by treaty or the sword.”28On April 12, 1846, General Pedro de

Ampudia warned Taylor that unless he withdrew American forces to the Nueces River within

twenty-four hours, a state of war would ensue. A man of crisp decision, his spine stiffened by

Polk’s truculence, Taylor declined to budge. “Gen. Taylor made a courteous but decided reply,”

Grant informed Julia, “to the amount that we would not leave but by force.”29 Two weeks later,

Mexican troops ambushed American soldiers north of the Rio Grande, slaughtering or

wounding sixteen of them. At once Taylor apprised Washington that hostilities had commenced.

President Polk now seized upon the casus belli he had long craved, and with the country

inflamed by patriotic fervor, Congress voted for war with Mexico by overwhelming margins.

Imbued with a sense of honor, Grant believed it would be unconscionable to leave the army at

such a moment fraught with danger, and he jettisoned forever his cramped dream of becoming

a math teacher. The war now under way would be known as “Mr. Polk’s War.”On the morning of

May 8, Zachary Taylor and his three-thousand-man army came face-to-face with a much larger

Mexican force at a wooded prairie named Palo Alto due to its tall trees. Grant was impressed

by the serried ranks of Mexican spears and bayonets glinting in the strong sunlight. Deep in

enemy territory, he identified with his commanding general and sympathized with his terrible

burden: “I thought what a fearful responsibility General Taylor must feel, commanding such a

host and so far away from friends.”30 The battle of Palo Alto developed into an artillery contest.

Once oxen-drawn cannon were in place, Taylor barked: “Canister and grape, Major Ringgold.

Canister and grape.”31 Firing comparatively primitive weapons, the Mexicans could only return

solid shot, while Taylor had howitzers that hurled explosive shells across immense distances

and tore apart Mexican lines.Even though the Mexicans were outmatched, they gave Grant his

first unforgettable taste of the horrors of combat. When the first barrage of Mexican

cannonballs bounced toward American lines, soldiers sidestepped them easily. Then a

cannonball streaked through the air near Grant, missing him but shattering the skull of an

enlisted man, spattering his blood and brains on surrounding soldiers. The sudden blast

inflicted a disfiguring wound on a Captain Page in Grant’s regiment. “The under jaw is gone to

the wind pipe and the tongue hangs down upon the throat,” Grant wrote. “He will never be able

to speak or to eat.”32During his maiden battle, Grant discovered something curious about his

own metabolism: he was tranquil in warfare, as if temporarily anesthetized, preternaturally cool

under fire. The night of the Palo Alto battle he fell into a deep, dreamless slumber on the

battlefield. The next day, as he surveyed the terrain, he was powerfully affected by the carnage

around him, including sixty American casualties. He told Julia it was a “terrible sight” to see the

ground “strewed with the bodies of dead men and horses.”33 To the youthful Grant, “the

engagement assumed a magnitude in my eyes which was positively startling.” Years later,

hardened by the unspeakable casualties he had seen in the Civil War, he mused, “Now, such

an affair would scarcely be deemed important enough to report to headquarters.”34 The

Mexicans sustained several hundred casualties at Palo Alto, a victory that subsequently helped

to catapult Zachary Taylor into the White House.The next day, the Mexicans, bolstered by fresh

troops, formed a long, thin line behind a pond called Resaca de la Palma. Unlike that of Palo

Alto, the topography was rough and swampy, covered with tangled chaparral, rendering artillery

useless and bringing infantry into play. When Taylor sent two senior captains from Grant’s

company on a scouting mission, Grant was temporarily placed in charge of a company for the

first time. “He was wonderfully cool and quick in battle,” said J. D. Elderkin. “Nothing ever

‘rattled’ him.”35 He proved intrepid leading men through holes in thickets until enemy fire had



whittled away the chaparral in a chaotic free-for-all. “We could not see the enemy, so I ordered

my men to lie down,” Grant wrote, “an order that did not have to be enforced.”36 In a clearing

between two ponds, Grant had his men storm the Mexican lines. When they returned with a

wounded American officer, Grant realized he had retraced ground already gained. As he

observed, “This left no doubt in my mind but that the battle of Resaca de la Palma would have

been won . . . if I had not been there.”37 The Mexican retreat devolved into a panicky rout as

fleeing soldiers plunged pell-mell into the Rio Grande. As the Army of Observation

metamorphosed into the Army of Invasion, Zachary Taylor led his triumphant troops into

Matamoros on May 18. “I think you will find that history will count the victory just achieved one

of the greatest on record,” Grant told Julia.38 He derived cynical amusement from “reading of

the deeds of heroism attributed to officers and soldiers, none of which we ever saw.”39During

two rain-soaked months stuck in Matamoros, Grant had plenty of time to ponder his three-year

engagement to Julia. He sent her wildflowers handpicked from the Rio Grande banks and tried

to figure out ways to speed up their marriage. Once the war was over, he told her, he might

resign and work in his father’s leather goods store in Galena, Illinois. “My father is very anxious

to have me do so.”40 He also grew into a perceptive student of Mexico. He already thought

Mexican soldiers courageous, but badly supervised by inept generals. In commenting on the

American occupation, he betrayed a populist streak and profound sense of social justice, telling

Julia: “Some of the volunteers and about all the Texans seem to think it perfectly right to

impose upon the people of a conquered City . . . and even to murder them where the act can

be covered by the dark. And how much they seem to enjoy acts of violence too!”41 It was his

first lesson on the need to be magnanimous in victory and not lord it over a conquered people.

He saw how freely rich Mexicans exploited their downtrodden brethren. “The better class are

very proud and tyrannize over the lower and much more numerous class as much as a hard

master does over his negroes, and they submit to it quite as humbly.”42 This last comment

shows that Grant, early in his career, fully comprehended the barbarity of slavery.Only twenty-

four, Grant guessed correctly that Taylor would transfer his army west to Monterrey, giving him

a commanding position in northeastern Mexico, coupled with access to the main road to

Mexico City. When they reached Camargo, Colonel John Garland tapped Grant as acting

assistant quartermaster of his regiment and he balked at what struck him as a banal

administrative post. “I respectfully protest against being assigned to a duty which removes me

from sharing in the dangers and honors of service with my company at the front.”43 Since

Grant had gained a reputation for competence, Garland turned him down flat. The appointment

was actually a godsend for Grant, turning him into a compleat soldier, adept at every facet of

army life, especially logistics. With the exception of ammunition and weaponry, the

quartermaster supplied everything needed to clothe and transport an army, including uniforms,

shoes, canteens, blankets, tents, cooking utensils, horses, forage, and mules. Here Grant

would learn not battlefield theatrics but the essential nuts and bolts of an army—the mundane

stuff that makes for a well-oiled military machine. This provided invaluable training for the Civil

War when Grant would need to sustain gigantic armies in the field, distant from northern

supply depots. As quartermaster, Grant could have ducked battles altogether, but he fought in

them all and never chose to shirk combat. Showing an understated proficiency, he seemed in

his element. “When you spoke to him about anything under the sun,” said J. D. Elderkin, “he

would have an answer in a moment and never hesitate at all.”44Just how well Grant grasped

large-scale strategy became manifest when he received an unexpected visit from Thomas

Hamer, the Ohio congressman who had sponsored him at West Point and was now a brigadier

general of volunteers. One day the two men rode into the countryside, pausing on the brow of a



hill, and pretended to be generals with two armies contending on the plain below. Hamer lost

their imaginary encounter and was astounded by the cunning moves Grant executed to defeat

him. Afterward he scratched off a prophetic letter: “I have found in Lieutenant Grant a most

remarkable and valuable young soldier.” He added that Grant was “too young for command, but

his capacity for future military usefulness is undoubted.”45 Such was Grant’s respect for Hamer

that when the latter died of illness in early December, Grant not only mourned the loss of a

friend but believed the country had lost a future president.As Taylor marched his army west to

Monterrey, a dreary tramp in heavy rain over washed-out roads, Grant’s talents as

quartermaster shone. By the time troops arrived at their encampment each night, Grant had

wood prepared for campfires and herds of cattle ready to be butchered for fresh meat. War had

already surrendered its charm for him, and he was frustrated by the slow pace of events,

complaining to Julia that “wherever there are battles a great many must suffer, and for the sake

of the little glory gained I do not care to see it.”46When Taylor’s army arrived outside

Monterrey, Grant perceived that the Mexicans held a strong position with superior numbers.

The town had thick stone walls and was sheltered by mountains on three sides. Outside the

city, in a defensive structure dubbed the Black Fort, the Mexicans had erected a citadel that

could strafe approaching soldiers from almost any direction. General Ampudia and his men

could also fire cannon mounted on surrounding parapets at troops entering the central plaza.

Grant was supposed to remain with camp equipment at a place called Walnut Spring, when he

heard at daylight a furious volley of intensifying fire. “My curiosity got the better of my judgment,

and I mounted a horse and rode to the front to see what was going on.”47 When the order

came to charge, Grant duly accompanied the Fourth Infantry into battle. The artillery and

musket blasts belching from the Black Fort raked the advancing regiment, killing or wounding

one-third of them in minutes. Grant could have dodged combat with a clear conscience, but he

deliberately exposed himself to fire. He blamed the steep loss of life on Colonel Garland, who

could easily have withdrawn his men beyond the lethal range of the Black Fort guns.During the

retreat, in a gallant gesture, Grant loaned his horse to the regiment’s exhausted adjutant,

Lieutenant Charles Hoskins, who was subsequently killed. In a measure of Grant’s humanity he

crept out alone onto the battlefield that night to identify the body. Another lieutenant recalled

spotting a shadowy figure bending over a wounded man, “giving him water from a canteen and

wiping his face with a moistened handkerchief.”48 The merciful man was Grant, who

temporarily became the new regimental adjutant. Before the Monterrey fighting ended, Grant

suffered the loss of West Point classmate Robert Hazlitt. “We have been intimate friends and

rather confidential ones,” Grant told his brother, “and no one but his relations can feel more

harshly his loss than myself.”49Grant’s supreme moment of valor arose during fierce fighting

on September 23. That afternoon, his regiment bored deep into the city under a hail of deadly

fire. The enterprise grew hazardous whenever they reached intersections where they were

exposed to musket balls and grapeshot fired by Mexican infantry posted on low rooftops. “It

was as if bushels of hickory nuts were hurled at us,” said one soldier.50 At one point, his

ammunition dangerously depleted, Colonel Garland needed to send someone for fresh

supplies. The risk was so huge that he requested volunteers rather than simply dispatching

someone. Grant stepped forward to tender his services and here his agility with a horse named

Nellie appeared to stunning effect. With daredevil dexterity, he wound one foot around the

saddle, draped an arm over the neck of the horse, and rode off at full gallop, using the horse to

shield his entire body. The Mexicans got only brief, intermittent glimpses of his hidden, low-

slung figure as he streaked by at high velocity. “It was only at street crossings that my horse

was under fire, but these I crossed at such a flying rate that generally I was past and under



cover of the next block of houses before the enemy fired. I got out safely without a scratch.”51

At one point, Grant coaxed his horse into scaling an earthen wall four feet high. He would

regale listeners with his derring-do for years.Right before dawn the next day, Ampudia sent a

messenger under a white flag to Taylor, requesting an armistice. Taylor gave remarkably lenient

terms that seem to foreshadow the generous terms bestowed by Grant at Appomattox. Paroled

soldiers would be allowed to retain their muskets and horses as the army retreated to a spot

sixty miles south during an eight-week cease-fire. Characteristically Grant experienced no

schadenfreude as he observed Mexican troops surrender, only infinite pathos for their

miserable plight. “My pity was aroused by the sight of the Mexican garrison of Monterrey

marching out of town as prisoners . . . Many of the prisoners were cavalry, armed with lances,

and mounted on miserable little half-starved horses that did not look as if they could carry their

riders out of town.”52 Grant praised Taylor’s “humane policy,” but President Polk was furious

with the generous surrender terms that failed to divest the Mexicans of their weapons.53

Among other things, he scented a political rival in Taylor, who was lionized by the press and

presented as a potential presidential candidate for the 1848 election.As the American army

tarried near Monterrey, Grant savored his time there and was beguiled by Mexico—an

attraction that lasted a lifetime, feeding a love of foreign travel. “The climate is excellent, the soil

rich, and the scenery beautiful,” he informed Julia.54 The only thing disturbing his peace of

mind was a typically inconsiderate act by his gauche father, who had, without permission,

taken one of his letters and published it in a newspaper. Grant was doubtless irked by this

behavior both as an invasion of privacy and as a boorish attempt at self-promotion by Jesse.

Grant vowed to Julia that “I intend to be careful not to give them any news worth publishing.”55

In the meantime, he purchased food from local farmers, established a bakery for his regiment,

and stood out for his energy and unobtrusive manner. While he did not entirely abstain from

drinking, no accusations of alcohol abuse surfaced during this period. “He was at that time a

temperate, sober man, free from the drink habit,” said Chilton White, who knew Grant at

Monterrey. “I have seen him at times when I thought he felt the exhilarating effects of

intoxicants, but he was at all times a level headed man.”56—THE MEXICAN WAR did more

than just educate Grant in strategy and tactics, it also tutored him in the manifold ways wars

are shot through with political calculations. “The Mexican war was a political war,” he would

observe, “and the administration conducting it desired to make party capital out of it.”57

Monterrey’s fall made Zachary Taylor the darling of the Whig press. When this was followed by

Whig victories in the November elections, giving the opposition party control of both houses of

Congress, President Polk grew leery of Taylor as a Whig rival for president. In a Machiavellian

maneuver, he decided to divest Taylor of most of his troops and replace him with Winfield

Scott, a Whig lacking Taylor’s brand of popular charisma.In high-handed fashion, Polk

dispatched Scott to Texas without notifying Taylor of what was afoot. When Scott arrived in

Point Isabel after Christmas, he informed Taylor by letter that he had taken over the Army of

Invasion and was radically revamping the war strategy. Instead of pushing south from

Monterrey, he planned to take Taylor’s regular troops, land them at Veracruz farther down the

Mexican coast, then guide them inland to take Mexico City—the historic trail charted by Hernán

Cortés. “Providence may defeat me,” bellowed the grandiloquent Scott, “but I do not believe the

Mexicans can.”58 Taylor was relegated to a sideshow of the main event. “It was no doubt

supposed that Scott’s ambition would lead him to slaughter Taylor or destroy his chances for

the Presidency,” recalled Grant, “and yet it was hoped that he would not make sufficient capital

himself to secure the prize.”59Grant was with Taylor when he received the shocking news of

his demotion and never forgot his hero’s befuddled reaction. “Taylor was apt to be a little



absent-minded when absorbed in any perplexing problem, and the morning he received the

discouraging news he sat down to breakfast in a brown study, poured out a cup of coffee, and

instead of putting in the sugar, he reached out and got hold of the mustard-pot, and stirred half

a dozen spoonfuls of its contents into the coffee. He didn’t realize what he had done till he took

a mouthful, and then he broke out in a towering rage.”60 This early experience made Grant

tend to view war as a hard-luck saga of talented, professional soldiers betrayed by political

opportunists plotting back in Washington.Between the founding era of the Republic and the

Civil War, no figure embodied the American military more splendidly than Winfield Scott, who

was promoted to brevet major general by the War of 1812. Straddling two eras, he would serve

under presidents as far apart as James Madison and Abraham Lincoln. Mocked as “Old Fuss

and Feathers” behind his back, he had never seen a parade ground he didn’t long to tread or a

uniform he didn’t wish to wear. With his enormous height, wavy hair, and ample flesh, he loved

to flash medals, flaunt plumed hats, and preen before mirrors, a vanity that made him

susceptible to flattery. Grant noted how Scott sent word ahead to commanders of the precise

hour he planned to arrive. “This was done so that all the army might be under arms to salute

their chief as he passed. On these occasions he wore his dress uniform, cocked hat,

aiguilletes, sabre and spurs.”61 Such vainglory was so alien to Grant that it is sometimes hard

to say whether he modeled himself after Zachary Taylor or in opposition to Winfield Scott.For

all that, Grant credited Scott with a brilliantly resourceful mind and strategic daring. To travel

from Veracruz to the capital, an army of twelve thousand would quit a secure supply base,

traverse 250 miles of mountainous terrain, then face a much larger and well-fortified enemy in

a populous capital. To do this, Scott assembled a first-rate team of bright junior officers,

including Pierre G. T. Beauregard and George B. McClellan and a rising star on the

engineering staff, Robert E. Lee. Throw in a host of other officers who later reappeared in the

Civil War—Joseph Johnston, John Pemberton, James Longstreet, Winfield Scott Hancock,

Albert Sidney Johnston, Joseph Hooker, George Thomas, Braxton Bragg, and George Gordon

Meade—and the Mexican War seemed a dress rehearsal for the later conflict. With a retentive

memory for faces and events, Grant accumulated a detailed inventory of knowledge about

these varied men that he drew on later.Winfield Scott’s advent turned everything topsy-turvy.

By early February 1847, Grant’s regiment was reassigned to a division commanded by

Brigadier General William J. Worth and braced to board a ship at the Rio Grande for passage

to the island of Lobos north of Veracruz. By the end of the month, Grant was writing to Julia

from the North Carolina, a ship laden with four hundred soldiers that pitched so crazily in heavy

seas that Grant feared it would capsize. The weather was blazing hot, and the discomfort for

passengers exacerbated by a boat designed to haul cargo instead of humans. Jesse Grant

prodded his son to leave Mexico, and Ulysses himself was eager to be done with the war,

especially after a nearly two-year absence from Julia. “If we have to fight,” he told Julia, “I would

like to see it all done at once.”62 Around this time, Zachary Taylor foiled Polk’s plan to

emasculate him, scoring a resounding victory at Buena Vista—success that ensured him the

Whig nomination in 1848, propelling him into the White House.On March 9, Scott disembarked

his army on the Veracruz beaches in what he boasted was “the largest amphibious invasion yet

attempted in history.”63 The men took flatboats then waded ashore, breasting high breakers

and brandishing their rifles above the surf. “The Mexicans were very kind to us, however,” Grant

wrote drily, “and threw no obstacles in the way of our landing except an occasional shot from

their nearest fort.”64 Instead of storming the walled city, Scott opted for a siege and, once big

guns were installed, pounded the place mercilessly, with Robert E. Lee and George McClellan

engaged in placing batteries. Grant and Pierre Beauregard reconnoitered enemy fortifications,



and Grant also studied American siege lines. On March 29, nearly reduced to starvation in a

shattered city, the Mexicans officially capitulated, yielding five thousand prisoners. Like Taylor

at Monterrey, Scott allowed Mexican soldiers to depart with their dignity intact. Instead of taking

them as prisoners, he permitted them to be paroled and keep their sidearms and horses,

providing another humane precedent for Grant later on. In narrating events for Julia, he

dispensed with false bravado. “I am doing the duties of Commissary and Quarter Master,” he

wrote, and only needed to have “the Pork and Beans rolled about.”65The campaign’s most

perilous phase commenced as Scott cut loose from his coastal base and ventured into the

hinterlands. In London, the Duke of Wellington stared aghast at this high-stakes strategy, which

flouted all military prudence. “Scott is lost . . . he cannot fall back upon his base,” he

declared.66 Grant watched intently as this strategy unfolded and would imitate it during his

Vicksburg Campaign. Passing through scenic but treacherous countryside, the army forded

rivers, filed through narrow mountain passes, and crossed deep ravines in the Sierra Madre.

The strategy of living off the land placed inordinate pressure on quartermasters. Some soldiers

shed superfluous baggage in the wilting heat, and Grant, now a permanent quartermaster, had

to make up their deficiencies. The long march meant he could no longer communicate with his

parents, who grew alarmed by his silence. “During this time his mother’s hair turned white from

her anxiety about him,” Jesse Grant recollected.67 Grant’s sister Mary similarly remembered

Hannah Grant “with a look of concern supplanting the pleasant expression her face usually

wore,” while Jesse avidly tracked his son’s doings in the pages of the Army Register.68When

his army reached a spot called Cerro Gordo, Scott seemed to hit an insuperable obstacle. The

main road zigzagged around a mountainside, often running between sheer walls of rock, with

Mexican artillery posted on their crests. Seeing the futility of a frontal assault, Scott dispatched

Robert E. Lee on a secret mission to discover ways to circumvent Antonio López de Santa

Anna’s fortified position. Lee detected a mountain trail that bypassed the Mexicans and

widened it to make way for troops. This enabled the Americans to circle around their foes in a

surreptitious flanking maneuver, attacking them from the rear. In writing home, Grant likened

this intricate maneuver to Napoleon crossing the Alps. The Mexicans soon surrendered,

suffering more than a thousand casualties with thousands more taken prisoner. The battle

taught Grant indelible lessons about military leadership: the need for supreme audacity and the

vital importance of speed, momentum, and the element of surprise. Scott praised Lee

unstintingly, promoting him to brevet major.Grant was now operating on two levels of reality.

One side of him monitored the war minutely with a sharp eye for arresting details. “As soon as

Santa Anna saw that the day was lost he made his escape with a portion of his army,” he wrote

to Julia, “but he was pursued so closely that his carriage, a splendid affair, was taken and in it

was his cork leg and some Thirty thousand dollars in gold.”69 At the same time, he fell under

Mexico’s enchantment—they had arrived at the high plateau, eight thousand feet above sea

level—and was mesmerized by the sublime peaks. “Around us are mountains covered with

eternal snow,” Grant wrote, calling the town of Jalapa, with its orange groves and gardens, “the

most beautiful place I ever saw in my life” and saying he would gladly make it his home if Julia

agreed to join him there.70 At more melancholy moments, he regretted that he had not taken

his father’s advice, resigned from the army, and headed into business.After the decisive Cerro

Gordo victory, Scott’s army resumed its triumphant progress along the National Highway

toward Mexico City, and Grant’s division secured the roadway. Scott was forced to halt for

months because of expiring one-month enlistments. As he awaited reinforcements, Santa Anna

had a chance to strengthen Mexico City’s defenses. The approach to the city presented

fiendish difficulties because thin causeways on level ground made approaching troops easy



targets for Mexican artillery. Encamped at Puebla, staying near the central plaza, Grant

showed deepening insight into the fighting. He had a growing appetite for leadership and

reaped a rich harvest of ideas for later use. After poring over maps and quizzing Mexican

scouts, Grant grew convinced that Scott should swing his army around to the north of Mexico

City. On the southern side, the army would flounder “through morass and ditches” whereas it

would proceed to the north on solid, elevated ground.71 At first Grant hesitated to criticize his

superiors, thinking such conduct “contrary to military ethics,” then he tried without success to

relay his message up through the ranks.72 When Robert E. Lee stumbled upon a southern

route, Scott heeded his advice instead.By August, with dysentery rife at Puebla, Scott again

elected to break loose from his supply lines and march on Mexico City, pioneering a new style

of warfare. “We had to throw away the scabbard,” he explained, “and to advance naked blade in

hand.”73 In striking at Contreras, San Jerónimo, and Churubusco, he shattered Mexico City’s

outer defenses in bloody fighting. He sacrificed more than a thousand men, but Mexican

casualties rose four times higher, robbing Santa Anna of a full one-third of his army. Lee was

again singled out for bravery and bumped up to brevet lieutenant colonel. Even in retrospect,

Grant could find no fault with the meticulous steps Scott had executed. He was also struck by

the cheers lavished upon the general, and, writing home, tried on for size the feelings of the

victorious commander. “I wondered what must be the emotions of General Scott, thus

surrounded by the plaudits of his army. The ovation was genuine, and from the hearts of his

men.”74With Scott’s army poised to strike at Mexico City’s gates, President Polk had his

emissary, Nicholas P. Trist, attempt on September 2 to negotiate a peace treaty by which

Mexico would relinquish Texas to the Rio Grande and transfer New Mexico and California to

the United States for a negotiated sum. The Mexicans rebuffed this insulting offer and a brief

armistice ended two days later. On September 8, Scott launched an attack against Molino del

Rey—the King’s Mill, in English—which was incorrectly thought to be deserted. An entire

Mexican division opened up withering fire from the mill. After American artillery reciprocated,

bombarding its stone walls with bullets and cannonballs, four American companies charged

forward. Grant raced to the mill only to discover his ex-roommate, Fred Dent, lying wounded

and spouting blood from his thigh. Grant “refreshed him from his canteen and dragged him to a

place of safety close under the wall,” Julia wrote.75For a young man, Grant was remarkably

clearheaded and self-possessed in combat. “At the Battle of Molino del Rey,” said Longstreet, “I

had occasion to notice [Grant’s] superb courage and coolness under fire.”76 Grant discerned

that several armed Mexicans still stood atop the building. After backing up a cart to the wall, he

sprang onto the roof only to find that an American had single-handedly captured the Mexicans.

“They still had their arms, while the soldier before mentioned was walking as sentry, guarding

the prisoners he had surrounded, all by himself.”77 Quite typically, Grant incorporated this

mock-heroic tale into his Memoirs even though it cast him in a slightly comic-opera light.At

Molino del Rey, Grant exhibited bravery and compassion, tending so many wounded

Americans on the battlefield that one fellow soldier portrayed him as “a ministering angel” with

“a kind heart.”78 The night after the battle, he came upon young Virginia lieutenant George

Pickett shivering in the cold. When Grant asked why he trembled, Pickett replied, “I shall fr-fr-

freeze to d-death.” “Oh no you won’t,” said Grant, who found a piece of roasted red chili pepper,

blew away the ashes, then handed it to the West Point graduate. “Here, Pickett, you eat that

and it will be as good as a stove inside of you.”79 When Winfield Scott was asked in future

years whether he remembered Grant from Mexico, he noted that he “attained special

distinction at Molino del Rey”—a distinction that earned Grant the honorary grade of brevet first

lieutenant.80 Grant learned the importance of following up promptly on victory and chided



Scott for not pursuing the fleeing enemy once the mill was taken. Though an American victory,

Molino del Rey carried a fearful price tag of almost eight hundred American casualties.On the

morning of September 12, American heavy artillery battered the fortress at Chapultepec, once

a royal residence, now a military school. When it fell the next morning, Grant and his men

sprang forward under an aqueduct toward the gate of San Cosme, sprinting from arch to arch

to evade Mexican bullets. With about a dozen volunteers, joined with soldiers from another

company, Grant cleared Mexican snipers from parapets and rooftops, enabling the American

column to pass. Then he spotted a church steeple a hundred feet high that might allow an

unobstructed shot at the back of San Cosme gate. In narrating this maneuver in his Memoirs,

Grant gave an amusing description of the scene at the church: “When I knocked for admission

a priest came to the door, who, while extremely polite, declined to admit us. With the little

Spanish then at my command, I explained to him that he might save property by opening the

door . . . and besides, I intended to go in whether he consented or not. He began to see his

duty in the same light that I did, and opened the door, though he did not look as if it gave him

special pleasure to do so.” Grant and his men hoisted a dismantled howitzer into the belfry,

assembled it, then trained it on Mexicans behind the gate, creating “great confusion.”81Elated,

General Worth sent Lieutenant John Pemberton (who would someday surrender Vicksburg) to

summon Grant. The appreciative general told Grant he wished to deliver a second howitzer to

the belfry. Grant’s reaction showed his canny nature. “I could not tell the General that there was

not room enough in the steeple for another gun, because he probably would have looked upon

such a statement as a contradiction from a second lieutenant. I took the captain with me, but

did not use his gun.”82 Thanks to Grant’s shrewdly commandeering the church, Worth’s men

overran the San Cosme gate, leaving Mexico City defenseless before them. Toward the end of

this eventful day, Grant learned that a close friend, Lieutenant Calvin Benjamin, had received a

mortal wound. He found him lying on a cot in the street and wiped away dirt that begrimed the

dying man’s face—a poignant moment that revealed strong emotion beneath Grant’s impassive

facade. For his assault on the San Cosme gate, Grant attained the honorary rank of brevet

captain for “gallant and meritorious conduct in the battle of Chapultepec.”83 This temporary

promotion would allow him to wear the bars and perform the duties of a captain. Irvin

McDowell, later a Union general, termed Grant in Mexico “the best horseman and the bravest

fellow in the army.”84 Promoted to brevet colonel, Robert E. Lee received a rare accolade from

Winfield Scott, who extolled him as “the very best soldier that I ever saw in the

field.”85Bedecked in military finery, Winfield Scott strode into the National Palace of Mexico

City on September 14—the storied Halls of Montezuma. Veteran military observers agreed with

the Duke of Wellington that Scott now stood forth as “the greatest living soldier.”86 Local

residents deserted the streets, lending them an eerie silence. As a parting shot, Santa Anna

emptied the prisons of inmates, and one of them, posted atop a roof, shot Grant’s friend

Lieutenant Sidney Smith of the Fourth Infantry. Grant never forgot the ghoulish sequel. Smith

“retained his natural color, his respiration, pulse and temperature were almost normal, he was

cheerful and he had no idea of dying. He even laughed and joked about it and said that after

he got well he should never be careless again. Suddenly his complexion changed to that of a

corpse and in a few hours he was dead.”87 Based on seniority, Grant was promoted to first

lieutenant by this sudden death. Had it not been for this fatality, Grant realized, he would have

remained a second lieutenant “after having been in all the engagements possible for any one

man and in a regiment that lost more officers during the war than it ever had present at any

one engagement,” he wrote with a distinct trace of bitterness.88Grant was thrilled by Scott’s

panache and military acumen, especially since he believed President Polk, by holding back



troops, had tried to undercut a feared political adversary. “Since my last letter to you,” he told

Julia, “four of the hardest fought battles that the world ever witnessed have taken place, and

the most astonishing victories have crowned the American arms. But dearly have they paid for

it! The loss of officers and men killed and wounded is frightful.”89 Baked by the tropical sun,

worn out by years of war, Grant had a red beard that hung four inches long and he thought he

had aged ten years in appearance. Yet despite the heavy toll from combat and disease—

13,283 Americans had died, nearly a fifth of all soldiers who fought—Grant was still in some

ways a callow young man, seeing an exotic new country for the first time and gushing to Julia

that “Mexico [City] is one of the most beautiful cities in the world . . . No country was ever so

blessed by nature.”90The Mexican government having fled, American troops lingered as an

occupation army while politicians hammered out a peace agreement. Winfield Scott, after

fiercely prosecuting the war, proved generous in victory. At first Grant witnessed brutal reprisals

by Mexicans against their peers who had cooperated with the Americans, including women

who had their heads shaved for fraternizing with United States officers. But in time Grant saw

how a wise, charitable policy toward a conquered civilian population restored peaceful

conditions with impressive speed. “Lawlessness was soon suppressed,” Grant wrote, “and the

City of Mexico settled down into a quiet, law-abiding place.”91 Other accounts of the American

occupation depicted atrocities raging on both sides.The Fourth Infantry camped in the small

village of Tacubaya, four miles outside of Mexico City. Although Grant still had quartermaster

duties and dealt with a clothing shortage in his regiment, he had free time to ride to the city

daily and play cards with future president Franklin Pierce. Besieged by beggars, Grant

deplored the gross inequality of Mexican society and instinctively sided with the oppressed.

“With a soil and climate scarcely equaled in the world,” he protested, Mexico “has more poor

and starving subjects who are willing and able to work than any country in the world. The rich

keep down the poor with a hardness of heart that is incredible.”92 Whatever his criticisms of

their society, Grant never regarded the Mexicans as racial inferiors.Because bullfighting was

the national sport, Grant attended one fight purely for the experience and was sickened by it. “I

could not see how human beings could enjoy the sufferings of beasts, and often of men, as

they seemed to do on these occasions.”93 In his Memoirs, he included a vivid description of a

bullfight that gains its power from Grant’s patent identification with the dying bull after it is

pierced with spears. “The flag drops and covers the eyes of the animal so that he is at a loss

what to do; it is jerked from him and the torment is renewed. When the animal is worked into an

uncontrollable frenzy, the horsemen withdraw, and the matadores—literally murderers—enter,

armed with knives having blades twelve or eighteen inches long, and sharp.”94For Grant, the

most fascinating moment in Mexico came when he joined with Simon Bolivar Buckner and

other officers in a hair-raising ascent of the enormous volcanic mountain of Popocatépetl. Their

mules negotiated trails that skirted yawning chasms, flanked by sheer vertical walls of rock.

The next day, buffeted by heavy snow and wind, they were forced to turn back a thousand feet

below the crater. Nine officers suffered severe snow blindness and had to be led back down the

mountain on horseback. After returning, the group visited the Valley of Cuernavaca and

explored a mammoth cave festooned with singular rock formations that hypnotized Grant. “We

had with us torches and rockets and the effect of them in that place of total darkness was

beautiful.”95It is consistent with Grant’s later drinking patterns that he abstained from alcohol

during combat periods, when he was actively engaged and shouldered responsibility. “I never

saw Grant under the influence of liquor at all,” said one soldier. “I know he did drink a little, but

that was pretty good whisky he had.”96 Another person noted he “never drank to excess nor

indulged in the other profligacy so common in that country of loose morals.”97 But idleness,



boredom, and the loneliness of occupation mixed a toxic brew of emotions that slowly led him

into temptation and people noticed an abrupt change. One Ohio soldier wrote home in May

1848 that Grant was “altered very much: he is a short thick man with a beard reaching half way

down his waist and I fear he drinks too much but don’t you say a word on that subject.”98 A

more damning recollection came from his friend Richard Dawson, who said Grant “got to

drinking heavily during or after the war.” Right after his return from Mexico, he encountered

Grant and said he “was in bad shape from the effects of drinking, and suffering from mania a

potu [delirium tremens] and some other troubles of the campaign.”99Despite such lapses,

Grant had compiled an extremely commendable record during the Mexican War, which had

turned him into a seasoned officer, steeped in battlefield wisdom and logistical finesse. And

then there were useful contacts with dozens of soldiers later elevated to general in the Civil

War. Even though Robert E. Lee had rendered meritorious service, Grant had studied him

close-up and knew he was not endowed with supernatural abilities: “I had known him

personally, and knew that he was mortal; and it was just as well that I felt this.”100The war

culminated with the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, a huge bonanza for the United States. It

expanded American territory by nearly a quarter, forcing Mexico to shed half its territory. The

United States gained Texas with the crucial Rio Grande boundary as well as New Mexico and

California—territories encompassing the current states of California, Nevada, and Utah, most

of Arizona and New Mexico, and part of Colorado. In exchange, the United States relinquished

claims to Baja California, assumed $3.5 million in Mexican debts owed to American citizens,

and handed over $15 million.As the war’s rabid opponents—Senator Charles Sumner, Henry

David Thoreau, and Ralph Waldo Emerson among them—had predicted, the victory carved out

a vast territory up for grabs between slave owners and abolitionists, possibly tipping the

tenuous balance between North and South. In August 1846, Congressman David Wilmot of

Pennsylvania had introduced a measure to outlaw slavery in territory acquired from Mexico,

putting slavery front and center in American politics. As one congressman stated, “It would

really seem there is no other subject claiming the deliberations of this House but negro

slavery.”101 While southern legislators quashed the Wilmot Proviso, it stimulated debate that

showed just how extraordinarily divisive slavery had grown. Grant insisted the Civil War was

“largely the outgrowth of the Mexican war. Nations, like individuals, are punished for their

transgressions.”102 As a Whig opponent of slavery, Abraham Lincoln supported the Wilmot

Proviso and denounced President Polk’s war in thunderous terms: “He is deeply conscious of

being in the wrong . . . he feels the blood of this war, like the blood of Abel, is crying to Heaven

against him.”103CHAPTER FOUR—The Son of TemperanceRIGHT BEFORE HE LEFT

MEXICO, in June 1848, Grant suffered a small mishap that would plague him for several years.

As quartermaster, he was responsible for the care of regimental funds, which he kept tightly

guarded in a trunk. After his own chest was broken into, he took the seemingly prudent step of

depositing the $1,000 in his care in the locked trunk of Captain John H. Gore. When that trunk

was purloined from Gore’s tent, Grant faced a board of inquiry, which exonerated him of any

wrongdoing. It would be some time, however, before he straightened out the situation with

authorities in Washington, and, until that happened, he was legally responsible for replacing

the lost thousand dollars—an anxious situation for him.On July 16, after having been camped

for one week on a sandy beach under a tropical sun, Grant and his regiment were relieved to

quit Veracruz and the yellow fever rampant there. They sailed on transport ships to East

Pascagoula, Mississippi, where they were supposed to spend the summer at Camp Jefferson

Davis. By this point, Grant, twenty-six, had been engaged to Julia Dent for four years, but had

seen her only once three years earlier, a separation that tormented him. In May, having



received no mail from Julia for two months, he lashed out in a missive: “I believe you are

carrying on a flirtation with someone, as you threaten of doing.”1 Either then or later, the line

was blotted out, but it testifies to the grave toll the years apart had taken.Obtaining a leave of

absence, Grant made a beeline for St. Louis, where the Dents spent the summer in the city.

Everyone saw, at a glance, that Grant had matured and appeared more worldly and

cosmopolitan. Although he had shaved off his beard, restoring his clean-shaven image, he had

shed his boyish softness. “When he came back from Mexico he had put on perhaps 20 pounds

of muscle, tanned, ready for the battles of life,” said Julia.2 Emma Dent, now twelve, found

Grant more reserved, but applauded the changes wrought in her rugged, sinewy hero. “His

face was more bronzed from the exposure to the sun, and he wore his captain’s double-barred

shoulder straps with a little more dignity than he had worn the old ones, perhaps.”3 The last

known photograph of Grant before the Civil War, taken a year later, shows a handsome,

dashing young man with something sad and downcast in his expression. His eyes seem

crossed, as if turned inward in sorrowful contemplation.The four-year engagement had

confirmed the steadfast attachment between Ulysses S. Grant and Julia Dent. One Dent

acquaintance remembered the young couple sitting on the steps of the St. Louis house,

holding hands and gazing soulfully at each other. “I remember Grant as a quiet kind of a man

who volunteered but little conversation until some topic coming within his experience was

referred to, when he would warm up and talk with great interest.”4 By this time, Colonel Dent

had encountered financial setbacks and was embroiled in a costly lawsuit, which may explain

why he consented to the marriage, even though Grant had decided to stay in the army with a

meager $1,000 annual salary. After waiting so long to marry, Grant pressed Julia for a hasty

wedding and they set a date for August 22 in St. Louis.Grant traveled to see his parents in

Bethel, Ohio. Across America, small towns embraced Mexican War veterans with patriotic

adulation, and Grant drew rapt attention wherever he went. The war had charged his

imagination and reminiscing about it became a favorite pastime for the duration of his life. He

could be a compelling raconteur with a penetrating power to visualize battles and conjure them

up in graphic detail. “How clear-headed Sam Grant is in describing a battle!” a later listener

exulted. “He seems to have the whole thing in his head.”5 Adding to public curiosity was that

Grant had brought back from Mexico a bright boy named Gregorio, who was only twelve or

thirteen and did not speak a word of English; Grant conversed with him in Spanish. An expert

with a lasso, the youth instructed Grant in his full repertoire of tricks. “They practiced on my

sheep and cows and horses,” said Grant’s uncle. “Ulysses got so he was quite handy with the

lasso himself.”6During Grant’s Bethel stay, Jesse and Hannah Grant must have made plain

their displeasure with the slave-owning Dents and explained their refusal to attend the

wedding. Savage stories about the Dents circulated in the Grant family, typified by the caustic

later commentary of Ulysses’s sister-in-law. “I never met Julia’s father but I heard he was a

cross, lazy man, a surly Democrat and a Rebel. They said he was asleep all day except to

wake up to eat and argue . . . Jesse Grant . . . grew to know Mr. Dent from Missouri and had no

kind words for him or any other Dent. He said they were a lazy, self-satisfied lot, slave owners

and worse. He could not believe Ulysses could treat the Rebel father Dent so kindly.”7 The

extended Grant family registered its disapproval of the Dent clan by boycotting the St. Louis

wedding.The Dents reciprocated the antipathy. Julia’s cousin Louisa Boggs said of the

marriage: “[Grant] was a northern man married to a southern, slave owning family. Colonel

Dent openly despised him. All the family said ‘poor Julia’ when they spoke of Mrs. Grant. So

you can see why everybody thought Captain Grant a poor match for Miss Dent.”8 A victim of

this interfamily feud, Grant was plunged into his own private civil war, uncomfortably



suspended between the easygoing, hedonistic Dents and his thrifty, tightfisted family of die-

hard abolitionists.On August 22, 1848, Ulysses S. Grant and Julia Boggs Dent got married in

the small brick downtown house that the Dents occupied at Fourth and Cerre Streets. A simple

ceremony, illuminated by candlelight, the wedding took place on a sultry night in an overheated

parlor, with a banquet table laden with fruit, ices, and wedding cake set up in a back room.

Described in a local paper as “a lady of refinement and elegant manners,” Julia swept down the

staircase in a white silk dress with a white tulle veil.9 Always flustered in large crowds on

formal occasions, Grant fidgeted nervously all night. “He wore his regimentals and some

people thought it would have been better had he dressed in civilian’s clothes,” noted Louisa

Boggs. “They said he seemed very awkward and embarrassed and his long sword nearly

tripped him up on several occasions!”10 Emma Dent depicted the young soldier more

charitably. “Captain Grant was as cool under the fire of the clergyman’s questions as he had

been under the batteries of the Mexican artillery.”11 James Longstreet served as best man and

two groomsmen, Cadmus M. Wilcox and Bernard Pratte, were to join him in the Confederate

army; all three later surrendered to Grant at Appomattox.The day after the wedding, Ulysses

and Julia Grant left for Bethel so she could meet her new in-laws. A sheltered young woman

who had never left St. Louis or even traveled on a boat, Julia relished the dreamlike sensation

of a steamboat gliding smoothly down the Mississippi then up the Ohio River to Louisville,

where they stopped to visit Grant’s rich cousin, James Hewitt, who entertained them in his

opulent home. Grant dropped modest hints that he might resign from the army should an

advantageous business opportunity arise, but his cousin turned a deaf ear and Grant stayed in

the military. Julia resented that Hewitt left her new husband empty-handed, and she possessed

a long memory for such slights: “I always remembered this, and did not forget it when my

Lieutenant was General-in-Chief nor when he was President of the United States.”12For the

most part, Julia did not dwell on such unpleasantness and recorded a sweetly sanitized version

of her first brush with Grant’s family. When their boat reached Cincinnati, she recalled, “there

stood my dear husband’s little brother Orvil with his flaxen curls and blue eyes—as pretty a boy

as I ever saw. He had come all the way down to meet us, saying he could not wait for us.”13

Similarly, she remembered Jesse Grant being cordial toward her and Hannah even more

welcoming. “Mrs. Grant . . . was then a handsome woman, a little below medium height, with

soft brown eyes, glossy brown hair, and her cheek was like a rose in the snow. She too gave

me an affectionate welcome, and I must say right here she was the most self-sacrificing, the

sweetest, kindest woman I ever met, except my own dear mother.”14 In fact, although Jesse

and Hannah Grant treated Julia with all due civility, they could not detach her from their

scathing critique of the Dents and harbored secret reservations about her boasting,

superstitions, and overt displays of affection for their son.In November, Grant had to report for

duty in Detroit, now home of the Fourth Infantry, and he shepherded Julia back to St. Louis for

what he assumed would be a final visit before they launched a new life on an army base.

Instead Colonel Dent tried one last time to drive a sharp wedge between his daughter and son-

in-law. Having led a narrow, overprotected life, Julia grew distraught at the thought of parting

from her father. “I could not . . . think of it without bursting into a flood of tears and weeping and

sobbing as if my heart would break.”15 After four years of daydreaming about married life,

Grant was distressed by this belated attack of nerves. Colonel Dent intervened with a proposal

so cruelly preposterous that Grant must have felt hurt. “Grant, I can arrange it all for you. You

join your regiment and leave Julia with us. You can get a leave of absence once or twice a year

and run on here and spend a week or two with us. I always knew [Julia] could not live in the

army.”16 Grant had now been pushed to the breaking point. His Mexican War exploits had



enhanced his self-confidence, and he slipped his arm around Julia, whispering, “Would you like

this, Julia? Would you like to remain with your father and let me go alone?” “No, no, no, Ulys. I

could not, would not, think of that for a moment.” Grant asserted himself. “Then dry your tears

and do not weep again. It makes me unhappy.”17 At that moment, Grant declared his

independence and liberated Julia from her father’s manipulative wiles, showing Colonel Dent

that he was not a timid young man to be trifled with forever.On November 7, 1848, General

Zachary Taylor emerged victorious in the presidential race, despite a glaring lack of experience

in public office. Editor Horace Greeley, among others, writhed with indignation at his proslavery

platform: “We scorn it; we spit upon it; we trample it under our feet!”18 Nevertheless, Taylor

showed no patience with mounting talk of southern secession. “If they attempted to carry out

their schemes,” he warned a senator, “they should be dealt with by law as they deserved and

executed.”19 On Election Day, Grant was in Kentucky and couldn’t vote, but he said he would

have voted for Taylor. Taylor’s presidential tenure proved remarkably short-lived. In 1850, after

attending July Fourth orations on a torrid day, he consumed an enormous quantity of possibly

tainted cherries and iced milk and died mysteriously five days later.When Grant and his bride

arrived in Detroit on November 17, he came in for a rude awakening. During his four-month

leave of absence, Lieutenant Henry D. Wallen had replaced Grant, who never formally gave up

his regimental quartermaster position. Now that he returned, Wallen refused to cede the Detroit

position and Grant was reassigned to the bleak outpost of Madison Barracks at Sackets

Harbor, New York, on the eastern shore of Lake Ontario, near the Canadian border. Still more

infuriating was that Wallen’s own company had been deployed to Sackets Harbor, and he

should have departed with them. Sackets Harbor was a frigid, desolate garrison and with

winter approaching Grant must have wondered how the sheltered Julia would survive in this

inhospitable place. Indignant, he filed an official complaint with the commanding officer in

Detroit, who forwarded it to General John E. Wool with the comment that “Lieutenant Grant has

unquestionably been hardly and wrongly done by.”20 In the meantime, Grant had no choice but

to obey orders and take Julia along, even though cold weather had sealed off traffic on Lake

Ontario, forcing them into a prolonged overland journey.Once installed at Sackets Harbor,

Grant was dismayed that soldiers in this inclement climate lacked proper clothing and bedding

for the winter. Rather than watch men shiver as they awaited supplies from New York or

Philadelphia, he showed his usual initiative by buying up supplies on his own. Now a veteran

quartermaster, he was soon busily fixing leaky roofs, repairing dilapidated fences, and

refurbishing decaying houses.The winter stay at Sackets Harbor was much happier than he

and Julia had anticipated, and they formed numerous friendships in the tight-knit military

community. For the first time, Julia, with scant domestic experience, learned to manage a

household without assistance from slaves. She took pride in their small, well-furnished home

with its bright carpet, china dishes adorned with floral patterns, and silver cutlery that came as

a wedding gift from the Grants. Whenever Ulysses had surplus cash to spend, he journeyed to

nearby Watertown and bought finery for Julia at a dry goods store operated by Jesse and

Henry Seligman, Bavarian Jewish brothers who became lifetime friends and later emerged as

wealthy bankers and substantial donors to Grant’s presidential campaigns. Everyone found

Grant modest and retiring, an altogether likable fellow. “His only dissipation was in owning a

fast horse,” said a regimental colleague. “He always liked to have a fine nag, and he paid high

prices to get one.”21 Grant enjoyed playing chess and checkers, attending parties with Julia,

and worshipping with her at the Methodist church.On March 2, 1849, after four months

marooned at Sackets Harbor, Grant learned he had won his appeal and was being sent back

to Detroit, where he resumed his job as regimental quartermaster. By all accounts, he was



popular with the soldiers, who appreciated his lack of superior airs. Known for impartial honesty

and a judicial temperament, he often arbitrated disputes among soldiers, as in Mexico. Still the

peacetime army did not showcase his talents and he often seemed mildly bored, as if he

needed a bigger challenge to mobilize his energy. According to one officer, Grant struggled

with incessant paperwork—never his strong suit—but when it came to “drill, the manual of

arms, fighting,” he had no equal in handling the regiment.22 One fellow officer noticed that

Grant had both an active, dynamic side to his personality and a curiously passive one,

comparing him to “a trained athlete, who leans listless and indifferent against the wall, but who

wakes to wonders when the call is made upon him.”23 This split personality was one reason

why people could find Ulysses S. Grant quite ordinary one moment and extraordinary the

next.However humdrum his duties, he enjoyed his stay in Detroit, which had a population of

about twenty-five thousand and was a raw, unpaved western town with pastures still lying

behind many houses. He and Julia moved into a narrow frame house on Fort Street, set off by

a white picket fence, in a neighborhood of poor, working families. The house had an arbor

covered with wild grapevines and the newlyweds found it an inviting abode. For a time,

Gregorio served as valet, bringing food to the table and answering the door, but when he was

lured away by higher wages, the Grants felt betrayed by his departure.Whether playing cards

or reading at night, Ulysses and Julia Grant seemed a cozy, companionable pair. More literate

than people supposed, Grant perused romances of Sir Walter Scott and historical novels by

Edward Bulwer-Lytton. “He would read to me novels, newspapers, books and such,” Julia

wrote. “We would discuss what he would read, it was something we looked forward to.”24 In

time, Julia recognized how spoiled she had been as a young bride, how unwilling to

compromise. When she was difficult or petulant, Grant, instead of chiding her, subjected her to

the silent treatment. “The most he would ever say is, ‘Julia, I’m amazed at you.’ That was

cutting me to the quick and it would sting like a lash, he said it so calmly.”25 This understated

form of rebuke worked: Julia would apologize and beg his forgiveness, which he always

offered.Like many young couples, the Grants flung themselves into an incessant round of

parties, dances, and dinners, and Julia took pride in throwing “a fancy dress ball,” a novelty for

Detroit and a throwback to her St. Louis girlhood. Local preachers found the concept much too

pagan for their tastes. “We had kings, knights, troubadours, and every other character pretty

and gay,” remembered Julia, who dressed up as a tambourine girl.26 Grant seemed older and

more serious than other young officers, and, undoubtedly feeling a little silly and self-conscious

about showing up in a costume, wore his uniform instead. He loitered on the fringes of

gatherings, standing with hands clasped behind his back, an impassive spectator who opened

up with selected people. When called on to propose a toast at one dinner, Grant grew tongue-

tied. “I can face the music,” he confessed blushingly, “but I cannot make a speech.”27 People

noticed how Julia overcame his habitual reserve, lightened his somber moods, and fleshed out

his life. In the view of one officer, Grant “came out of his shell in her presence. They were two

people who hitched well together, they fit like hand to glove.”28Where Grant clearly shed his

inhibitions was in racing horses down Fort Street, when the passionate daring of his nature

appeared to advantage. With the town offering few pastimes, Grant electrified the large

gatherings who turned out to watch as he whizzed by in his buggy, outstripping competitors

and even driving on the River Rouge when it froze. “He was the best horseman I ever saw,”

said Colonel James E. Pitman. “He could fly on a horse, faster than a slicked bullet.”29 One

impression superseded all others: that Grant was “just power and will and resolution,” said a

resident.30By early fall 1849, Julia was pregnant and decided to return to St. Louis to have the

baby. On May 30, 1850, she gave birth to their first child, named Frederick Dent Grant in honor



of the Colonel—which could not have thrilled her husband. Two weeks later, Grant applied for

permission to travel to St. Louis for “urgent family reasons” and brought Julia and baby Fred

back to Detroit.31 From the outset, he was a more relaxed and playful parent than Jesse

Grant, free of the persistent badgering and demanding expectations that had so disconcerted

him in his own father. Julia was a conscientious, hardworking mother, and one friend

remembered her supervising the small household “with a great lump of a baby in her

arms.”32Julia’s prolonged absence during the winter of 1849–50, coupled with a dearth of

challenging work, proved a formula for trouble for Grant. Heavy drinking was commonplace in

frontier garrisons, making it difficult for Grant, stranded in freezing Detroit, to abstain. The

problem was neither the amount nor the frequency with which he drank, but the dramatic

behavioral changes induced. He and Julia kept a pew in a Methodist church led by Dr. George

Taylor, and perhaps realizing his newfound responsibilities as a father, Grant sought counsel

from his pastor about his drinking. “I think that Dr. Taylor helped Grant a great deal,” said

Colonel Pitman. “It was said that he had a long talk with Grant at that time and told him that he

could not safely use liquor in any form and Grant acknowledged this and took the pledge and

thereafter used no liquor at all in Detroit.”33 This episode makes clear that Grant, from an early

age, acknowledged that he had a chronic drinking problem, was never cavalier about it, and

was determined to resolve it. This overly controlled young man now wrestled with a disease

that caused a total loss of control, which must have made it more tormenting and pestered his

Methodist conscience.Even as a young man, Grant was infused with a strong sense of justice.

No less than as a boy, he could be proud, a bit moody, and hypersensitive, refusing to be

bullied. Colonel Pitman stated that Grant “would whip a man who crossed him or who sold him

short cords of wood or who was in any way derogatory towards him.”34 During the winter of

1850–51, Grant slipped on the ice and injured his leg in front of the house of Zachariah

Chandler, a big, imposing man soon to be Detroit’s mayor. Grant had the courage to file a

complaint against Chandler, claiming he violated a city ordinance demanding that residents

keep their sidewalks free of snow and ice. During the trial, Chandler taunted Grant: “If you

soldiers would keep sober, perhaps you would not fall on people’s pavements and hurt your

legs.”35 One wonders whether Chandler hinted obliquely at rumors of drinking by Grant.

Although the jury found Chandler guilty, he was fined a laughable six cents, perhaps

suggesting the court agreed with Chandler’s insinuation that excessive alcohol consumption

had accounted for the fall.It is unclear how closely Grant followed current affairs as the national

debate over slavery broadened and intensified. Through the Compromise of 1850, California

was admitted as a free state while other territories wrested from Mexico were left free to adopt

slavery or not. In exchange, the North appeased the South by submitting to a strict new fugitive

slave law that made many northerners feel like accomplices in the hated institution of their

southern brethren.In June 1851, the Fourth Infantry was transferred to Sackets Harbor and

Grant at first welcomed returning to a place where he and Julia had launched many satisfying

friendships. It occurred at a time when Julia had taken the baby to visit the Grants in Bethel

and then enjoyed an extended stay with her family in St. Louis. Little Fred had been very sick in

Detroit, likely accounting for Julia’s desire to take him somewhere with superior medical care.

Almost as soon as she and the baby were gone, Grant keenly missed them. “You don’t know

how anxious I am to see him,” he wrote to Julia. “I never dreamed that I should miss the little

rascal so much.”36 Grant had quickly grown domesticated, a doting father at loose ends

without his family. As had happened during the Mexican War, he was a faithful correspondent,

whereas Julia’s letters turned up sporadically, arousing his already palpable anxiety. “Your not

writing keeps me in constant suspense lest poor little Freddy may be sick again,” he informed



her after arriving at Sackets Harbor. “Has he improved much since he left? . . . I feel a constant

dread lest I shall hear bad news.”37In his frequent letters, Grant tried hard to sound cheerful

and sang the praises of Sackets Harbor with its cool, salubrious climate and excellent fishing,

sailing, riding, and picnics. Yet he admitted the town was “as dull a little hole as you ever saw,”

and his letters thinly veil a creeping depression dampening his spirits.38 Again and again he

complained that Julia did not write often enough, beseeched her to come sooner to Sackets

Harbor, and referred to her reluctance to leave St. Louis. He may have dreaded that she was

ensnared again in the predatory talons of Colonel Dent and appeared pathetically eager for

scraps of news about his baby boy. “Do you think he recollects me?” he asked Julia. “Has he

any more teeth? You don’t tell me anything about him.”39 Even though he renewed ties with old

acquaintances, the distant outpost did not seem nearly as sociable without Julia. One wonders

whether her infrequent letters resulted from her eye problem or whether she silently punished

her husband for subjecting her to a cheerless existence at remote army bases. Deprived of the

foundation of her love, Grant seemed solitary, adrift, afflicted with excess nervous energy. The

underlying pathos of his life grew painfully apparent. As one officer observed, Grant “was

regarded as a restless, energetic man, who must have occupation, and plenty of it, for his own

good.”40Loneliness, ennui, frustration, inactivity—such unsettled feelings always conspired to

drive Grant to drink. Luckily, he recognized his alcoholism just as the temperance movement

gathered strength, and he embraced this new faith with fervor. “I heard John B. Gough lecture

in Detroit the other night,” he told a Sackets Harbor friend, “and I have become convinced that

there is no safety from ruin by drink except from abstaining from liquor altogether.”41 The full-

bearded John Bartholomew Gough was a reformed drinker and failed actor who delivered

temperance speeches that mingled folksy humor with spellbinding theatricality to convert

wavering listeners. He was a charismatic spokesman for the Washingtonian movement, which

was inaugurated in a Baltimore barroom in 1840 and urged adherents to sign pledges of

abstinence. It has been estimated that the indefatigable Gough gave more than ten thousand

speeches, reaching more than nine million grateful people.42 He was fond of recounting how

he had lost his wife and child from drink, a theme that would have resonated powerfully with

Grant.At Sackets Harbor, Grant helped to organize the Rising Sun Division, Lodge No. 210, of

the Sons of Temperance and took the pledge not to “make, buy, sell, or use, as a beverage,

any Spiritous or Malt Liquors, Wine, or Cider.”43 Despite some local hostility, he advertised his

involvement by wearing the lodge’s white sash and red-white-and-blue ribbon in his lapel. He

talked freely about his problem with his friend Walter Camp, who recalled that Grant “gave

hearty encouragement to the order in the village by his presence. He marched once in the

procession, wearing the regalia of the lodge. I heard him refuse to join in a drinking bout

once . . . It took courage in those days to wear the white apron of the Sons of Temperance, but

Lieutenant Grant was prepared to show his character.”44 Stubbornly protective of her

husband’s reputation, Julia Grant always refused to admit publicly to his drinking problem, but

her early biographer Ishbel Ross notes, “Grant attended the weekly meetings with Julia’s

hearty approval. She hung his parchment proudly in their home.”45In September 1851, Grant

insisted that Julia and the baby come to Sackets Harbor, and she arrived to discover that Grant

had charmingly, if rather clumsily, fitted out their small quarters. “I remember a fine center table

and two large fine chairs that were so high that when I sat in them my feet were quite a foot

from the floor,” the diminutive Julia noted. “This mistake was overcome by his having two pretty

little stools made for my feet to rest upon when I sat in those chairs of state.”46 The remainder

of their Sackets Harbor stay passed pleasantly enough with diversions ranging from bowling to

sleigh rides across the frozen expanse of Lake Ontario, bundled under buffalo robes. They



played whist and checkers and attended church.The Sackets Harbor idyll ended in May 1852

when the Fourth Infantry was ordered to the West Coast, triggering a slow-motion crisis in

Grant’s life. The Gold Rush had drawn a stampede of settlers to California that demanded a

strengthened military presence. At first, Julia indulged in quaint fantasies of a joint trip and

pictured going “through the Caribbean Sea, parting its slashing, phosphorescent waves and

sailing under the Southern Cross.”47 But she was now seven months pregnant with their

second child, and Grant realized she could not brave the extreme perils of travel from New

York to San Francisco. “You know how loath I am to leave you,” he told her, “but crossing

Panama is an undertaking for one in robust health; and then my salary is so small, how could

you and my little boy have even the common necessaries of life out there.”48 In the end, Julia

sadly acquiesced. She and two-year-old Fred went to stay with the Grants and then the Dents,

forcing Ulysses to hazard the journey alone. For four grueling years, they had endured

separation during the Mexican War and ever since had struggled to forge a stable family life.

Now Grant was again being deprived of the one thing indispensable for his emotional health

and well-being. Eventually, he hoped, Julia and Fred would be able to join him, but he had no

assurance of that as he journeyed to Governors Island in New York to prepare his regiment for

the taxing journey to Panama, across the isthmus, then up the West Coast to San

Francisco.Before sailing, Grant squeezed in a three-day trip to Washington to settle the matter

of the stolen $1,000 in regimental funds that had hovered over him since leaving Mexico. By an

unfortunate coincidence, the renowned Whig leader Henry Clay died just before Grant checked

into the fashionable Willard Hotel, and he found government offices shut down and the whole

town draped in mourning. A southern city still dependent upon slavery, Washington was a

dusty, unpaved place with open drainage canals and army cattle browsing around the

unfinished Washington Monument. “I was very much disappointed in the appearance of things

about Washington,” Grant confided to Julia. “The place seems small and scattering and the

character of the buildings poor.”49 While Grant knew almost a dozen members of Congress

from the Mexican War, he grew frustrated in tracking down a solution to his problem. It required

a congressional act to resolve the matter, and the Military Committee of the House of

Representatives would not meet until after he departed Washington. Thus, no action was taken

on his petition. For such a proud, honorable man, the stigma of the missing funds must have

still rankled.—AT GOVERNORS ISLAND in New York Harbor, Grant and his regiment endured

sweltering weeks of countless drills and roll calls until they attained the requisite number of

troops to travel. It was an arduous task to transport an entire infantry regiment and its

cumbersome equipment to the West Coast and much of the onus fell on the capable

quartermaster. One soldier retained a distinct memory of Grant, “a thin, quiet, reticent man, full

of kindly and generous feelings for those about him, giving close and strict attention to his

duties.”50 Knowing the rainy season had descended on Panama, with cholera everywhere,

Grant already had queasy feelings about the journey and was eager to sail before conditions

worsened there. Major Charles S. Tripler, the regimental surgeon, warned the War Department

that it would be “murder” to move men through a zone rife with cholera, but he was blandly

reassured by army brass that the epidemic would be “quickly over.”51 In the end, his anxiety

proved more than justified.From the outset, the ill-fated trip was an irremediable fiasco. People

headed for the California Gold Rush packed the ships bound for Panama—traveling across the

continent by wagon train was deemed too dangerous—and only at the last instant did the War

Department book places aboard the steamer Ohio. By that point, the ship had secured its full

complement of civilian passengers. The Fourth Infantry added 730 people—650 soldiers, 60

wives, and 20 children—so that a vessel built for 330 passengers groaned under a burden of



nearly 1,100. The journey on the side-wheeler had a voyage-of-the-damned quality, its three

open decks constantly crammed with people milling about to escape stifling conditions

belowdecks.Despite remarkably fine weather and the diversion of fishing, card playing, and

whale watching, Grant and other passengers fell hopelessly seasick on the lurching voyage. As

the ship edged toward Panama, he scribbled a last letter to Julia: “I write this on deck, standing

up, because in the cabin it is so insufferably hot that no one can stay there.” Julia was about to

give birth to their second child. The first son having been named after Colonel Dent, Grant

insisted upon balancing the family ledger. “If it is a girl name it what you like,” he wrote, “but if a

boy name it after me.”52 Indeed, one week later, on July 22, 1852, Julia gave birth to Ulysses

S. Grant Jr. Born in Bethel, Ohio, where Julia had stayed with her in-laws, the boy for the rest of

his life sported the nickname “Buck” bestowed by White Haven slaves to honor the Buckeye

State. “Mother always told us her greatest regret was not accompanying [Father] to the west,”

Buck said later, “but in her delicate condition the doctors forbade it.”53 Grant retained vague

hopes that Julia would join him that winter, though he would not set eyes on her or the two

boys for a couple of miserable years.On the boat, Grant tolerated the crusty supervision of his

commanding officer, Lieutenant Colonel Benjamin L. E. Bonneville, a flamboyant character

partial to white beaver hats. He liked to stride the deck, cane in hand, provoking so many

quarrels among his men that Grant often had to adjudicate. Bonneville had tried and failed to

replace Grant as quartermaster and the latter smarted under the affront. Grant became an

“incessant smoker,” who seldom went to bed before 3 a.m., observed a passenger, and “during

every day and an early part of each night . . . I would see him pacing the deck and smoking,

silent and solitary.”54 The ceaseless smoking betrayed an inner restlessness, doubtless an

amalgam of missing Julia and enduring the crushing pressures of the overcrowded ship.The

situation was ripe for a resort to alcohol, and Grant was innocently abetted by the ship’s

captain, James Findlay Schenck, who was profoundly impressed by him. Grant “seemed to me

to be a man of an uncommon order of intelligence. He had a good education, and what his

mind took hold of it grasped strongly and thoroughly digested.”55 Schenck, with no inkling of

his drinking history, recalled Grant’s “excellent taste for good liquors. I had given him the liberty

of the sideboard in my cabin, and urged him frequently never to be backward in using it as

though it were his own, and he never was. Every night after I had turned in, I would hear him

once or twice, sometimes more, open the door quietly and walk softly over the floor so as not

to disturb me; then I would hear the clink of the glass and a gurgle, and he would walk softly

back.”56 These late-night raids on Schenck’s liquor cabinet fit Grant’s later pattern of private,

late-night indulgence in alcohol. It seemed as if with Julia’s absence the discipline of the

temperance movement and the ringing exhortations of John Bartholomew Gough crumbled

during a tumultuous week at sea.When the ship arrived at the port of Aspinwall, the steaming

town, drenched with torrential rains, stood “eight or ten inches under water,” Grant wrote, “and

foot passengers passed from place to place on raised footwalks.”57 According to Schenck,

Grant remained “sleeplessly active” in rescuing his charges from the submerged city.58 A new

railroad lay under construction across the isthmus, and terrifying reports contended that forty of

one hundred workers had perished from cholera. The Fourth Infantry took this incomplete

railroad as far as the Chagres River, where they boarded long, flat-bottomed boats pushed

along by scantily clad locals wielding long poles. When they reached the upstream town of

Cruces, the soldiers marched the remaining distance, but their families were supposed to

mount mules to carry them across the mountain trails. Here disaster struck. The steamship

company had signed an agreement with a contractor who failed to deliver a single animal, the

Gold Rush passengers having wooed them away with higher prices. Still worse, no agent of the



steamship company even greeted the party. As Grant wrote, “There was not a mule, either for

pack or saddle, in the place.”59With his split metabolism, Grant came alive in emergencies,

drawing upon a fund of strength that often lay dormant in more tranquil times. Taking the

initiative as quartermaster, he dismissed the original contractor and entered into an agreement

with one who demanded extortionate prices. While Grant wrestled with this intractable problem,

“cholera had broken out, and men were dying every hour.”60 Since Bonneville left him with the

most vulnerable passengers, Grant stayed behind for a week with 150 sick soldiers, women,

children, and regimental baggage until adequate transportation was arranged. Cholera was a

swift and lethal disease that could carry off its victims within hours. One woman under Grant’s

care, Delia Sheffield, claimed it was “a common sight to see strong men . . . taken with cramps

and die in a short time.” In Grant she saw not only a streak of humanity but true nobility in his

solicitude for his wards. “Captain Grant . . . and the surgeons did everything in their power to

check the spread of the disease, and to alleviate the sufferings of the stricken ones. Too much

praise cannot be given them for their tireless energy and great presence of mind during this

outbreak of cholera.”61When Grant and his entourage finally moved out, the women rode

mules, led by native guides, while men walked and carried parcels; several nuns had to be

hoisted in hammocks. Drum major J. D. Elderkin never forgot how Grant saved his wife by

giving him a $20 gold piece to hire a mule, while also furnishing her with a coat to shield her

from malarial flies. As they wound over narrow, twisting hillside paths, Grant tended this

strange cavalcade, making sure they didn’t drink water from contaminated springs and urging

them to drink wine sparingly instead. In spite of these precautions, many members died from

cholera and had to be hastily buried by the wayside.When they at last reached Panama City on

the Gulf of Panama—then a backward village of adobe houses with thatched roofs—the

cholera epidemic was not yet contained. For the most virulent cases, the coolheaded Grant

converted an old relic of a ship into a temporary hospital and bravely tended many patients

himself. “He was like a ministering angel to us all,” said Elderkin, “a man of iron, so far as

endurance went, seldom sleeping, and then only two or three hours at a time.”62 Altogether

Grant estimated that one-third of the people under his care died at Cruces or Panama City as

well as one-seventh of the Fourth Infantry group that had left New York Harbor. As the hellish

story surfaced, it provoked fierce condemnation of War Department negligence, an indictment

Grant endorsed, telling Julia darkly “there is a great accountability somewhere for the loss

which we have sustained.”63To Julia, Grant emphasized the wisdom of having omitted her from

the trip. “My dearest you never could have crossed the Isthmus at this season . . . The horrors

of the road, in the rainy season, are beyond description.”64 He felt vindicated in not having

allowed their firstborn son, Fred, to come along. “Had you come he no doubt would now be in

his grave.”65 Grant stated that all twenty children who made the passage died either from the

rigors of the overland journey or from diseases contracted along the way. For Grant, with his

special fondness for children, this part of the saga must have been particularly haunting.During

the ghastly crossing, Grant had undergone a trial as harrowing as anything he experienced

during the Mexican War. The nightmarish odyssey was seared into his memory, and he would

unburden himself of the story many times in his life. Perhaps some of this obsession arose

from lingering guilt about those he could not save, but there must also have been extraordinary

pride in his courage and fortitude. Perhaps no episode before the Civil War so exposed his

superlative leadership gifts. From the Panama ordeal sprang his later vision of a canal between

the oceans that would do away forever with lengthy, hazardous journeys across the isthmus.

Not surprisingly, Grant would always prefer Nicaragua as the site for such a project.By early

August, the exhausted remnants of the Fourth Infantry embarked on the steamer Golden Gate,



bound for California. For a month, the soldiers stayed in Benicia Barracks, northeast of San

Francisco, until they had recuperated from the Panama crossing and were reinforced by the

arrival of additional troops who had been ailing when the steamer sailed. San Francisco was

then aflame with Gold Rush fever, and Grant was entranced by its roaring, brawling

atmosphere, where men “wore their pantaloons in their boots, and carried about with them an

arsenal of bowie-knives and pistols.”66 He was susceptible to get-rich-quick schemes in a city

jammed with hucksters of every stripe. “There is no reason why an active energetic person

should not make a fortune every year,” he told Julia. “I feel that I could quit the Army to-day and

in one year go home with enough to make us comfortable . . . all our life.”67 It appears patent

that Grant entertained such pipe dreams because he could not afford to bring his family to the

West Coast. “No person can know the attachment that exists between parent and child until

they have been separated for some time,” he told Julia. “I am almost crazy sometimes to see

Fred.”68Grant kept busy during his Benicia stay. The soldiers improvised a theater, with log

boxes constructed for officers, and Grant attended regularly. He visited two of Julia’s brothers,

who had cashed in on the Gold Rush by running a hotel and ferry service on the Stanislaus

River, but his favorite diversion was card playing. San Francisco was chock-full of gambling

houses and Grant, mesmerized by games of chance, immediately went ashore with a friend

and won money for dinner at the faro table. Always a probing observer of human nature, Grant

was touched by the plight of well-to-do young men who had flocked to San Francisco, lured by

dreams of riches, only to slave away as carpenters or masons. “Many of the real scenes in

early California life exceed in strangeness and interest any of the mere products of the brain of

the novelist,” he declared.69On September 14, the Fourth Infantry left for its new home at

Columbia Barracks, on the Columbia River, in Oregon Territory, across the water from the small

settlement of Portland. (The barracks was renamed Fort Vancouver in July 1853 and the land

became part of Washington Territory.) The ship that transported the regiment up the coast, the

Columbia, had a turbulent voyage, encountering three days of gale-force winds that made

Grant and other passengers seasick. Right before arriving at Columbia Barracks, Grant had a

vivid dream, telling Julia “that I got home and found you, Fred. and a beautiful little girl, all

asleep. Fred woke up and we had a long conversation and he spoke as plainly as one of ten

years old.”70 Grant still did not know the sex of the baby he presumed had been born in late

July and imagined it as a girl. The letter reveals the extent of his anxiety about a prolonged

separation from his family.An army outpost since 1849, Columbia Barracks was set in a

beautiful wilderness sparsely populated by Indian tribes and frontier settlers. When the weather

was clear, it disclosed glistening vistas of snow-covered Mount Hood shimmering in the

distance. But when it rained, the fort could seem lonely and godforsaken; when it snowed, the

river grew icy. By December, snow stood ten inches thick on the ground and the mercury often

dipped below freezing. “It either rains or snows here all the time at this place so I scarcely ever

get a mile from home, and half the time do not go out of the house during the day,” Grant

reported to Julia.71 For someone prone to depression, the everlasting rain and snow,

combined with enforced confinement, were sure to prey on his mind. Grant began to suffer

cramps in his legs and feet in the damp, frigid climate, a possible symptom of alcoholic

neuropathy.72 “He was quiet and kept his room a good deal,” said one officer. He “was not a

man who showed his griefs with his friends. He suffered alone.”73Originally an important

trading post for the Hudson’s Bay Company, Columbia Barracks still had the wooden stockade

and three-story guard tower from that era. Grant was lucky to live in a building known as the

Quartermaster’s Ranch, where he resided with his old West Point roommate Rufus Ingalls and

two other officers. With porches on three sides, the two-story building stood on a slope above



the Columbia River and Grant thought it the finest house in the territory. Made in New England,

it had been dismantled and shipped around Cape Horn to the West Coast. At first, Grant was

subordinate to Captain Thomas Lee Brent, but when the latter was transferred in May, Grant

assumed total responsibility as regimental quartermaster, superintending all buildings, a

blacksmith shop, a tin shop, a saddler’s shop, a carpentry shop, and two hundred mules.As if

touched with Gold Rush mania, Grant rashly entered into a business venture that caused him

no end of grief. In Sackets Harbor, he and Julia had befriended a prominent family, the Camps,

who were ruined by a railway investment. To rescue Elijah Camp, Grant paid for him to

accompany the regiment to Columbia Barracks, where Camp opened a sutler’s store and

Grant, with pay saved up from the Panama journey, supplied the needed $1,500 in capital. The

con artist and the scoundrel always found a ready target in U. S. Grant. While the business

boomed, Camp balked when Grant asked for a profit statement and “began to groan and whine

and say there was no money in his trade at all,” Julia said.74 Perhaps detecting Grant’s

gullibility, Camp complained that he would feel better owning the business outright. Grant,

always good-natured to a fault, agreed to withdraw his $1,500, apparently taking $700 in cash

and $800 in personal notes from Camp. “I was very foolish for taking it,” Grant admitted to Julia,

“because my share of the profits would not have been less than three thousand per year.”75

Still not satisfied, Camp began to assert he couldn’t sleep at night, worrying that the notes

Grant held might fall into the wrong hands. The obliging Grant then burned the notes by

candlelight in front of Camp. Camp sold gunpowder in the shop, and when some of it

accidentally blew up the store, he decided to return to Sackets Harbor. He refused to pay Grant

the $800 he owed him, even though he had earned ten times that amount.That November,

Grant’s old card-playing partner from the Mexican War, Franklin Pierce, won the presidency on

the Democratic ticket, defeating General Winfield Scott, who carried only four states for the

Whigs. This lopsided defeat threatened the Whigs’ survival and would soon lead to formation of

the Republican Party. As Charles Sumner told William Seward, “Now is the time for a new

organization. Out of the chaos the party of freedom must arise.”76Forlorn in the frosty northern

woods, Grant must have felt quite distant from national politics. He wore a long beard, grew

stout, and agonized over his separation from Julia. Their psychological distance seemed even

greater than the geographical. As the Columbia River froze and blocked mail steamers, it took

two months for her letters to reach him, and his morose return messages make for pitiable

reading. “Just think,” he wrote in October, “our youngest is at this moment probably over three

months of age, and yet I have never heard a word from it, or you, in that time.”77 Not until

December 3, 1852—more than four months after his birth—did Grant learn that Julia had

brought Ulysses Jr. into the world. Simultaneously he received confirmation from his sister

Virginia and brother Orvil, and he bubbled over with relieved excitement: “It made tears almost

start in my eyes, with joy, to hear so much about them by one mail,” he confided.78Despite long

absences from Julia, Grant’s life was miraculously free from allegations of womanizing. He

would show up for dances, watch couples wordlessly for a while, then retire to the privacy of

his room. “He did not run after the women as some of the officers did,” said Elderkin. “When he

was in Oregon in 1852, his wife was in the eastern states, and he never ran after anyone.”79

Everyone noticed how he pined for his wife. “Often, of a winter’s night, when we were seated

around the fire,” wrote Delia Sheffield, “he would tell me of his wife and children and how he

missed them.”80 One morning, Grant dropped by the cottage of the artillery sergeant Theodore

J. Eckerson, who recalled Grant showing him a letter from Julia where she “had laid baby

Fred’s hand on the paper and traced with a pencil to show the size of it. He folded the letter

and left without speaking a word; but his form shook and his eyes grew moist.”81 All the while,



Grant struggled with gnawing suspicions that Colonel Dent wished to sabotage his marriage

and steal away his children. As he wrote to Julia in July 1853, with a noticeable touch of anger,

“How can your pa & ma think that they are going to keep Fred. & Ulys always with

them?”82The only rumor of philandering that ever trailed Grant concerned a Native American

woman, named either Moumerto or Maria, who later claimed she gave birth to a daughter

fathered by Grant. Grant’s fellow soldiers tended to discount the story, which remains vague

and wholly unsubstantiated.83 What is certain is that Grant showed striking sympathy for

Indians whom his regiment had come to police. “It is really my opinion that the whole race

would be harmless and peaceable if they were not put upon by the whites,” he told Julia.84 He

saw firsthand the fraud and abuse practiced upon Native Americans by corrupt white agents

who swindled them on goods, not to mention the devastating effects of smallpox and measles

communicated by white settlers.Army pay was paltry in these years. One officer pointed out

that “laborers and mechanics could in one week earn a captain’s pay . . . even the highest

officers . . . were compelled to practice the most rigid economies.”85 Many officers, like Grant,

couldn’t afford to bring their families to the western outpost. The Gold Rush inflated prices to

stratospheric levels, sharpening the pinch for Grant, who feared military life would condemn

him to a nomadic existence at frontier garrisons without his family. Under the circumstances, he

told Julia in May 1853 that if he could “get together a few thousand dollars,” he might quit the

army and rejoin her.86 At the very least, he could then send for her and the boys. The

speculative atmosphere bred by the gold miners must have buttressed the idea that one

business bonanza—one big killing—might free him from this lonely exile.After leasing one

hundred acres near the Columbia River, Grant and three other officers began to plant potatoes,

oats, onions, and corn, the diligent Grant doing all the plowing and furrowing himself. His

hands grew rough and callused from hard labor and he developed a slight stoop from bending

in the field. “Passing this field one day, in the early spring, I saw Captain Grant, with his

trousers tucked in his boots, sowing oats broadcast from a sheet tied about his neck and

shoulders,” remembered Delia Sheffield.87 By the spring, his efforts had yielded a bumper

crop. Then in June, the sudden melting of snow from the Cascades caused the Columbia River

to overflow, drowning the oats, onions, and corn, and half the potato crop. The rising water also

wrecked timber that Grant had neatly stacked for sale to steamboat captains. To aggravate

matters, the price of potatoes plummeted and the four partners had to pay someone to cart

away a rotting, worthless crop.After the farming venture backfired, Grant and a partner bought

up chickens and shipped them to San Francisco, only to have most perish en route. Then Grant

and Rufus Ingalls learned that ice sold for exorbitant prices in San Francisco. To capitalize on

this, they packed one hundred tons aboard a sailing vessel only to have headwinds detain the

ship and melt the ice; by the time it arrived in San Francisco, other boats packed with ice had

preceded it, leading to a price skid. To top things off, Grant and another officer tried to start a

social club and billiard room at the Union Hotel only to have the hired manager abscond with

their funds.Why did Grant’s speculative schemes invariably go awry? Partly the explanation lies

in his desperate desire to bring Julia and the boys to Fort Vancouver. He aimed to make a

windfall and exploit sudden rises in price instead of engaging in sure, steady work. It was also

the triumph of hope over experience: he never learned from earlier mishaps that commodities

are perishable items with wildly fluctuating prices. He was also congenitally naive in business.

Sincere himself, he could never imagine how deviously other people could behave. “Neither

Grant nor myself had the slightest suggestion of business talent,” said partner Henry D. Wallen.

“He was the perfect soul of honor and truth, and believed everyone else as artless as

himself.”88As in many frontier garrisons, soldiers dealt with boredom and loneliness by



escaping into an alcoholic stupor. Second Lieutenant George Crook claimed officers were

drunk daily “and most until the wee hours of the morning. I never had seen such gambling and

carousing before or since.”89 Grant drank less often than other officers but went on “sprees”

consistent with his lifelong tendency to engage in sporadic binge drinking. “He would perhaps

go on two or three sprees a year,” said Lieutenant Henry C. Hodges, “but was always open to

reason, and when spoken to on the subject, would own up and promise to stop drinking, which

he did.”90 The problem was not the frequency with which Grant drank but the extreme

behavioral changes induced. Officer Robert Macfeely observed: “Liquor seemed a virulent

poison to him, and yet he had a fierce desire for it. One glass would show on him,” his speech

became slurred, “and two or three would make him stupid.”91 Alcohol loosened up Grant’s

tightly buttoned personality, giving him a broader, often jovial emotional range; the description

of being “stupidly” or “foolishly” drunk would recur with striking regularity in future years. Rumor

mills hummed busily in the small, insular peacetime army before the Civil War, and when Grant

made a public spectacle of himself, those who glimpsed him in this silly, sloppy state never

forgot the sight.Drinking may have been a needed release from the nervous tension he

accumulated during the long abstinence between episodes. Brought up in a strict Methodist

household, Grant was moralistic enough to reprimand others who succumbed to alcoholic

temptation. Delia Sheffield recalls the time the skipper of a small boat got drunk and disturbed

the audience during a private theatrical. “Captain Grant walked to where he was sitting, and

taking him firmly by the collar, marched him out of the hall. He had a true soldier’s love of

order.”92 But Grant’s drinking lapses would be costly and ultimately ruinous to his reputation.

Robert Macfeely says that one day Grant was riding a pony that slipped and fell on top of him

on a muddy road, leaving him bruised and disheveled and giving rise to reports that he was

drunk. Brevet Major Benjamin Alvord “preferred charges against him. Grant protested that he

had not been drinking then, but Alvord sent in charges against him and Grant pledged himself

not to drink any more.”93 Alvord would forward this pledge to the commanding officer of Grant’s

next posting, with calamitous results.One other consequential encounter returned to hurt Grant

a decade later. One of his quartermaster duties was to supply pack animals and other

provisions for parties surveying a railroad route through the Cascade mountains for what

became the Northern Pacific Railway. In July 1853, one such survey was led by the twenty-six-

year-old brevet captain George B. McClellan. Unlike Grant, McClellan had graduated near the

top of his West Point class and showed little patience for slipshod performance. While his

expedition was being outfitted at Fort Vancouver, said Henry C. Hodges, “Grant got on one of

his little sprees, which annoyed and offended McClellan exceedingly, and in my opinion he

never quite forgave Grant for it.”94 Though suffering from a severe cold, Grant delivered two

hundred horses and other supplies on time, but he had made a powerful enemy who would

associate him with this alcoholic binge.By now Grant was despondent and almost frantic to be

reunited with Julia. “Mrs. Sheffield, I have the dearest little wife in the world,” he exclaimed. “I

want to resign from the Army and live with my family!”95 Then on August 5, 1853, Captain

William W. S. Bliss died and the resulting vacancy led to Grant’s promotion to full captain.

Secretary of War Jefferson Davis ordered him to report to Company F of the Fourth Infantry at

Fort Humboldt, California. Grant had known that, if promoted, he would likely go there, having

told Julia a few months earlier, “Col. Buchanan is there at present, I believe, establishing the

post.”96 Lieutenant Colonel Robert C. Buchanan was all too familiar to Grant as the strict

disciplinarian who used to fine him wine bottles at Jefferson Barracks for his frequent late

returns from White Haven. The memory of this bogeyman could only have depressed his mood

as he got ready to leave Fort Vancouver for the wilds of northern California.CHAPTER FIVE—



PaydayON JANUARY 5, 1854, Ulysses S. Grant, after sailing 250 miles up the coast from San

Francisco on a “long and tedious voyage,” arrived at Fort Humboldt, a scenic but abysmally

secluded destination.1 The fort commanded a hundred-foot bluff with spacious views of

Humboldt Bay and the sea beyond, and was hemmed in by deep stands of towering sequoia

and other redwood trees, steeped in perpetual shadow. Since one could only reach San

Francisco by water, mail trickled in on an irregular basis. The largest nearby town was Eureka,

a modest hamlet with a handful of sawmills and approximately five hundred people. The

officers’ quarters and furnishings were rough-hewn from giant logs cut from nearby forests.

Aside from recreational drinking and dancing, the only available pastimes were fishing and

hunting elk, deer, and black bears, activities that awakened little interest in Grant.The

claustrophobic setting exacerbated his solitude, making him feel fearfully cut off from the outer

world and tipping him over the edge psychologically. “Imagine a place closed in by the sea

having thrown up two tongues of land, closed in a bay that can be entered only with certain

winds,” he told Julia.2 Only a month after his arrival, he lapsed into self-pity. “You do not know

how forsaken I feel here!”3 A pall smothered his often sparkling prose, which lost its humor,

buoyancy, and charm. “I got one letter from you since I have been here but it was some three

months old,” he complained, speculating that little Ulysses Jr. must be talking by now.4 His

laments betray the earmarks of acute depression, including lethargy and indifference to his

environment: “I do nothing here but sit in my room and read and occasionally take a short ride

on one of the public horses.”5 He had applied for orders to travel to Washington to settle his

Mexican War account and remained despondent over unaccountable delays. “The state of

suspense that I am in is scarcely bearable,” he declared.6Grant watched despair etch deep

lines in his face. When he had a troublesome tooth extracted, his face swelled up until it was

“as round as an apple,” and, as he stared at himself in the mirror, he reflected gloomily: “I think

I could pass readily for a person of forty five.”7 He came down with chills and fever that

February and had to be treated for “severe attacks.”8 His colleagues readily intuited his

profound yearning for his family and the turmoil engendered by their absence. One day, when

he lost a ring that Julia had given him at their engagement, he was beside himself. “The

intrepid soldier, who preserved his coolness in the bloodiest battles, was completely unstrung,”

recalled a local businessman. “The next morning half of the command was turned out and the

parade ground was ‘panned’ until the ring was found.”9With relatively little work to do, Grant

found himself at loose ends. He roved around the post, wearing a battered straw hat and

puffing on a pipe or cigar. Taking excellent care of his company, he planted a garden to furnish

them with fresh vegetables and arranged with a local hunter to serve fresh elk meat, but such

work yielded little comfort. “He was an ordinary looking man with firmly set mouth and deep,

searching eyes that seemed to take me in at a glance and then turned indifferently away,” said

a local rancher.10 Because local Indians posed no real threat, all the drills and discipline

performed at the post seemed pointless and irksome.Hypersensitive to taunts, Grant had been

singled out as a target by bullies since boyhood. As he already knew, the commanding officer

at Fort Humboldt, Robert C. Buchanan, was a martinet who had graduated from West Point in

1830, serving with distinction in the Mexican War. For his admirers, Buchanan was a

consummate professional with elegant manners. One associate remembered “a man of refined

habits, a courtly gentleman . . . Fine physique and of commanding presence, respected and

admired, a thorough officer in all duties or obligations to his government or military standard of

excellence.”11 But a darker side often governed Robert Buchanan, who enjoyed meting out

punishment to those who did not share his punctilious regard for military etiquette. As A. P.

Marble, Grant’s body servant, put it, “Colonel Buchanan was an efficient officer but strict in



petty details to the verge of absurdity.”12 George Crook, who served under the ornery

Buchanan before Grant arrived, left a chilling portrait of his despotism: “Our Commander

seemed particularly elated at his own importance . . . He seemed to take delight in wounding

the feelings of those under him, and succeeded pretty generally in making himself unpopular

amongst the citizens as well as the army.”13Grant and Buchanan were bound to clash. Grant

could be slovenly in dress and careless in his habits and was sure to grate on a spic-and-span

officer. He was nettled by this blustering new boss who insisted upon tight procedures at a

remote outpost, where such caviling seemed misplaced. Buchanan had already been alerted

by Benjamin Alvord to Grant’s drinking problem and pledge of abstinence, a handy weapon to

brandish over his new captain.Unfortunately for Grant, alcohol was ubiquitous at Fort

Humboldt. Once morning drills ended, officers resorted to whiskey and poker to pass the time.

“Commissary whisky of the vilest kind was to be had in unlimited quantities and all partook

more or less,” said a military wife.14 To deal with his private sadness and mitigate the pain of

migraine headaches, Grant got into the habit of drinking more frequently, often stopping for

alcoholic refreshment at a local saloon or a general store run by James T. Ryan. Buchanan’s

adjutant, Lewis Cass Hunt, said Grant “used to go on long sprees till his whole nature would

rebel and then he would be sick.”15 Echoing comments made elsewhere, a beef contractor

named W. I. Reed claimed Grant drank less often than other officers, but with more harmful

consequences for “with his peculiar organization a little did the fatal [work] of a great deal . . .

he had very poor brains for drinking.”16In his Memoirs, Grant was adamant that he left the

army voluntarily that spring from a wish to be reunited with his family. “I saw no chance of

supporting them on the Pacific coast out of my pay as an army officer. I concluded, therefore,

to resign.”17 This became the standard version favored by Julia, the Grant family, and several

biographers, and little doubt exists that Grant meditated seriously retirement from the army. “I

sometimes get so anxious to see you, and our little boys, that I am almost tempted to resign

and trust to Providence, and my own exertions, for a living where I can have you and them with

me,” he told Julia in early March 1854. Then in the next breath, he backtracked from this

impractical wish. “Whenever I get to thinking upon the subject however poverty, poverty, begins

to stare me in the face and then I think what would I do if you and our little ones should want

for the necessaries of life.”18 Grant said he was so depressed he hadn’t strayed more than one

hundred yards from his quarters for two weeks. “But you never complain of being lonesome so

I infer that you are quite contented.” Then he related a dream that seemed laced with fear,

jealousy, and barely disguised anger. “I thought you were at a party when I arrived and before

paying any attention to my arrival you said you must go, you were engaged for that dance.”19 It

was not the first time Grant betrayed jealousy or accused Julia of being indifferent to his

desperate plight.While Grant laid down the preferred version of his resignation in his Memoirs,

where he never breathed a syllable about his drinking problem to posterity, he was more

candid in later private conversations, telling Civil War chaplain John Eaton that “the vice of

intemperance had not a little to do with my decision to resign.”20 To General Augustus Chetlain

he admitted that “when I have nothing to do I get blue and depressed, I have a natural craving

for a drink, when I was on the coast I got in a depressed condition and got to

drinking.”21Overwhelming evidence suggests that Grant resigned from an alcohol problem.

Lewis Cass Hunt told several people how Buchanan sent him to reprimand Grant after one

drinking episode. As Colonel Granville O. Haller heard the tale, Hunt told Grant that Colonel

Buchanan would “withdraw the drinking charge if Grant didn’t offend again—he had Grant write

out his resignation, omitting the date.” There was an “explicit understanding that if Grant forgot

his pledge, Buchanan would forward his resignation and save Grant the odium of being



cashiered by a General court martial.”22 The journalist Benjamin Perley Poore later confirmed

that Buchanan had warned Grant, “You had better resign or reform,” to which Grant responded,

“I will resign if I don’t reform.”23One Sunday morning, Grant showed up at his company’s pay

table under the influence of drink. Bristling at this display, Buchanan told Hunt to buckle on his

sword and lay down the law to Grant, warning that if he did not resign, he would face a court-

martial. According to Colonel Thomas M. Anderson, who heard the story from Hunt, “Grant put

his face down in his hand for a long time and then commenced writing something . . . Grant

said that he did not want his wife to know that he had ever been tried . . . Grant then signed his

resignation and he gave it to the commanding officer.”24 Some of Grant’s friends, convinced he

would have been acquitted, pleaded with him to stand trial. Henry C. Hodges said the regiment

deemed Buchanan’s action “unnecessarily harsh and severe.”25 Rufus Ingalls, Grant’s old

roommate at West Point and Fort Vancouver, believed that since Grant had not been

incapacitated by drink, he would have been exonerated, but he confirmed that Grant refused to

stand trial because “he would not for all the world have his wife know that he had been tried on

such a charge.”26 The idea that Grant feared Julia’s wrath makes one wonder whether she had

extracted a strict promise from him to refrain from drinking altogether.During the Civil War,

Thomas M. Anderson discussed Grant’s resignation with Robert Buchanan, then his

commander in the Army of the Potomac. “I was very intimate with Col. Buchanan & had my first

information as to the Humboldt episode . . . from him . . . I remember absolutely that Col.

Buchanan told me distinctly that he had condoned a similar offense in Grant before he fired, or

as he said permitted his resignation as a favor.” From discussions with Lewis Cass Hunt,

Anderson, later commander at Fort Vancouver, added that Hunt had warned Grant not to show

up intoxicated at the pay table and had even volunteered to go in his place, but Grant had

refused.27On April 11, 1854, Grant received his formal commission as full captain. Having

achieved this rank, he tendered his resignation to Colonel Buchanan while confirming his

commission in a simultaneous letter to the War Department. His resignation may have

stemmed from a convergence of factors. Grant knew Buchanan was conducting a vendetta

against him and did not want to endure a humiliating trial. He may also have reflected that he

was profoundly unhappy with army life, could not afford to bring his family out West, and was

dying a slow death in the service. Hence, Grant may have seen a redeeming side to his

resignation, even though it had been wrung from him against his will.The story of Grant’s

resignation echoed down the years into the Civil War. In the small peacetime army, libels and

scandals traveled swiftly among officers, whose rotations at far-flung outposts guaranteed wide

currency for gossip. In such a situation, soldiers had to guard their reputations or missteps

could dog them for years. Starting in April 1854, Grant’s bibulous nature became a part of army

folklore and, rightly or wrongly, he was never again entirely free from charges of being a

“drunkard.” “The reason for Grant’s resignation in 1854 . . . was known,” General Michael R.

Morgan subsequently commented. “Grant’s case was unusual at the time and was discussed

by the Army.”28 During the Civil War, both sides knew what had unfolded at Fort Humboldt. As

the Union general James H. Wilson wrote: “It is a part of the history of the times that [Grant]

had fallen for a season into the evil ways of military men serving on the remote frontier and that

his return to civil life was commonly believed to have been a choice between resignation and a

court-martial.”29 The grapevine even reached deep into the Confederacy, where diarist Mary

Chesnut would allude to Grant’s earlier downfall in the Far West. “Put out of the army for

habitual drunkenness.”30Grant did not notify his censorious father of his resignation, an

omission suggesting deep fear or shame. A perturbed Jesse Grant learned about it after

Jefferson Davis accepted the resignation on June 2, and then he tried to prevail upon his local



congressman, Andrew Ellison, to get the decision reversed. When that failed, he sent a

humane letter to Jefferson Davis, entreating him to withdraw his acceptance of the resignation.

He thought Ulysses had been conditioned by the army and could never readjust to civilian life.

He penned prophetic words: “I think after spending so much time to qualify himself for the

Army, & spending so many years in the service, he will be poorly qualified for the pursuits of

private life.” He requested a six-month leave for his son, who “has not seen his family for over

two years, & has a son nearly two years old he has never seen. I suppose in his great anxiety

to see his family he has been induced to quit the service.”31 Unfortunately, Davis considered

the matter settled, and his reply delicately evaded the true reason behind the resignation. He

observed that since Ulysses had “assigned no reasons why he desired to quit the service, and

the motives which influenced him are not known to the Department,” he would let the decision

stand.32 Grant’s failure to specify a reason for departing from the army strengthens the

suspicion that drinking lay at its root.Fiercely protective of her husband’s reputation, Julia’s

“indignation was intense as stories spread in army circles and were whispered in St. Louis”

about Ulysses’s resignation, wrote Julia’s biographer Ishbel Ross.33 Her sister Emma was no

less irate at the notion that alcohol had undone Grant’s army career: “It is not true that the

Captain’s personal habits at that time led him into such difficulties that he was asked to

resign.”34 Julia spent a lifetime reflexively denying such problems and glossing over the

purgatorial months at Fort Humboldt. “He was happy in the fight and the din of battle, but

restless in the barracks,” she later explained to a reporter. “He resigned from the army, and

took a plantation in Missouri, and went to farming.”35 Grant was no less breezily dismissive to

the press: “When I resigned from the army and went to a farm I was happy.”36 Grant stood on

firmer ground in later arguing that his army departure was providential. “If I had stayed in the

army I would have been still a Captain on frontier duty at the outbreak of the war and would

thus have been deprived of the right to offer my services voluntarily to the country.”37 Indeed,

his momentary disgrace can be seen in retrospect as his salvation, preserving him for a

starring role in the Civil War instead of stranding him at a post in the hinterland.The nearly two

years of hardships on the West Coast had engraved a worried expression on Grant’s face,

giving sad depths to his eyes. He tried to sound sanguine as he prepared to leave Fort

Humboldt: “Whoever hears of me in ten years will hear of a well-to-do old Missouri farmer,” he

told his comrades.38 He was still beset by ailments, including migraine headaches and fever,

and Colonel Buchanan reported to the Pacific Department Headquarters on May 1, “Captain

Grant is too unwell to travel just yet . . . but will proceed to San Francisco by the first

steamer.”39 Having turned thirty-two, Grant retained enough self-confidence to know that his

life to date did not reflect the wealth of talent stored up inside him. Dr. Jonathan Clark had

treated his ailments at Fort Humboldt. In bidding him farewell, Grant spoke these parting

words: “Well, doctor, I am out. But I will tell you something and you mark my words: my day will

come, they will hear from me yet.”40 Despite his grim stint at Fort Humboldt, Grant had fallen in

love with the natural beauty of northern California and grown so attached to the place that he

had visions of making it his permanent home in future years.On May 7, 1854, Grant boarded

the steamer Arispe, heaped with timber and gold dust, bound for San Francisco. A few days

earlier, he had written Julia an evasive letter that was short, cryptic, and devoid of his usual

effusive affection. He chided her again for not writing, made no mention of his resignation, and

simply announced that he had taken a leave of absence. “After receiving this you may

discontinue writing because before I could get a reply I shall be on my way home. You might

write directing to the City of New York.”41 It was a weirdly elliptical message that testifies to

Grant’s confusion as to how he should break the shocking news to Julia.The San Francisco



that Grant encountered was no longer the rip-roaring, wide-open town he first saw. “Gambling

houses had disappeared from public view,” he wrote. “The city had become staid and

orderly.”42 Short of funds, he went to his friend Captain Thomas H. Stevens Jr., an officer who

had begun a banking business. Grant had left $1,750 with Stevens in January and expected to

collect that amount. Stevens offered 2 percent monthly interest and a more sophisticated

investor might have realized no legitimate banker paid such exorbitant rates. “I can’t pay you

now,” Stevens insisted, “but if you will wait a couple of weeks I will pay you in time for you to

take the next steamer.”43 The obliging Grant agreed. Julia narrated the sequel: “At the end of

the two weeks, the captain returned to find that Stevens had conveniently gone out of town and

the captain was again cheated.”44 Once more the credulous Grant had been duped by a

trickster in what had become a striking pattern. Clearly other people thought him something of

a simpleton who could be defrauded with impunity. Not until 1863, amid the Civil War, did Julia

send Stevens a blunt letter and finally receive belated payment.While waiting for Stevens to

pay, Grant visited Julia’s brother Lewis on the Stanislaus River only to return and find Stevens

had vanished. With his life spiraling out of control, Grant grew desperate in his hunt for money.

As he walked the streets, consumed with anxiety, he bumped into J. D. Elderkin, who was

stunned by Grant’s seedy appearance. “I was almost ashamed to speak to him on the street,

he looked so bad. I felt very sorry for him—poor fellow.”45Thanks to the Elijah Camp fiasco, the

perfidious T. H. Stevens, and the abortive farming ventures, Grant had squandered money he

could ill afford to lose. The chief quartermaster on the West Coast, Robert Allen, an old friend

of Grant’s, learned he was holed up in a cheap miner’s hotel called “What Cheer House.” He

found Grant in a spartan garret room furnished with a cot, a pine table, and a chair. “Why,

Grant, what are you doing here?” Allen asked. “Nothing,” Grant replied. “I’ve resigned from the

army. I’m out of money, and I have no means of getting home.”46 Allen promised to help Grant

and encouraged him to stop by his office.Grant could only book passage to New York if he

presented a certificate at the quartermaster’s office that entitled him to a $40 per diem

payment the government owed him. Office clerk Richard L. Ogden remembered Grant shuffling

into his work space late one afternoon, bearing the certificate. When Ogden announced it was

improperly drawn up and he had no cash on hand, Grant’s “countenance fell, and a look of

utter despair came over it.” Grant asked if he could sleep on a threadbare old lounge chair

there, explaining “I have not a cent to my name.” The good-hearted Ogden offered him a dollar

for lodgings. “I am greatly obliged,” Grant said, “but, with your permission, I will use the dollar

for my dinner and breakfast and the lounge will save me the dollar.” The next morning, Ogden

not only cashed Grant’s certificate but escorted him to the office of the Pacific Mail Steamship.

Since the quartermaster gave ample business to the steamship line, Ogden cajoled the

manager into awarding Grant something “tantamount to a free pass to New York.” This was a

godsend for Grant, who received a stateroom far more luxurious than anything he had

imagined and would still have $15 when he arrived in New York.47On June 1, 1854, Grant

boarded a passenger ship owned by Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt, the Sierra Nevada, that

would carry him down to Nicaragua. In Washington, Congress had just passed the Kansas-

Nebraska Act, which repealed the Missouri Compromise of 1820 and opened the possibility

that settlers could create new slave states in the vast territories of Kansas and Nebraska,

igniting explosive controversy. Southern Whigs joined with Democrats to enact the bill, leading

Horace Greeley to predict that “the passage of this Nebraska bill will arouse and consolidate

the most gigantic, determined and overwhelming party for freedom that the world ever saw.”48

That new party would be the Republican Party. These seminal events would profoundly affect

the fortunes of Ulysses S. Grant, who likely knew little of what was happening.When his boat



reached the west coast of Nicaragua on June 13, Grant wrote to Thomas H. Stevens that the

place was “as hot as the final resting place of the wicked.” He referred to Stevens’s scandalous

behavior in exceedingly mild terms. “I was sorry not to see you before starting. I was anxious to

see if some money could not be raised.” He said he was owed $500 from Humboldt Bay, which

would be sent directly to Stevens. “I wish you would send me a N[ew] York check for $500.00

as soon as you can.”49 There is no evidence the money was ever paid. Within a few days,

Grant had crossed Lake Nicaragua and embarked on the steamer Prometheus, which carried

him with more than five hundred other passengers to New York, where they landed on June

25.Fresh miseries awaited Grant on the eastern seaboard. At Governors Island, he was

received in kindly fashion by old army friends who loaned him money. He then set out for

Sackets Harbor to collect the $800 Elijah Camp still owed him, riding much of the way on

horseback. However dubious he may have been about succeeding—he had already told Julia

his fear that the faithless former sutler was “slightly deranged”—it was his only chance to land

some money before facing the inquiring stares of the Grants and the Dents, and he sent a

letter ahead to notify Camp he was coming.50 One version of events claims Elijah Camp went

off sailing on Lake Ontario when Grant arrived, having been alerted by Grant’s letter. What we

know for certain is that Grant failed to extract a single penny.When he had last resided at

Sackets Harbor, a man named Walter Camp (no relation to Elijah) had counseled him about

his drinking problem, applauding his courage in joining the Sons of Temperance. Now with

Grant back in town, Camp passed him on horseback and was shocked to see him drunk.

“Evidently under the influence of his Enemy” was how Camp phrased it. “His temperance

principles were well known to me while stationed here and I was pained to see him overcome

by what he had told me, years before, that he had such a desire for stimulants that his only

safety was in letting them entirely alone.”51 From the way Camp told the story, it is apparent he

did not stop to greet Grant, but only sorrowfully observed his fallen state. At this point, the

lessons of the Sons of Temperance must have seemed a distant, slightly unreal memory to

Grant, who returned to New York City bruised by Elijah Camp’s betrayal.Luckily for Grant, he

sought out his old West Point chum Simon Bolivar Buckner, who was on commissary duty in

New York. Having checked into the Astor House, Grant needed help to pay the hotel tab.

According to Buckner, Grant apprised him that “his money was all gone and he had been

unable to get anything to do and had no means to reach home. He asked for a loan in order to

repay his bills at the hotel and reach his father.”52 Buckner introduced Grant to the hotel

proprietor and declared he would vouch for his expenses. It is perhaps not surprising that

Grant then appealed to his father for money instead of Colonel Dent, who would have gloated

over his misery, but it must have irked him to have to be bailed out by his family.From his home

in Covington, Kentucky, Jesse responded by dispatching his middle son, Simpson, to New York

to fetch Ulysses and settle the hotel bill. It seems rather odd that Jesse chose to send an

escort instead of simply arranging credit for Ulysses. One possible solution to this mystery lies

in a letter written by Frederick Law Olmsted, the renowned designer of Central Park and other

urban parks, to his wife at the end of the Civil War. Olmsted had just spent an evening with

Major Ralph W. Kirkham, who recalled that during the summer of 1854 he and Winfield Scott

Hancock were stationed at Jefferson Barracks in St. Louis “when a letter was received from

Buckner telling them that he had found Grant in New York. Grant had resigned, arrived at New

York, got drunk, got into a row and been locked up by the police. Buckner relieved him and

supplied him with means to go to his father in Missouri [sic].”53 The story, if true, may suggest

why Grant, who was so desperately homesick and eager to see his wife and children, dallied in

Manhattan until late summer and why his brother came to retrieve him. A careful search of the



sketchy New York court records for the period fails to provide any confirmation of the

story.When Ulysses and Simpson arrived in Covington, Jesse and Hannah Grant must have

sensed that their eldest son had slipped off the rails. They were surely disturbed by his altered

appearance and the suspicion, or knowledge, that he had succumbed to his drinking demons.

Hannah professed pleasure that her son had left the army—she told a cousin she “was sorry

Ulysses ever had anything to do with this army business”—while Jesse asserted that his son

had made a costly mistake and wasn’t shy about saying so.54 He liked to spout a new insight:

“West Point spoiled one of my boys for business.”55 By now Ulysses could only envision his life

in limited terms, the wings of his ambition having been thoroughly clipped by experience. He

stayed with his parents for a week, likely to look presentable when his wife and children set

eyes on him.For Julia Grant and her eldest son, Fred, the moment of Ulysses’s return to White

Haven was dreamlike and long enshrined in family lore. Four-year-old Fred, who had his

father’s broad, open face, was playing on the porch when a bearded man in a buggy drove up

the drive. “Just as he was throwing the lap-robe over the dashboard a colored woman ran out

of the house and said: ‘It’s Mr. Grant.’ And so it was,” recalled Fred, “but I didn’t know him. It is

very likely he didn’t know me.”56 With both arms Grant scooped up Fred and Buck, the curly

little blond brother with blue eyes whom he had never seen before. For Julia, it was a moment

of inexpressible happiness. “I waited for a long time, never knowing when he would come back,”

she later wrote. “It was like a dream when he drove up the turnstile.”57 Grant turned to Julia

and said, “You know I had to wait in New York until I heard from you.”58 The biographer William

McFeely has suggested that the marriage between Ulysses and Julia Grant may have been on

the verge of a severe rupture when he left the army, and it is not impossible that he had

nervously awaited some reassurance from her before he returned.59Where Grant would live

and how he would support himself became urgent matters, and he whisked his family off to

Covington to settle them. For Ulysses and Julia Grant, the sting of that terrible trip never faded.

Even Julia, ever the Pollyanna, remarked frankly afterward: “There are no pleasant memories

of that visit.”60 Jesse Grant, now sixty, hoped to withdraw from supervision of his leather

business and pass daily control to his three sons. Ulysses responded readily to his suggestion

that he join Simpson in running the store in Galena, Illinois. Then Jesse added an absolutely

outrageous condition that floored his son and daughter-in-law: he wanted Julia and the two

boys to stay with him and Hannah in Covington to benefit from the local schools; both Grant

parents viewed Julia as a spendthrift and wished to rein in her expenses. If Julia did not like

that idea, they suggested she go back and live with the Dents in Missouri while her husband

toiled in Galena. It was a proposal of breathtaking cruelty, all the more so because Ulysses had

so long awaited reunion with his family. As Julia wrote, “Captain Grant positively and

indignantly refused his father’s offer.”61 One can only wonder whether his son’s drinking

problem made Jesse Grant issue such a heartless proposition. One further wonders whether

Jesse was openly mocking Colonel Dent, who had long suggested that Julia and the children

live with him while Ulysses languished at faraway military posts.The contretemps with his father

left Grant with the unappealing alternative of relying on the largesse of his father-in-law.

Colonel Dent had given Julia sixty acres of White Haven land as a wedding gift, but with a

catch: he did not transfer legal title to her. Colonel Dent “did this out of regard for his favorite

daughter,” said Louisa Boggs. “He had a very poor opinion of his son-in-law.”62 Grant decided

to try his hand at farming this land. He lacked money to stock his farm and Jesse later boasted

he had supplied the funds for tools, seed, and horses. To take land from his father-in-law was a

terrible comedown for Grant, who had to swallow the Colonel’s barely concealed scorn. Grant’s

friend George W. Fishback, a St. Louis journalist, sympathized with his plight: “It must have



been a terrible mortification to [Grant] to be set apart on that little tract of farm land, given to his

wife by her father.” Colonel Dent contributed “little or nothing” to support Grant, and preferred to

comment “with ridicule and bitterness upon his unpromising son-in-law.”63At first Ulysses and

Julia Grant shared the main house at White Haven, but by spring 1855 an opportune moment

arose to flee Colonel Dent’s baleful eye. Julia’s brother Lewis, who remained in California,

allowed them to use his house “Wish-ton-wish”—an Indian term meaning whip-poor-will—that

stood shaded by majestic oaks about a mile from the Colonel’s quarters. This large, rambling

house, which Julia lauded as “a beautiful English villa,” had front and back porches, pitched

roofs, and dormer windows, and was commodious enough to absorb the latest addition to

Grant’s family, a little girl named Ellen (in honor of Julia’s mother), who was born on July 4 and

was always known as Nellie.64Rolling up his sleeves, Grant cleared the sixty acres for farming,

pulling up tree stumps and planting corn and grinding wheat at the nearby gristmill of Henry

Clay Wright. Grant “was a small, thin man then, with a close-cropped, brown beard,” recalled

Wright. “He had no overcoat, I remember, and he wore tall boots, quite unlike any others in the

neighborhood . . . He had a way of keeping people at arm’s length.”65 Eager to prove his worth,

Grant soon added oats, Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes, melons, beets, cucumbers, and

cabbages, working with a resolve that won plaudits even from his skeptical father. “During all

this time he worked like a slave,” admitted Jesse Grant. “No man ever worked harder.”66In this

grueling labor, Grant was industrious and resourceful, selling timber props for tunnels of nearby

coal mines. In the winter, donning dingy old army overalls, he loaded wagons to sell cords of

wood on St. Louis street corners—surely another blow to his pride. Invariably he strolled beside

the loaded wagons rather than ride, even though this entailed a ten-mile hike. “The horses,” he

quipped, “have enough to draw without carrying a lazy rider.”67 Dr. William Taussig, mayor of

Carondelet, remembered how Grant lingered on a log before a blacksmith’s shop—“a serious,

dignified looking man, with slouched hat, high boots, and trousers tucked in, smoking a clay

pipe and waiting for his horses to be shod.”68 Taussig perceived that Grant’s “seemingly

indolent and apathetic” manner fooled people into overlooking his true powers “hidden under

the surface of this silent, phlegmatic man.”69Perhaps to show independence, Grant decided to

craft a house with his bare hands. Julia was reluctant to leave Wish-ton-wish, which “suited me

in every way,” but she recognized her husband’s preference for a place closer to the land he

farmed.70 At Colonel Dent’s urging, Grant constructed a warm log house that required felling

trees, stripping bark, shaping logs, carting cellar stones, and splitting shingles. “I worked very

hard, never losing a day because of bad weather, and accomplished the object in a moderate

way,” Grant wrote.71 In its final phase, the building evolved into a communal project, finished

with neighborly goodwill. When the logs were ready to be installed, Grant sent out invitations

for a “raising” and enthusiastic friends demonstrated the respect Grant had earned in the

community. One man stood at each corner as they lifted logs into place in two days, with Grant

completing the roof and interior by himself.From the outside, the house seemed rough and

crude with uneven timbers and an eccentric wood pattern emblazoned across the front. It was

a handmade house, hewn by a willing amateur. This rustic dwelling, with two stories, had a hall

running down the middle, flanked by stone chimneys on either side. Showing his puckish

humor, or perhaps mocking the fancy names of White Haven and Wish-ton-wish, Grant

anointed his log cabin Hardscrabble, a name reflecting his troubles. Whatever pride he took in

this residence, it violated Julia’s sense of gentility. “It was so crude and so homely that I did not

like it at all, but I did not say so,” said Julia. “I got out all my pretty covers, baskets, books, etc.,

and tried to make it look home-like and comfortable, but this was hard to do.”72 When she

nearly yielded to depression, Julia decided instead to will herself to be happy.Even during this



trying period, Grant displayed a steady temper. Once his arduous days in the field ended, he

retreated with gratitude to Hardscrabble. After long years confined on army posts, he prized his

domesticity and his simple home became a haven, where he was completely relaxed and

happy. When Grant later became famous and reporters portrayed this as a difficult time, Julia

scoffed at such negative talk, sprinkling stardust over the period. “We always had enough for

us and our little children,” she insisted. “We were always happy even when circumstances

around us weren’t going as planned.”73 She had little patience with those who recollected her

husband as “dejected, low-spirited, badly dressed, and even slovenly . . . they did not know my

Captain Grant, for he was always perfection, both in manner and person, a cheerful, self-reliant

gentleman.”74 Partly Julia’s sanguine view arose from joy that her family had finally come

together, a novelty that trumped any hardship. She often pointed out that this was the first

place she and Ulysses ever called home. But there was also a make-believe side to Julia

Grant, who had a penchant for romanticizing whatever suffering she and her husband had

endured. Her devout creed was never to admit failure and to gaze unashamedly on the bright

side of things.Her incurable optimism proved correct when it came to the special destiny

reserved for her husband. Although he never thirsted for fame, Julia, tugged by restless

ambition for him, spied greatness lurking in his future. Dent slave Mary Robinson recalled Julia

sitting on a rocking chair and speaking to relatives about her financial distress. “But we will not

always be in this condition,” she announced, disclosing that the previous night she had

dreamed Ulysses was elected president. “The rest all laughed and looked upon it as a capital

joke.”75 Although Julia’s sisters teased her about these exalted prophecies, she never

surrendered faith in her husband’s worth and, beset by repeated failure, he needed that

unwavering affirmation. Everyone who knew the Grants commented on the power Julia

exercised over her husband.Julia doted on Ulysses, who beamed as he soaked in her

bottomless adoration. She fussed over his unkempt hair, whiskers, and clothing. “Your father is

perfection,” she instructed her children. “I just want to make sure others see this too.”76 For

Julia, he was simply a superman, capable of wondrous feats. She remembered how he lifted a

two-hundred-pound beam; how he could draw almost anything; how he made paper boats for

the children; how he rode fifty miles in a day without breaking a sweat. Even as president, she

maintained, he could perform twenty-five or thirty chin-ups without exertion, and he always

shared her pride in his strength. The Grants delighted in holding hands and kept their love

affair fresh. “He was the tenderest and sweetest of husbands,” Julia declared.77 When Ulysses

teased her, she interpreted this dry mirth as shot through with deep love. She was fond of

dresses with enormous bows tied in back, and Ulysses liked to slip behind her and unravel the

knot. “Ulys!” she would cry in mock anger. “You must leave my bows alone!”78 The couple

seldom quarreled, but when they did, Grant withdrew in silence. When he returned, they

immediately made up and embraced.Nothing bothered Julia more than insinuations that her

husband was an illiterate yahoo. To save her eyes, he read aloud to her for hours each

evening, and they plowed through hundreds of books. Mary Robinson confirmed that Grant

was unusually bookish. “Most of his leisure time he spent in reading. He was one of the

greatest readers I ever saw.”79 Grant retained special affection for Dickens, especially The

Pickwick Papers, Dombey and Son, Little Dorrit, and Oliver Twist. “He rarely laughed aloud,”

said his son Fred, “but his eyes would twinkle over a good bit of wit, and occasionally, when

very much pleased, he would utter a gentle laugh, which held the essence of mirth.”80While

the Grants faulted Julia as a free-spending southern woman, it was Ulysses who had trouble

managing money and Julia who took charge of family finances. By now it was clear that Grant

was an easy victim for spongers, even when he could scarcely spare the money. As Hannah



Grant observed, “Ulysses would cheerfully give his last garment to a needy friend.”81

Whenever Julia wanted some bauble or piece of jewelry, he would buy it for her, whether they

could afford it or not. The children found money safer in their mother’s hands.Ulysses and Julia

Grant were loving parents, incorporating their children into social activities. Whether attending

a dance, a quilting bee, or church, they showed up with at least one child propped on each

saddle. Grant had two congenital weaknesses, children and horses, and was gentle with both.

“I have never known a man who had such nice ways about him in that respect as my father,”

said Fred.82 Grant could be jovially indulgent, glorying in the mischievous antics of his boys,

whom he dubbed “little rascals” or “little dogs.” He derived special pleasure from roughhousing

with them, getting down on all fours to wrestle. Entering into their world, he kneaded pellets of

bread and flung them at his children during meals. He playfully encouraged Nellie, born on July

4, to imagine the annual fireworks were staged in her honor. He tried to instill courage in his

children, putting them on horses and urging them to swim at early ages, and he thought it

important that they hold their own with neighborhood ruffians: “It teaches a boy how to take

care of himself.”83 The household showed all the open affection that had been absent in

Grant’s own boyhood home.With none of the disciplinarian in his nature, Grant tolerated the

rowdy behavior of his sons, sometimes to the dismay of straitlaced friends. He gave his

children moral instruction—“Lying is the foundation of all crimes and follies” was a favorite

maxim—but never resorted to corporal punishment or raised his voice.84 When the children

got out of hand, it fell to Julia to restore order, and she could be quite definite in her views. If

the children balked, Ulysses told them, “You must not quarrel with mama. She knows what is

best for you, and you must always obey her.”85 The children were sensitive enough to their

father’s moods that a sharp look sufficed to correct unruly behavior. Grant rarely showed anger,

preferring to bury his hurts. “He ignored most slights,” said Buck, “even if he felt them

keenly.”86At first glance, it seems remarkable that the drinking issue did not detract from the

Grants’ happy marriage, but he seldom drank with his family around. “During all the time I knew

Grant, between his return from California in 1854 to the fall of Vicksburg, I never saw him

intoxicated,” wrote Emma Dent.87 Whatever the grinding misery of these Missouri years, they

were mostly a triumph for Grant’s sobriety, which surely owed much to Julia’s steadfast, loving

concern. Anchored in the bosom of his family, free from loneliness, Grant was able to conquer

his craving for drink.During these years, Grant shrank from the booze-soaked society of army

friends. He often ran into fellow officers from Jefferson Barracks, who discovered the new Grant

practiced abstinence. Don Carlos Buell, then a captain, averred that Grant “drank nothing but

water,” and Major Joseph J. Reynolds agreed: “He will go into the bar with you, but he will not

touch anything.”88 When one old West Point classmate invited Grant to the Planter’s House

hotel bar, Grant avowed his new sobriety: “I will go and look at you; but I never drink anything

myself.”89 The one dissenting voice from this portrait of Grant’s abstinence was Jesse A.

Jones, who years later recounted that his relative, Edward Gray, a civil engineer, often said he

“had carried Grant home on his back drunk from St. Louis, Mo. to Grant’s home on his farm.”90

Such reports of Grant imbibing in St. Louis are conspicuous by their absence, however, and he

appeased his always powerful oral cravings by smoking pipes and cigars. “In those days I often

heard doctors tell him his incessant smoking would kill him,” said Mary Robinson. “At that time

he chewed tobacco excessively also.”91Though sober, Grant projected a defeated air on the

St. Louis streets, a man with the life beaten out of him. His injured pride cast a deep gloom

over him. The depression visible in his expressionless face, seamy clothes, and absence of

mirth were discernible to those around him. His need to sell firewood on the streets, huddled in

a faded blue army coat, broadcast his decline to the world. “Great God, Grant, what are you



doing?” exclaimed an officer who had last seen him in Mexico. “I am solving the problem of

poverty,” Grant explained.92 His reliance on Colonel Dent’s charity must have grated. When

one officer encountered Grant striding outside the Planter’s House, he inquired what he was

now doing, and Grant retorted that he was “farming on a piece of land belonging to Mrs. Grant,

some ten miles out in the country.”93Grant was dignified in his downcast state, exhibiting a

rigid sense of honor and virtue. James Longstreet was playing cards at the Planter’s House

when Grant walked in, and he was shocked to see how far down the social ladder his old friend

had tumbled. Grant was “poorly dressed . . . and really in needy circumstances.”94 The next

day, Grant accosted him and pressed a five-dollar gold piece into his palm to repay a debt now

fifteen years old. “You must take it,” Grant said, even after Longstreet refused. “I cannot live with

anything in my possession that is not mine.”95 To allow Grant to save face, Longstreet

reluctantly accepted the money. The two men would next meet at Appomattox Court House,

when Longstreet was Robert E. Lee’s chief commander.A sad letter in Grant’s papers suggests

that even his father kept a wary distance from him. Right after Christmas 1856, Grant was

shocked to see inscribed in the register of the Planter’s House “J. R. Grant, Ky.” He checked

with the hotel clerk that it was indeed his father’s signature. “I made sure it was you and that I

should find you when I got home,” Grant wrote to his father. “Was it you?”96 We don’t know

what Jesse Grant replied or why he might have been dodging his eldest son in this manner.On

January 14, 1857, Julia’s mother, Ellen Wrenshall Dent, died and a lonesome Colonel Dent

asked his daughter and son-in-law to move back into the main house with him. This delighted

Julia, who had detested the cramped simplicity of Hardscrabble, but it must have mortified her

husband, who had just told his father he hoped to support himself on his farm income before

too long and begged him for a $500 loan at a steep 10 percent interest rate. “Ulysses,” Jesse

supposedly said, “when you are ready to come North I will give you a start, but so long as you

make your home among a tribe of slaveholders I will do nothing.”97 Luckily for Grant, within a

year Colonel Dent rented White Haven to him and moved into St. Louis, leaving his son-in-law

with 200 acres of plowed farmland and 250 woodland acres.One Sunday afternoon, shortly

before Ellen Dent’s demise, Colonel Dent and Captain Grant sat smoking on the porch,

differing over the hotly debated question of admitting new slave states to the Union. Proslavery

sentiment was widespread in St. Louis, with auctions still conducted on the courthouse steps

and slave plantations dotting the countryside. Ellen Dent was impressed by how thoughtfully

her son-in-law dissected the situation. Afterward, she told her daughters, “Remember what I

say. That little man will fill the highest place in this government. His light is now hid under a

bushel, but circumstances will occur, and at no distant day, when his worth and wisdom will be

shown and appreciated.”98In time, Grant emerged as a staunch critic of slavery. As he stated

in his Memoirs, “Southern slave-owners believed that . . . the ownership of slaves conferred a

sort of patent of nobility . . . They convinced themselves, first, of the divine origin of the

institution and, next, that that particular institution was not safe in the hands of any body of

legislators but themselves.”99 At this period, however, Grant, like many northern whites, felt

more ambivalent, opposing slavery in theory yet also fearing that outright abolitionism might

lead to bloody sectional conflict. Julia still clung to a paternalistic attitude toward slavery,

associating it fondly with her girlhood and the southern traditions represented by her father.In

November 1856, Grant cast his first vote in a presidential election. After selling a load of

firewood, he was galloping by a St. Louis polling station when he decided to stop, lash his

horse to a tree, and vote. The Whig Party had collapsed after the brouhaha over the Kansas-

Nebraska Act, leading to the rise of the antislavery Republicans, who nominated John C.

Frémont as their first presidential candidate, while the nativist American Party—the Know-



Nothings—opted for ex-president Millard Fillmore. To his later embarrassment, Grant voted for

Democrat James Buchanan of Pennsylvania, a seasoned diplomat and former secretary of

state, who hoped to avert civil war by appeasing the South. Grant knew little about Buchanan,

but a good deal about Frémont, the famous “Pathfinder” who had explored the Far West and

whom Grant deplored as a shameless self-promoter. “The reason I voted for Buchanan was

that I knew Frémont. That was the only vote I ever cast. If I had ever had any political

sympathies they would have been with the Whigs. I was raised in that school.”100 In future

years, Grant liked to joke that his “first attempt in politics had been a great failure.”101 Even

though Abraham Lincoln delivered more than a hundred speeches for the Republican ticket,

Buchanan carried Illinois and the election.It seems unlikely that Grant, having grown up in a

household saturated with abolitionist politics, was as ignorant about Buchanan’s views as he

claimed. As everybody observed, he was an assiduous newspaper reader. “While Grant lived

quietly on his farm from 1854 to 1858,” noted a friend, “no man was better informed than he on

every phase of the controversy.”102 In his Memoirs, Grant dropped any pretense that he had

solely voted against Frémont and not for Buchanan: “It was evident to my mind that the election

of a Republican President in 1856 meant the secession of all the Slave States, and

rebellion.”103Southern fervor, already tinged with violence, threatened the tenuous balance

between North and South. In May 1856, Congressman Preston Brooks of South Carolina

thrashed and nearly killed Senator Charles Sumner of Massachusetts after the latter made a

scalding antislavery speech, “The Crime Against Kansas.” Many incendiary political events

unfolded not far from where Grant lived. A few days after the Sumner beating, in “Bleeding

Kansas,” John Brown and his sons brutally executed five men who endorsed slavery.

Abolitionist settlers there, known as Free-Soilers, had to fend off incursions from proslavery

forces from Missouri, who employed bullets and fraudulent ballots to secure their goals. In the

end, two separate legislatures vied for power in the state.Then, in March 1857, Chief Justice

Roger B. Taney handed down the infamous Dred Scott decision. Scott was a Missouri slave

taken to the free state of Illinois and the free Wisconsin Territory who then sued for freedom on

this basis after his master died. The court denied Scott’s right to sue on the grounds that he

was a Negro, an inferior being, and therefore not a citizen. To worsen matters, Taney said

Congress lacked power to ban slavery from the territories, annulling the Missouri Compromise.

Taney’s verdict made the whole country complicit in the horror of slavery. Bemoaning the

decision, the New York editor William Cullen Bryant wrote, “Wherever our flag floats, it is the

flag of slavery,” a comment that typified northern outrage.104 Although we have no

contemporary observations by Grant on the case, he enjoyed a direct connection to it. After the

decision, Dred Scott and his wife were purchased by Taylor Blow, who supported Scott’s

lawsuit and then freed the couple. Blow, a close friend of Grant’s, would recommend him for a

county job two years later.Through marriage into the Dent family, Grant was thrust into a vexing

situation vis-à-vis the passionate slavery controversy. Colonel Dent had given Julia the use of

four slaves—Dan, Julia, John, and Eliza—all teenagers. “They were born at the old farm and

were excellent,” wrote Julia, “though so young.”105 Colonel Dent never transferred to Julia legal

title to these slaves for the simple reason that, under Missouri law, his hated son-in-law would

become their owner. Having grown up in an ardent abolitionist household, Grant made it

known, according to Mary Robinson, that “he wanted to give his wife’s slaves their freedom as

soon as possible.”106 Emma Dent, who thought Grant still conflicted about slavery,

commented tartly, “I do not think that Grant was such a rank abolitionist that Julia’s slaves had

to be forced upon him.”107 At the same time, she conceded Grant’s opposition “to human

slavery as an institution.”108 Most people sensed that Grant opposed slavery and, when a



neighbor doubted the loyalty of a Dent slave, Grant shot back: “I don’t know why a black skin

may not cover a true heart as well as a white one.”109 Henry Clay Wright, who milled Grant’s

grain, detected his dissatisfaction with slavery: “We were all slaveholding farmers in that day,

and Grant’s wife had a couple of slaves, and yet we felt that he was not exactly one of us.”110

Legend claims that Grant halted the whipping of a slave by a local farmer.Since Julia’s four

slaves were young, they remained house servants. For field work, Grant hired two black men

and employed a Dent slave named William Jones to help raise corn, potatoes, oats, wheat,

and clover. He exhibited no false pride in working alongside these men, something that would

have been beneath the dignity of his purse-proud father-in-law. It was not in Grant’s nature to

coerce people and his just treatment of black men said much about his egalitarian feelings. As

Julia’s cousin recalled, “He was no hand to manage negroes. He couldn’t force them to do

anything. Mrs. Grant would say aren’t you going to whip Jule for doing that? And he would only

smile and say, ‘No I guess not.’”111 One slave, Uncle Jason, confirmed that Grant “was the

kindest man he ever worked for.”112 Grant hired free black workers and paid them a decent

wage, which bothered slave-owning neighbors.Every time Ulysses S. Grant appeared to touch

rock bottom, his fortunes sank even further. Despite his initial lack of knowledge about farming,

he had gamely tried to succeed until his hands grew coarse, he visibly aged, and he developed

a permanent stoop. “The work was done . . . principally with his own hands, notwithstanding the

fact that many of his neighbors owned slaves and considered manual labor beneath a

gentleman,” observed an acquaintance.113 As early as February 1857, Grant warned his

father that it was pointless to persist in farming without a fresh cash infusion. To survive, he

continued to hawk firewood on the St. Louis streets and the time thus spent destroyed any

chance of prospering as a farmer: “I regard every load of wood taken, when the services of

both myself and team are required on the farm, is a direct loss of more than the value of the

load.”114By that summer he bewailed that his wheat crop yielded only seventy-five bushels

instead of the four or five hundred he had projected, although he still bravely held out hope for

his potato, sweet potato, melon, and cabbage crops. Then the 1857 economic depression

provoked widespread bank failures, massive unemployment, and precipitous declines in

commodity prices, dashing any chance of an economic rebound for Grant. As his life steadily

unraveled, he pawned his gold watch and chain for $20 on December 23, 1857, to purchase

Christmas presents for his children—perhaps the symbolic nadir of his life. Then, on February

6, he and Julia had a fourth mouth to feed with the birth of a third son, named Jesse after his

grandfather. That Grant named a son after his fallible father shows how he still loomed very

large in his life.Perhaps in response to stress, Grant developed crippling headaches as

frequently as once a month. “Oh, do not ask me to speak,” he would moan to Julia. “I have a

dreadful headache.”115 Julia would seat him in an armchair, dim the lights, then bathe his feet

in mustard solution. Ever since childhood Grant had been afflicted with “fever and ague,” whose

signs were severe chills and sweats. In 1858 this malady recurred along with malaria, likely

contracted while crossing Panama or Nicaragua and with similar symptoms. In Galena, his

brother Simpson was slowly wasting away from tuberculosis, and Grant must have feared he

was drifting in that direction. His various illnesses hung on for months, even as a cold spring

played havoc with his crops, and he curtailed drastically the time devoted to farming. Julia and

the slaves also fell sick until White Haven resembled a small hospital ward. Most upsetting was

that Fred came down with typhoid fever and Grant worried he might not survive. Although Fred

pulled through, the time had come for him and Buck to get proper schooling, which would

further hamper the straitened family finances. Until this point, Grant had schooled the two older

boys at home, teaching them arithmetic, reading, and spelling.With his son cast into this abject



state, Jesse Grant showed up and made a vigorous pitch for him to move his family to

Covington, Kentucky, and join his business. Where he once boasted of his son’s prowess, he

now openly disparaged him. When an old Georgetown neighbor ran into him, Jesse said “he

would have to take U. S. and his family home and make him over again, as he had no business

qualifications whatever—had failed in everything—all his other boys were good business

men.”116 With extreme reluctance, Ulysses agreed to wind up the farm and relocate to

Kentucky, a plan scotched when his sisters protested. Julia had “bitterly opposed” the plan and

celebrated its demise. “I was joyous at the thought of not going to Kentucky, for the Captain’s

family, with the exception of his mother, did not like me . . . They considered me unpardonably

extravagant, and I considered them inexcusably the other way and may, unintentionally, have

shown my feelings.”117 According to Julia Boggs, even Hannah Grant had quietly soured on

her daughter-in-law. “Old Mrs. Grant was a woman who did her own house work, and she

couldn’t think well of a daughter-in-law who employed slaves, though she said very little about

it.”118Notwithstanding his medical and monetary travails, Grant watched with mounting dread

the political turmoil convulsing the country. From August 21 through October 15, Abraham

Lincoln and Stephen A. Douglas, rivals for the U.S. Senate in Illinois, squared off in a series of

debates that focused on slavery and Grant followed the newspaper coverage. Like Grant,

Lincoln was plain in dress and traveled from one debate to the next on ordinary passenger

trains. Grant admitted he was “by no means a ‘Lincoln man’ in that contest; but I recognized

then his great ability.”119 He thought it “a nice question to say who got the best of the

argument” in the debates.120 Even though Lincoln lost the election, the debates elevated him

to a figure of national stature, while Republicans scored stunning triumphs in New York,

Pennsylvania, and Indiana that fall.After four frustrating years, by autumn 1858 Grant’s farming

ambitions had foundered forever and he auctioned off his stock, crops, and farming equipment.

This capped a four-year period of failure so excruciating that Grant skipped over it altogether in

his Memoirs. He now paced the St. Louis streets, searching for work, obscure and invisible to

the many people he passed, a bleak, defeated little man with a mysterious aura of solitude. “He

walked about like any citizen,” said one woman, “but people made way for him, and he walked

through the crowd as though solitary.”121 Grant could never escape the shadow of his father

and father-in-law and it was now Colonel Dent who turned to his relative Harry Boggs for help.

In early 1859 Boggs agreed to join Grant in a real estate partnership titled Boggs and Grant in

which Grant would serve as a glorified clerk. Grant still knew many army officers at Jefferson

Barracks and Colonel Dent thought that despite his son-in-law’s abysmal ignorance of real

estate, he might woo them as clients. While eager for her husband to find work, Julia

suspected he lacked professional aggression and would overly sympathize with debtors. “I

cannot imagine how my dear husband ever thought of going into such a business, as he never

could collect a penny that was owed to him.”122Boggs and Grant operated from the Pine

Street law offices of McClellan, Hillyer & Moody, its stated mission to buy and sell real estate,

collect rents, and negotiate loans. At the outset Grant was hopeful about the firm, but when a

dozen similar real estate partnerships sprang up downtown, the glut doomed its prospects.

Julia was prescient that her husband was not cut out for collecting rent. If he dunned an old

army comrade, he ended up lighting a cigar and whiling away the afternoon with

reminiscences. Grant also lacked administrative skills and kept untidy records. “Mr. Boggs went

east on business, leaving the Captain in charge, and when he returned he found everything

upside down,” recalled Louisa Boggs. “The books were in confusion, the wrong people had

been let into houses and the owners were much concerned.”123 Still debilitated by fever and

ague, Grant sometimes had to be helped to the streetcar by one of the McClellan, Hillyer &



Moody lawyers.Grant was so broke he could not afford to stay in a hotel or boardinghouse,

much less bring his wife and four children to St. Louis. Harry and Louisa Boggs offered him a

bare room in their house on South Fifteenth Street, where he turned into a melancholy

presence. His austere room had only a bed, a bowl, and a pitcher set on an adjoining chair;

since this wretched back room was unheated, he sat with his hosts in the evening, warming

himself by their living room fire. “He would smile at times, but I never heard him laugh aloud,”

said Louisa Boggs. “He was a sad man . . . he seemed almost in despair.”124 Grant seemed to

be staring into an abyss. “I don’t think he saw a light ahead—not a particle. I don’t think he had

any ambition further than to educate and take care of his family.”125 Every Saturday Grant

trudged twelve miles to White Haven, spent an evening with his family, then retraced his steps

on Sunday. The Boggses, well aware of Grant’s drinking history, stayed vigilant about the

problem. “It was his one weakness,” said Louisa Boggs. “His worst temptation was in meeting

some old army friend.”126 Luckily, Harry Boggs was a strict temperance man and Grant never

drank around him.As secession gathered strength, Grant discovered a deep-seated patriotism

that he may not have known existed before. St. Louis had many residents with southern

sympathies and it was dangerous to declare pro-Union sentiments too openly. It seemed as if

the “irrepressible conflict,” of which Senator William Seward warned, would soon arrive.127

Profane and blustering, Harry Boggs liked to rant about “black Republicans” and Grant must

have found this talk insufferable. “He was Northern,” said Louisa Boggs, “while Mr. Boggs and I

were both Southern in sentiment.”128 As he monitored current affairs, Grant was upset by

what he read in the press and enjoyed talking with William S. Hillyer, a young Republican

lawyer from Kentucky with whom he shared office space. His friend John W. Emerson

remembered Grant at the office “sitting alone at his desk with his hand holding a newspaper

hanging listlessly by his side, with every evidence of deep thought, suggesting sadness.”129

Grant underwent a slow-dawning political awakening: “When I was in St. Louis the year before

Lincoln’s election, it made my blood run cold to hear friends of mine, Southern men—as many

of my friends were—deliberately discuss the dissolution of the Union as though it were a tariff

bill. I could not endure it.”130 Grant’s views, simple but clear, were fiercely held.Grant never

said anything to indicate that he saw war coming or might play a prominent part. On the other

hand, the attorneys he worked with discerned the evident zest with which he analyzed battles

then raging in Italy. He would study newspaper maps and exclaim, “This movement was a

mistake. If I commanded the army, I would do thus and so.”131 The attorneys listened with

suppressed smirks, as if Grant’s words betrayed a pathetic streak of self-delusion in this

thwarted man.By early March, Grant brought his family to a house on Seventh and Lynch

Streets that proved too expensive. He then swapped Hardscrabble for a snug, plain two-story

house at Ninth and Barton Streets on the edge of town. Since Hardscrabble was worth more

than the St. Louis town house, Grant received a $3,000 note but was swindled yet again and

had to initiate a lawsuit that dragged on for years. His new house was quite modest, with a

porch on one side and a low upper story, but he was at least reunited with his family.132 Fred

and Buck began to attend school regularly and family life, if threadbare, regained some

semblance of normality. Grant delighted in the idiosyncracies of his four children, treating the

sturdy Fred like a young man; exercising care with the smart but delicate Buck; being tender

with his beloved Nellie; and rejoicing in the antics of mischievous Jesse.By this point, the

Grants could no longer mask the depressed state of their finances. One day, a business friend

of Grant’s suggested to his wife that she drop by and pay a courtesy call on Julia. The woman

did so and returned to her husband in high dudgeon. “Why did you send me there? The house

is shabbily furnished, and they must be very poor.”133 For Julia, who grew up in pampered



comfort, the fall in status contradicted her favored self-image. On one occasion, a lady friend

asked Julia to accompany her on a shopping trip downtown. “I can’t do it,” Julia protested. “I

have no shoes fit to wear on the street.”134Through it all, Julia maintained her custom of

keeping slaves and had two slaves help with the children. In March 1859, she was scheduled

to take the family to visit Jesse and Hannah Grant in Kentucky and wanted to take along one

slave to care for the children. Upon reflection, she worried what would happen as she passed

through Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. While the Dred Scott decision had endorsed a master’s right

to take slaves into free states, Julia was afraid that in passing through free states “she might

have some trouble,” Grant explained to his father in citing the reason for Julia canceling her

trip.135That Grant was progressively more troubled by the immorality of slavery became

patently clear that spring. He had acquired from Colonel Dent the mulatto slave named William

Jones who had worked on Dent’s farm and was now thirty-five years old. It was the only time

Grant ever owned a slave and Jones may have come as a gift. Then, on March 29, 1859, Grant

appeared at circuit court in St. Louis to file papers that declared “I do hereby manumit,

emancipate & set free said William from slavery forever.”136 Still struggling financially, Grant

could have earned a considerable sum had he chosen to sell Jones rather than liberate him.

Instead he made good on his pledge to set free Dent slaves when it came within his power. In

the inflamed political atmosphere in St. Louis, this bold step planted Grant firmly on the side of

those critical of the South’s “peculiar institution.”By summer 1859 the partnership of Boggs and

Grant teetered in a rocky condition. Grant did not have the stomach for collecting rents and

hated how Boggs violated the privacy of clients and retailed gossip behind their backs. Worse

still, the flagging business could scarcely support one partner but definitely not two. Louisa

Boggs, a schoolteacher, pressed her husband to wind up the business and go into something

more lucrative, and the Boggs and Grant partnership was formally dissolved.Once again the

job outlook for Grant appeared ominous, and he applied for a position as county engineer: he

would superintend local roads and receive a $1,500 annual salary. He submitted to the five-

member Board of County Commissioners an impressive array of thirty-five supporting letters,

including one from Taylor Blow, who had backed Dred Scott. Joseph J. Reynolds, who knew

Grant at West Point, wrote that he had “always maintained a high standing, and graduated with

great credit, especially in mathematics and engineering.”137 Throughout his life, Grant shrank

from applying pressure to obtain positions and now conducted himself in gentlemanly fashion,

refusing to lobby the commissioners. Both he and Julia were still superstitious, so he consulted

a French fortune-teller, who forecast his defeat. “I will come within an ace of being elected, but I

will be beaten,” he reported to Julia. “In a short time we will leave the city and I will engage for a

time in a mercantile business. Something will happen very soon and then I will begin to rise in

the world.”138The selection process for county engineer turned out to be highly politicized, and

Grant fell on the wrong side of the political divide. Three of the five commissioners were Free-

Soil Republicans, the remaining two Democrats, and Grant was voted down because of his

association with Colonel Dent. As a Republican member, Dr. William Taussig, admitted: “The

Dents, at least the old gentleman, were known to be pro-slavery Democrats and . . . outspoken

rebels. Grant lived with them, and though nothing was known of his political views, the shadow

of their disloyalty necessarily fell on him.”139 With a potential war looming, the commissioners

stressed Union loyalty and Grant understood the bias against him. “You may judge from the

result of the action of the County Commissioners that I am strongly identified with the

Democratic party!” he wrote to his father. Aside from voting for Buchanan, he had adhered

mostly to Whig tradition and had approached candidates pragmatically. The sensitive Grant

reeled from his defeat for county engineer and later referred to the “agony” this caused him.140



Julia long remembered with “some bitterness” her husband’s defeat “by that most unjust

majority.”141Grant knew the winner was a German immigrant at a time when St. Louis had a

large German population. “My opponent had the advantage of birth over me (he was a citizen

by adoption) and carried off the prize,” Grant wrote.142 In breaking the news to Julia, he

grumbled, “The Germans are loyal to each other.”143 To another local resident, he protested

that “no American can get anything in this town” and complained that almost all county jobs

were held by immigrants.144 In this woeful mood, Grant flirted briefly with the Know-Nothing

Party, which inveighed against immigration and the Catholic Church. As foreign laborers

flocked to build railroads, native-born Protestant workers resisted their competition and banded

together in the mysterious Order of the Star-Spangled Banner. To safeguard their secrecy, they

were instructed to reply to outside questions: “I know nothing.”145 Grant’s attraction to this

movement was short-lived: “There was a lodge near my new home, and I was invited to join it. I

accepted the invitation; was initiated; attended a meeting just one week later, and never went to

another afterwards.”146 In time, Grant renounced such secret societies and any groups that

opposed freedom of worship. He also came to view his loss of the county engineer job as a

blessing, for had he gotten it, he would have been ensconced in a comfortable position at the

outbreak of the Civil War and might never have joined the military.While Grant recuperated

from his disappointment, John Brown and a group of abolitionist zealots raided the federal

armory at Harpers Ferry, Virginia, hoping to seize weapons and foment a slave rebellion in the

South. After barricading themselves inside the fire engine house, they were surrounded and

seized by a marine contingent led by Robert E. Lee. The unrepentant Brown, charged with

murder and treason, was marched off to the gallows, but he left behind an apocalyptic

prophecy that “the crimes of this guilty land” would “never be purged away” except with

blood.147 For the South, Brown’s raid gave flesh to their worst nightmares and deepened the

widening gulf with the North, where many embraced him as a martyr. Grant had grown up

hearing stories about Brown from Jesse Grant. Nevertheless, he denounced categorically the

abortive raid on Harpers Ferry: “It was certainly the act of an insane man to attempt the

invasion of the South, and the overthrow of slavery, with less than twenty men.”148As a

consolation prize for losing the county engineer position, Grant got a job as a clerk in the

custom house, but when the collector died within a month and was replaced by a new person,

he prowled the streets again, searching for work. Those who now encountered him never forgot

his hopeless, downcast air. “He greeted me kindly but seemed to be in a very distressed and

disconsolate condition,” said George W. Fishback. “I had never before seen him so much

depressed. He was shabbily dressed, his beard unshaven, his face anxious and the whole

exterior of the man denoting a profound discouragement at the result of his experiment to

maintain himself in St. Louis.”149 Grant flailed about for a job and devised a quixotic plan to

launch a hardware business in Colorado—a far-fetched idea that Jesse Grant refused to

finance.As the impecunious Grant soldiered on, it became clear that only his father could

provide an escape route from his misery. When Julia suggested that he go to see Jesse, he

adamantly resisted. Julia then reminded him that his father “had always been not only willing

but anxious to serve him (in his own way, to be sure) . . . After a little hesitation at leaving me

with the children and servants, he decided to start the next day.”150 Grant must have known

his father would try to lure him back north, a position now more appealing than it had been two

years earlier. As Fishback surmised, Grant “no doubt foresaw the threatened Civil War and felt

that as an old defender of the Flag he had better take his chances among his people in the

Northern States.”151Within a week, Julia claimed, her husband began sending her from

Kentucky “long and cheerful letters,”152 but the documentary record suggests a far more



pessimistic picture. As soon as he reached Covington, Ulysses wrote her that he had arrived

“with a headache and feeling bad generally . . . My head is nearly bursting with pain.”153

Simpson Grant, then staying with Jesse and Hannah, was waging a losing struggle against

tuberculosis, which forced him to keep going south in search of a cure. Although growing deaf

in one ear and suffering from failing eyesight, Jesse Grant remained robust at sixty-six, serving

as Covington’s postmaster.Having prospered as a merchant, Jesse was now worth $100,000—

equivalent to nearly $3 million today—and employed about fifty people. When he reached sixty

in 1854, he had begun to withdraw from active management of his business interests. His

holdings included several tanneries near Portsmouth, Ohio, and leather goods stores in

Wisconsin, Iowa, and Galena, Illinois. Ulysses came to Covington at a fortuitous juncture. The

ailing Simpson had managed the Galena store and was more capable than his younger

brother, Orvil, who assisted him. Simpson’s health and the prospect that the erratic young Orvil

would end up running the Galena business must have alarmed Jesse Grant. When it came to a

job for Ulysses, he deferred to Simpson, who agreed to send his older brother “to the Galena

store to stay until something else might turn up in his favor, and told him he must confine his

wants within $800 a year,” Jesse recalled.154As it turned out, Ulysses left behind such a long

trail of debts in St. Louis that he would draw out $1,500 the first year, money he returned to the

store after he went into the Union army. Always honorable about debts, Grant reassured

creditors he would eventually repay every dollar. To be forced to serve as a clerk in his father’s

store at age thirty-eight, in a decidedly junior position to his two younger brothers, was a

demeaning situation that Grant could only have regarded with rueful laughter. He had spent

futile years trying to become a successful breadwinner, free of the twin tyrants who had lorded

over him, his father and Colonel Dent. Now he had to shed his pride and capitulate to his

father’s will. As he told a friend in St. Louis, “because he loved his family so much,” he had

decided that “we’ll all go to Galena and starve to death together.”155 So gathering up his family

and modest belongings, he set off for Illinois bearing a heavy load of blighted hopes.PART

TWOA Life of WarCHAPTER SIX—The Store ClerkIN APRIL 1860, Ulysses S. Grant, cloaked

in his old blue army cape, arrived in Galena aboard the Mississippi steamer Itasca. Clasping in

each hand chairs that had served the family as deck seats, Grant, along with Julia and the four

children, stepped ashore into what they hoped would be a new, more secure life. As Julia

recalled, “The atmosphere was so cool and dry, the sun shone so brightly, that it gave us the

impression of a smiling welcome.”1 However inviting the atmosphere, nothing could distract

from the unpleasant truth that Grant had been a failure, battered by life at every turn.

Everything indicated he would someday die a forgotten and thoroughly forgettable American,

leaving no trace in historical annals.Hidden away in the northwest corner of Illinois, across the

Mississippi from Iowa, Galena was an affluent town filled with lead miners, lumberjacks, and

riverboat roustabouts. A profitable hub for regional commerce, it had boomed along with

nearby lead mines, but its prosperity had started to fade a few years earlier when the Illinois

Central Railroad chose Dubuque as its western terminus. “It used to be a great business

center,” Elizabeth Cady Stanton wrote elegiacally some years later, “but since the railroad and

Dubuque put their heads together to plot against its welfare, its glory has departed.”2After

spending a few days with Simpson and Orvil, the newcomers established their residence in a

snug brick house on a high bluff that afforded excellent vistas of the Galena River and the

business district below. Set on the aptly named High Street, the modest house had shuttered

windows and a pitched roof. Grant imagined that Galena, with its good schools and churches,

might be a fine place to raise children and would provide him with some long elusive financial

stability.3 Julia seemed jittery away from Missouri, so Grant assisted her in decorating the



house, trying to set her homesick mind at ease. When she broke open a box and found a

cracked antique mirror from White Haven, an heirloom associated with her father, she sobbed

uncontrollably. “The Captain, in place of being impatient with me, tried to soothe me, saying, ‘It

is broken, and tears will not mend it now,’” she remembered appreciatively.4Every day Grant

descended to the downtown business center via a long, steep wooden staircase, negotiating

hundreds of steps that bottomed out right by the leather goods store. He moved with his typical

no-nonsense stride, eyes straight ahead, purposeful but aloof. “At this period Grant was a

square shouldered spare built man with a very perceptible stoop caused as he said by the

Mexican campaign followed by hard work on the St. Louis farm,” said a new colleague.5 His

confidence, if damaged, had not been snuffed out and he retained an underlying self-esteem

despite the vagaries of recent years. Fred Grant described his father’s mental state in 1860:

“He was a sensitive and retiring man, but behind his modesty was a fair estimate of his own

worth. He tolerated no disrespect and was most determined.”6At a bend in the meandering

Main Street, Jesse’s leather goods store was a handsome establishment, housed in a prime

four-story brick building and dealing in everything from fancy saddles to boot leather. As befit

employment in a family firm, Ulysses performed multiple functions, serving customers, buying

and selling hides, handling paperwork, and collecting bills. Melancthon T. Burke, a relative who

worked with him, said Grant’s brawn served him well in heaving hides that sometimes weighed

more than 250 pounds. He would hop up on the carts of farmers who came to town and bid on

their cargo of carcasses, which were then shipped to one of Jesse’s tanneries. “Grant was of

great physical strength and I have seen him many times lift a hide that no ordinary man could

manage,” Burke said. “After tossing and weighing the hides, he would calmly walk over and

wash his hands. Then he would resume his common position of reclining in a chair, feet on the

counter.”7 Orvil’s wife recalled Grant hefting hides effortlessly on his shoulder, then hurling

them down a chute to a basement storage area. He tossed them “with a fling of his arm,

whereas Orvil could not, nor could Simpson when he was in the business.”8Grant displayed

small business aptitude and sometimes acted as if the work were so much meaningless

drudgery. “He was restless I think,” Julia speculated. “It wasn’t congenial to do the work

required of him.”9 Periodically he climbed into a buggy and traveled around collecting debts,

but confessed to having “no ‘faculty for dunning people.’”10 In the store, where he sat puffing

on his customary clay pipe, Grant struck some folks as haphazard or apathetic. John E. Smith,

who owned a nearby jewelry shop, observed that Grant refused to function as an ordinary

sales clerk, asking customers to wait until the “real” clerk returned. If the customer was in a

hurry, Grant “would go behind the counter very reluctantly, and drag down whatever was

wanted; but [he] hardly ever knew the price of it, and, in nine cases out of ten, he charged

either too much or too little.”11 With his guileless nature, he was easily hoodwinked by

customers who suggested lower prices. Jesse Grant credited his son for working with gusto,

although he also thought he did not bother to ingratiate himself with customers. When Ulysses

later grew famous, townspeople stood on the sidewalk and peered into the leather shop

window, trying to figure out exactly which Grant had turned into the victorious general.Perhaps

too insistently, Grant professed contentment with his job, denying he felt degraded. “In my new

employment I have become pretty conversant, and am much pleased with it,” he wrote. “I hope

to be a partner soon, and am sanguine that a competency at least can be made out of the

business.”12 For the rest of his life, he expressed pride in his Galena accomplishments.

Through advances from the firm and gifts from Colonel Dent, Grant slowly regained solvency,

paying off residual debts in St. Louis. His niggardly salary of $600 per annum, soon boosted by

Jesse to $800, barely supported his family. If he never declined into shabby desperation, he



had to practice extreme frugality. One town resident recalled a Sunday morning when he

encountered Grant bundled in his old military coat. “People wonder why I wear the coat, fact is

I had this coat; it’s a good coat, and I thought I’d better wear it out,” Grant said.13His brother

Simpson had managed the store and built up the business until consumption forced him to

retire, making Grant’s advent timely. “We all looked up to him as an older man and a soldier,”

said Burke. “He knew much more than we in matters of the world, and we recognized it.”14 By

all accounts, Simpson was cut from the same cloth as Ulysses. Thin, quiet, and handsome, he

was a gentleman of sterling integrity and sound business sense. He went to live with Ulysses

and Julia on the bluff, and on sunny days, people saw him sitting outside, trying to regain his

health. Tuberculosis was then an untreatable disease, a gradual, remorseless killer.Because of

Simpson’s illness, Orvil, thirteen years younger than Ulysses, ran the Galena store. With his

broad, square face, he bore a conspicuous resemblance to his eldest brother. Orvil’s wife,

Mary, said Ulysses “was a bit shorter than Orvil, more muscular, a sturdily built man. They had

the same sandy blonde beard, the Captain’s hair was blonder and tawny, Orvil’s hair was

reddish.”15 In due time, Orvil would prove a corrupt and irresponsible rascal and already

showed signs of a wayward disposition. His reputation was of “an uncongenial soul, quite

Grant’s opposite, more like old Jesse, an uninhibited sharper, and rather arrogant and

conceited as well, disliked by Galenians heartily,” said one townsman.16 To work under Orvil

must have mortified his scrupulous eldest brother. Since the lowly job lay far beneath Grant’s

talents, many Galena friends suspected he was simply marking time and awaiting a better

opportunity.In future years, Orvil’s wife, a sharp-tongued, envious woman, took wicked

pleasure in entertaining newspapermen with scurrilous gossip about Ulysses and Julia Grant.

She snickered at Ulysses as a henpecked husband, helplessly under his wife’s thumb. “She

decided for him what he would wear. Even in later years if he wanted to wear a blue coat, she

would say he looked better in a black coat and with no word of protest, the black coat would be

donned.”17 Like other Grants, she deplored Julia’s boasting and superstition and cringed at her

public displays of affection with her husband, complaining that “no two people of that age ever

deported themselves quite like that pair.”18 She accused Julia of showing a ghastly temper

with servants, while Grant behaved more graciously, tipping generously. Because Orvil and

Jesse Grant disapproved of Julia, Ulysses’s wrath flared whenever they carped about

her.Orvil’s wife saved her most poisonous barbs for Grant’s indulgence toward his children,

especially the rapscallion Jesse. “He and the Captain would spend time rolling around on the

floorboards, kicking, wrestling and paying no mind to the dust or trouble they stirred up.”19

Other friends admired the Grants’ tolerant attitude toward their offspring, who darted in and out

of the kitchen with abandon, their home a favorite haunt of neighborhood children. As an adult,

Jesse looked back fondly on his daily tussles with his father. When Grant mounted the long

wooden stairs at day’s end, Jesse confronted him in mock defiance: “Mister, do you want to

fight?” Grant countered: “I am a man of peace; but I will not be hectored by a person of your

size.”20 In their subsequent wrestling match, he would allow Jesse to emerge triumphant.

Despite his permissive nature, Grant wanted respectability for his children, and Fred

complained he couldn’t go barefoot like other boys and had to wear a waistcoat buttoned down

to his trousers.In general, Grant lived a quiet, unobtrusive life, attending the Methodist church,

smoking his clay pipe, and reading aloud to Julia every evening as she sewed. Although he

and Julia were well respected in Galena, they didn’t venture out much and stuck to a small

circle of friends. Their constricted social life safeguarded Grant from the temptation of drink in a

town with forty saloons. Most people who knew Grant agreed he did not touch a drop of liquor

during his time in Galena. Burke said he even abstained from hard cider, but he also knew



alcoholism was endemic in the Grant clan. “The family couldn’t drink. They all were so

constituted that to drink was fatal.”21 The only time Grant ever strayed was when he was away

from Julia and collecting overdue bills in his buggy in Iowa and Wisconsin, where he “usually

followed the evening meal with a drink of whiskey,” according to one source.22The one

significant tale of Grant drinking in Galena came from a full-blooded Seneca Iroquois sachem,

Ely S. Parker, who grew up on an Indian reservation in upstate New York and was a chief of the

Six Nations. Trained as a civil engineer, he was a man of giant girth with jet-black hair,

penetrating eyes, and exceptional strength who styled himself a “savage Jack Falstaff of 200

[pound] weight.”23 After working on the Erie Canal and Great Lakes lighthouses, he was

assigned by the Treasury Department to build a new limestone building in Galena for the post

office and custom house. Parker frequented the Grant leather goods store and something

about the “diffident and reticent” Grant seized his attention. “Selling goods from behind a

counter did not seem to be his forte, for if he was near the front door when a customer entered,

he did not hesitate to make a pretty rapid retreat to the counting-room.”24 Over time, Grant lost

his shyness with Parker, showing a “warm and sympathetic nature” and forming a strong bond

with him.25An early Parker biographer repeated a barroom story about Grant’s drinking that

supposedly originated in a letter written by Parker himself.26 Parker told how he had been

passing a Galena tavern when his attention was arrested by a loud scuffle inside and he heard

Grant’s voice. He rushed in to Grant’s defense, he claimed, and the two men warded off the

attackers together. The story does not gibe with Grant’s drinking history for several reasons. He

was not a brawling type, much less a drunken one. He was also a solitary drinker who shied

away from bars and public exposure. It is also hard to imagine that, if such an incident

occurred, it never drifted back to Grant family members.A riveting storyteller, Grant loved to

regale people with anecdotes of his Mexican War exploits. One person enthralled by these

tales was his neighbor John Rawlins, a young lawyer who did work for the leather goods store,

which evolved into a small hotbed of political debate, with Grant doing much of the talking.

“Grant’s unusual conversational powers easily made him the prominent figure among those

who frequented the leather store for . . . discussing politics and the turmoil in the southern

states,” maintained Melancthon Burke.27 The issue of whether to extend slavery into the new

territories had precipitated a final showdown over its future. Grant’s acquaintances noticed a

shift in his thinking, not all the way to the Republican side, but with newfound sympathy for the

antislavery viewpoint. Augustus Chetlain, a Republican grocer, said Grant became a Free-Soil

Democrat before the end of Buchanan’s administration.28The major party conventions that

year testified to the extreme fragmentation of American politics. When Democrats gathered in

Charleston, South Carolina, in April, Stephen Douglas led the balloting but could not secure

the two-thirds vote needed for nomination. Breaking away and reconvening in Baltimore, the

Douglas men nominated their champion, who campaigned on a pledge of allowing new

territories to decide their own future on slavery, thus “burying Northern Abolitionism and

Southern Disunionism in a common grave.”29 Although Douglas presented himself as a

candidate of regional compromise, the middle ground was fast disappearing. Many southerners

were spoiling for a fight that would harden the battles lines. In a self-destructive act that helped

to elect a Republican, southern Democrats created a new Democratic Party, nominating Vice

President John C. Breckinridge of Kentucky to head their ticket.In May, Republicans met in

Chicago at a huge, barnlike wooden structure known as the Wigwam where Abraham Lincoln

emerged as the presidential standard-bearer. While his opposition to extending slavery was

well known, he ducked many controversial issues. A comparative unknown, a dark horse who

could juggle conflicting constituencies, he became the nominee less because he appealed to



the most people than because he offended the fewest. Instead of trying to cultivate friends, he

sought to avoid making enemies, refraining from utterances designed to soothe or antagonize

the South. Even though Lincoln attempted to appeal to former Whigs, many ended up voting

for John Bell of Tennessee, who had been nominated by the Constitutional Union Party a week

earlier. Among those who fervently greeted Lincoln’s nomination was Jesse Grant. “When I

return home, I will take Springfield in my rout[e], & make the acquaintance of Mr. Lincoln,” he

wrote in late May. “And I am going to work for the success of the ticket.”30 Both Simpson and

Orvil Grant cast votes for Lincoln as well.Stymied as a newcomer by Illinois residency

requirements, Ulysses was ineligible to vote for president in 1860. “I was really glad of this at

the time,” he wrote sheepishly in his Memoirs, “for my pledges would have compelled me to

vote for Stephen A. Douglas, who had no possible chance of election.”31 In fact, Grant was

torn by indecision that mirrored his predicament as the son of an abolitionist and the son-in-law

of a slave owner. After attending a Douglas speech in Dubuque, he was asked to appraise the

candidate. “He is a very able, at least a very smart man,” answered Grant, “but I can’t say I like

his ideas. If I had the legal right to vote I should be more undecided than ever.”32 A letter he

wrote in early August shows his defection from the Democrats, though he could not bring

himself to sign up with the Republicans: “The fact is I think the Democratic party want a little

purifying and nothing will do it so effectually as a defeat. The only thing is I don’t like to see a

Republican beat the party.”33 When the race boiled down to Lincoln versus Breckinridge, Grant

wrote that “he wanted . . . to see Mr. Lincoln elected.”34 Grant did not foresee how momentous

the November election would be, nor how profoundly it would transform his entire existence.As

political emotions mounted, Galena’s streets were often illuminated at night by torchlight

processions snaking through town. The Republican marching club was known as the Galena

Wide Awakes—Orvil Grant was a member—and as they tramped along, clad in dark oilcloth

capes and caps, their martial air portended war. Grant rebuffed an effort, spearheaded by John

Rawlins, to help the Douglas Democrats learn how to drill, but one night, after spotting the

erratic marching of the Galena Wide Awakes, led by Augustus Chetlain, he discreetly offered

tips on military style behind closed doors.As the election approached, Grant drifted closer to

positions articulated by Lincoln, a process observed by Melancthon Burke, who accompanied

Grant to a speech given by the Illinois abolitionist congressman Owen Lovejoy: “On the way

home from the Lovejoy speech he discussed the situation seriously and with deep concern

stating that the election of Lincoln was a political necessity if majority rule was to be

maintained.”35 However much he feared the supposed extremism of some Republicans—an

exaggerated fear Burke attributed to Grant’s long residence among Missouri slave owners—

Grant realized that Unionism and abolitionism had become intertwined issues. “As long as

slavery was confined to the states where it belonged I wouldn’t interfere with it,” he told Burke,

“but if it is to be used as an instrument to disrupt the government I hope every slave will rise

against his master.”36Grant’s conversion to Republicanism was probably retarded by Julia’s

firm adherence to her Democratic roots. One night, while she and the children gazed down

from the bluff on a Wide Awake torchlight procession, she imagined she beheld “a great, fiery

serpent” that “would crush in its folds the beloved party of my father, of Jefferson, of General

Jackson, of Douglas, and of Thomas Benton.”37 Colonel Dent had attempted to dissuade her

from going to Galena, warning, “You know you cannot do without servants.”38 Afraid of

bringing her slaves into the free state of Illinois, she left them behind with her father and relied

instead on a competent maid named Maggie Cavinaugh. While Julia would soon find her

husband enlisted in the Union cause, her own attitude toward slavery remained far more

ambivalent.On November 6, 1860, Abraham Lincoln was elected president in a vote full of



troubling omens. Besides winning less than 40 percent of the popular vote, he did not win a

single vote in the Deep South, where his name failed to appear on the ballot; he carried every

northern state, except for New Jersey, where he managed a split with Douglas. Almost

universally underrated, Lincoln was deemed a mediocrity at best, a coarse bumpkin from the

backwoods. Grant’s fortuitous move to Illinois on the eve of the election had monumental

consequences, conveniently situating him in the president’s home state and overtly pro-Union

northern Illinois. It also placed him in the district of Congressman Elihu B. Washburne, an

emphatic Lincoln supporter. Had Grant remained in Missouri, riven by internal strife, he would

never have enjoyed the same chance for rapid advancement in the coming war.Although

Galena voted for Stephen Douglas by a narrow margin, local Wide Awakes burst into festivities

on election night, complete with trumpets, fireworks, and cannon fired from the bluff. Down at

the Grant store, Orvil hosted a little party where he distributed oysters and beer. Rampant

speculation arose that Lincoln’s election would bring southern secession, touching off a militant

mood among townspeople who had never set foot on a battlefield. Grant’s friend William R.

Rowley, a clerk at the circuit court—Grant had met him when he went to the courthouse to

install leather for a desk chair—declared, “There’s a great deal of bluster about these

Southerners; but I don’t think there’s much fight in them.” Grant’s dour correction was prescient.

“Rowley, you are mistaken. There is a good deal of bluster—that’s the result of their education—

but if they ever get at it, they will make a strong fight.”39 It started to dawn on Grant that his

West Point education and Mexican War experience had readied him for further service to his

country, and he talked to John Rawlins “of his military education, his debt therefore to the

country, and . . . the capacities of the North to raise troops.”40For many southerners, Lincoln’s

election threatened to halt the spread of slavery into new territories, stifling their homegrown

institution and dangerously eroding their national power. Fire-breathing secessionists exploited

the interregnum between the election and inauguration to stoke rabid fears. Thinking the move

suicidal, Grant believed the South would stop short of the “awful leap” of secession.41 Then,

on December 20, 1860, delegates in Charleston, South Carolina, voted to secede from the

Union. The decision was taken in an exuberant holiday atmosphere and with no sense that this

would prove the catalyst for the bloodiest war in American history. The step was especially

fateful, for three federal forts that stood in the harbor now lay in foreign territory. The feckless

President Buchanan, who opposed secession, thought the federal government powerless to

stop it, and in his last annual message blamed the “incessant and violent agitation of the

slavery question throughout the North for the past quarter of a century.”42If Grant had dithered

on how best to deal with slavery, secession clarified his thinking on preserving the Union,

turning him into an outright militant. He conceded that the Constitution might have allowed one

of the original thirteen states to secede, but such a right “was never possessed at all by Florida

or the states west of the Mississippi, all of which were purchased by the treasury of the entire

nation. Texas and the territory brought into the Union in consequence of annexation, were

purchased with both blood and treasure.”43Every night, Grant read the newspaper aloud to

Julia, who thought, somewhat illogically, that states had a right to leave the Union, but that the

national government had a duty to prevent it—a blatant contradiction that amused her

husband. Grant grew irate when Buchanan, whom he denounced as “the present granny of an

executive,” allowed Secretary of War John B. Floyd, a southerner, to redistribute arms from

northern arsenals to southern forts in expectation of civil war.44 Riding his buggy through

Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Iowa that winter, Grant engaged local townspeople in heated

discussions, predicting the North would defeat the South in any war in ninety days—a mistaken

optimism he maintained through the early period of conflict. Suddenly Grant was fired by a



mission, a clear sense of purpose, something that had been lacking in the 1850s. He was now

wide awake, his pulse quickened by an overriding sense of duty. A young Methodist clergyman

named John Heyl Vincent met Grant on a frosty morning in Dubuque as they warmed

themselves before a hotel stove. “Standing by the fire, in his old blue army overcoat, his hands

clasped behind him, he reminded me then of the familiar picture of Napoleon,” recalled Vincent.

The grasp shown by Grant “of national questions, his knowledge of men and measures, his . . .

ambition and earnestness, both surprised and interested me.”45In January 1861, a crescendo

of state secessions occurred as Mississippi, Florida, Alabama, Georgia, and Louisiana

departed from the Union, seizing control of federal forts and arsenals and widening the rift with

the North. Then in February, joined by Texas, delegates from the seceded states met in

Montgomery, Alabama, and consecrated the new Confederate States of America, drafting

Jefferson Davis as interim president. He made a triumphant journey from his Mississippi

plantation to Montgomery, greeted by jubilant crowds at every stop. Secessionists presented

themselves as the true heirs to the American Revolution, adopting most of the U.S.

Constitution as their own, albeit with special provisions to strengthen states’ rights and protect

slavery. On February 18, Davis took the oath of office in a mimicry of Washington, D.C.,

inaugurations, resting his hand on a Bible and uttering “So help me God!” Saying the time for

compromise had vanished, he warned those who opposed the Confederacy that they would

“smell Southern powder and feel Southern steel if coercion is persisted in.”46 A true believer,

Davis would oversee the Confederacy with a fanatical zeal that never wavered.Grant had a

notably fierce reaction to events in Montgomery. When informed of what had happened, he

shook an angry fist and exclaimed, “Davis and the whole gang ought to be hung!”47 For once,

Grant and his father thought perfectly in tandem. Living in northern Kentucky, Jesse found

himself surrounded by plenty of Confederate apologists, even outright secessionists. In his own

mind he was clear about what course he would follow if Kentucky seceded: “If our Union is to

be severed, & Ky goes with the southern Confederacy, I shall follow the ‘stars & stripes’ of my

country,” he told former Ohio governor Salmon P. Chase.48With the Stars and Bars fluttering

over the Confederate capitol, Abraham Lincoln traveled from Springfield, Illinois, to

Washington, pausing in many towns to give mostly bland, extemporaneous speeches, marked

by an unadorned eloquence that skirted the combustible issue of how to safeguard federal

forts in southern hands. Avoiding hot-blooded rhetoric, he nonetheless refused to rule out the

use of force or trim his view that nothing “can ever bring me willingly to consent to the

destruction of this Union.”49 Lincoln had fooled himself into believing that the South was

bluffing and that Unionist sentiment there would prevail. Then, on February 21, William Seward

received word of a plot to murder Lincoln as he changed trains in Baltimore the next day.

Traveling incognito, Lincoln changed his hat, switched to a special train from Harrisburg, and

slipped unnoticed through Baltimore and into Washington on the morning of February 23,

where he was greeted at the station by his old friend Congressman Elihu B. Washburne of

Galena. When Lincoln was inaugurated on March 4, he and President Buchanan rode in an

open barouche down Pennsylvania Avenue, beneath the watchful gaze of sharpshooters

posted on rooftops lining the route. At the swearing-in ceremony, Lincoln invoked the “mystic

chords of memory” that bound Americans, even as tense riflemen peered from every window in

the Capitol that faced the platform where the new president spoke.50—AT 4:30 A.M. ON

APRIL 12, 1861, the elegant Pierre Gustave Toutant Beauregard—a freshly minted brigadier

general in the provisional Confederate army, with dyed black hair, a thick mustache above a

chin beard, and a firm, determined gaze—gave orders to shell Fort Sumter amid rejoicing from

Charleston citizens, who crowded nearby rooftops as if rooting for a sporting event. Gunners



were cheered as they delivered a sustained pounding of several thousand shots before the

federal garrison surrendered to overwhelming Confederate force. In the confrontation over the

fort, Lincoln had seized the moral high ground and avoided firing the first shot of the Civil War,

lest he lend credence to southern charges of being a despot and thereby forfeit the loyalty of

border states.Despite pro-Union sentiment thinly scattered through the South, many southern

officers felt that loyalty to their states outweighed attachment to the federal government. The

decision of Robert E. Lee, who rebuffed an offer to command the U.S. Army and rushed to

Virginia’s defense, was typical of southern officers who opposed secession but stuck with their

native states. As Grant recounted, “The Southern feeling in the army among high officers was

so strong that when the war broke out the army dissolved.”51 This meant that the South, which

accounted for about a third of prewar army officers, would seek to offset northern superiority in

manpower with superior generalship. If the North could manufacture everything from railway

cars to clothing, the South would even the score with sheer gallantry.Both sides

underestimated the duration and savagery of the warfare ahead, nourishing pleasing fantasies

of a massive blow that would knock out the enemy. The U.S. Army was shockingly

understaffed, leaving gaping holes in the national defense. Many regular army men had been

fighting Indians or protecting western settlers, and only four thousand served east of the

Mississippi River. Right after Fort Sumter, Lincoln issued a proclamation to recruit seventy-five

thousand state militiamen for ninety days. His northern detractors now saw that this shambling,

awkward, loose-limbed man would be a strong, decisive leader, although the move also ratified

southern views of him as a would-be tyrant.Buoyed by a tremendous upsurge of patriotic feeling

—Walt Whitman said the news of Fort Sumter’s surrender “ran through the Land, as if by

electric nerves”52—energetic northern men stampeded to local recruiting stations to sign up

for the fight. The news from Charleston, along with Lincoln’s military call-up, had the effect of

broadening the Confederacy, until this point composed of cotton states. It was soon joined by

Virginia, Arkansas, North Carolina, and Tennessee, presenting a far more formidable

combination. Four slave-owning border states—Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky, and Missouri—

stayed in the Union fold.Soon to turn thirty-nine, Grant lingered in the shadowy wings of

history, ready to fight. Emboldened by the cause, he cast off the lethargy and depression that

had enwrapped him like a tight cloak. When Ely Parker encountered him, he asked if Grant

planned to enter the conflict. “He replied that he honored his country, and that having received

his education at the expense of the Government, it was entitled to his services.”53 The Civil

War was about to rescue Grant from a dismal record of antebellum business failures. Even his

posture became more erect, more military. “I saw new energies in Grant,” said Rawlins. “He

dropped a stoop shouldered way of walking, and set his hat forward on his forehead in a

careless fashion.”54 Many major figures in history could have succeeded in almost any

environment, whereas Grant could only thrive in a narrower set of circumstances. He not only

had military skills and experience, but believed wholeheartedly in the Union case. As he

reminisced, “I wanted to leave the country if disunion was accomplished . . . I only wanted to

fight for the Union.”55Once again sectional warfare riled his family. “I was not for war,” Julia

admitted, noting that Galena was equally divided between those who favored and opposed

it.56 “I was Southern by all rights, born and reared in a Southern state” and “a slaveholder at

the beginning of the war, and a very pronounced Democrat.” When she tried to nudge her

husband toward the Douglas Democrats, he shot back, “I took a solemn oath to support the

government and the administration, and that is now Republican.”57 But Julia, a practical

woman, recognized the vast potential for wartime glory for her husband and faithfully followed

his path, saying Ulysses “could no more resist the sound of a fife or a drum or a chance to fire



a gun than a woman can resist bonnets.”58After Fort Sumter, ebullient crowds surged into

Galena’s streets, flags hung everywhere, and small boys donned military caps. The Wide

Awakes grabbed muskets for drills and rummaged through military manuals. It was inevitable

that Grant, trained at West Point, would step into the huge vacuum of military leadership laid

open to seasoned officers. Once Lincoln’s call for volunteers reached Galena, posters

announced a courthouse meeting that evening. Entering a packed hall that tingled with

excitement, Grant sat down unobtrusively in the rear. The Democratic mayor Robert Brand

presided and promptly infuriated the audience. “I am in favor of any honorable compromise,” he

stated. Incensed, Congressman Washburne delivered a stinging rebuttal: “I never will submit to

the idea that in this crisis, when war is upon us and when our flag is assailed by traitors and

conspirators, the government should be thus dealt with.”59 Denouncing the “wicked and

unjustifiable war unleashed in South Carolina,” he introduced a well-received resolution to

create two military companies in Galena.60 The audience applauded as Washburne sat down,

followed by loud chants that reverberated through the room: “Rawlins! Rawlins!”61At this

summons, Grant’s young, bearded lawyer friend, fated to play an outsize part in his life,

mounted the platform. At five feet eight inches in height, wiry and muscular, the thirty-year-old

Rawlins had tousled hair that tumbled over a high forehead, penetrating black eyes, and pale

skin. Of an emotional, bombastic nature, he tended to speechify at a moment’s notice.

Possessed of a fiery nature, he would have made a superb, charismatic preacher. A patriot of

spotless purity, he had voted for Stephen Douglas and been such a die-hard Democrat that

friends had warned that, if he attended the town meeting, he might damage the party. “I don’t

know any thing about party now,” he objected. “All I know is, traitors have fired on our flag.”62In

a rich baritone voice, his eyes smoldering, Rawlins let loose a stemwinder of a speech that

lasted forty-five minutes. His voice throbbing with emotion, he thundered, “I have been a

Democrat all my life; but this is no longer a question of politics. It is simply country or no

country. I have favored every honorable compromise; but the day for compromise is passed.”

Electrified, the crowd rose, stamped their boots, emitted lusty cheers. “If you are ready to die

for your country, enlist,” Rawlins had told friends. “I for one am.”63 As the audience drifted from

the hall, William Rowley commented to Grant, “It was a fine meeting after all.” To which Grant

replied with quiet assurance, “Yes, we’re about ready to do something now.”64 Grant said he

had listened with “rapt attention” to Rawlins’s speech, which wiped away any residual doubts

about pitching into the war effort. Rawlins, in turn, was filled with a powerful conviction that

Grant, with his military background, would advance rapidly in the impending conflict. Strolling

home with Orvil, Grant fell into a reflective mood. “I think I ought to go into the service,” he said.

“I think so too,” rejoined Orvil. “Go, if you like, and I will stay at home and attend to the store.”65

The time had come for Grant to wash his hands of the retail job he detested, and he never

again set foot in the hated leather goods store.Two days later a larger crowd convened at the

courthouse to raise the first company of Galena volunteers. Before the meeting, Washburne

huddled with Augustus Chetlain and they agreed on Grant as the optimal person to chair the

gathering. He had fought in Mexico and his former Democratic tendencies might lend a useful

bipartisan veneer to the evening. That decision first propelled Grant into the public spotlight.

When a motion was made to have “Captain U.S. Grant for chairman,” one person protested that

he had a slave-owning wife from St. Louis, but the rest of the crowd shouted its approval. A bit

nervously, Grant edged toward the platform, then drew to a full stop before it. “Go up, Captain!”

the audience hollered. “Platform! Platform!” Still a bit jittery, Grant climbed to the podium,

wearing his old blue army coat and a dented black hat. His light-brown beard was full and

closely cropped. “With much embarrassment and some prompting,” he spoke for the first time



at a public gathering: “Fellow-citizens: This meeting is called to organize a company of

volunteers to serve the State of Illinois.”66 The company would be named, after the county, the

Jo Daviess Guards.Washburne and Rawlins stirred the crowd with resounding speeches

before Grant gave a tutorial in military life: how many men were in a company, how many in a

regiment, and what their duties would be. All the old lore stored in his head sprang to fresh life.

Characteristically, he delivered a sober speech for grown-ups, stripping away romantic

flourishes from military rhetoric, and honestly foretold the grim sacrifices ahead. “The army is

not a picnicking party,” he emphasized. “Nor is it an excursion. You will have hard fare. You may

be obliged to sleep on the ground after long marches in the rain and snow. Many of the orders

of your superiors will seem to you unjust, and yet they must be borne.”67 When people posed

questions, Grant showed his encyclopedic knowledge of warfare, prompting twenty-two young

men to enroll that night, joined by another eighteen by noon the next day. Within a week, this

company—the first in northwest Illinois outside of Chicago—was fully recruited.Though the

town clamored to have Grant as its captain, he rejected such a post as beneath his experience

and knew he needed to aim much higher. Augustus Chetlain stepped up as captain instead.

The self-confidence that had eluded Grant in civilian life now revived in this well-trod military

setting. As he explained to Chetlain, “I have been graduated at West Point, I have been a

Captain in the regular army and I should have a Colonelcy or a proper staff appointment—

nothing else would be proper.”68 Nonetheless, Grant happily drilled and provided pointers for

the Jo Daviess Guards.The most remarkable proof of his sudden transformation was the

forthright letter he now wrote to Colonel Dent. Old pent-up anger boiled to the surface. He did

not mince words about the political situation, warning that “now is the time, particularly in the

border Slave states, for men to prove their love of country. I know it is hard for men to

apparently work with the Republican party but now all party distinctions should be lost sight of

and every true patriot be for maintaining the integrity of the glorious old Stars & Stripes, the

Constitution and the Union.” Prophesying slavery’s “doom,” he predicted the North would

“refuse for all time to give it protection unless the South shall return soon to their allegiance.”69

He envisioned a war that would destroy the South’s export markets for cotton and render

worthless slaves working in the cotton fields. Colonel Dent didn’t heed the warning and

remained an unreconstructed rebel throughout the war.Much harder for Grant was to break

away from his father’s domination. On April 21, he wrote to him about his intention to leave the

leather goods store in Orvil’s hands and join the army. “What I ask now is your approval in the

course I am taking, or advice in the matter.” He stressed that political differences between

them, the cause of earlier friction, had now ended. Having abandoned irrevocably the Dents,

he drifted back for good into the Grant camp. “Whatever may have been my political opinions

before I have but one sentiment now. That is we have a Government, and laws and a flag and

they must all be sustained. There are but two parties now, Traitors & Patriots and I want

hereafter to be ranked with the latter.”70To issue spirited pleas for volunteers, Grant, Rawlins,

and Rowley traveled to schools and courthouses in nearby towns. After one meeting, Rowley

remarked naively to Grant, “I guess the seventy-five thousand troops the President has called

for will stop all the row.” Grant, who knew southern officers intimately, was not convinced. “I

think this is a bigger thing than you suppose. Those fellows mean fight, and Uncle Sam has a

heavy job on his hands.”71 He lectured several optimistic friends that the South had “most of

the equipment and ammunition and nearly all the regular army now in their

possession.”72Back in Galena, Grant took the inexperienced local company, many of them

farm boys, clerks, and mechanics, and broke them down into squads, teaching them to march

on the broad lawn of Elihu Washburne’s house as they hoisted pine laths instead of real guns.



Grant’s core competency from his old army days remained perfectly intact as he fell back into

the familiar grooves of military habits. However much he may have preferred that his talents lay

elsewhere, he came startlingly alive within the daily, sometimes hourly, challenges of a military

world.By April 24, Galena’s soldiers wore brand-new uniforms with blue frock coats and gray

pants. The next day, they were ready to travel to the state capital in Springfield, where they

would be assigned to a regiment called the Eleventh Illinois Volunteer Infantry. As the Jo

Daviess Guards marched to the train station, serenaded by brass bands and rewarded with a

beautiful silk flag sewn by town ladies, they basked in a huge outpouring of patriotic ardor.

Amid the delirium, few noticed a small, inconspicuous man in civilian dress with a slouch hat

and a small carpetbag, also bound for Springfield. He distanced himself from the green troops,

calling no attention to himself. Grant “seemed oblivious to all that was passing around him,”

said Chetlain, “and was apparently the least of all that vast throng.”73 En route to the train

depot, Grant bumped into Rawlins. “Rawlins,” he cried, “if I see anything that will suit you, I’ll

send you word.” “Do captain!” the young lawyer replied.74 Rawlins was soon sidetracked from

the war effort, however, by word from his wife, Emily, staying with her family in Goshen, New

York, that she suffered from consumption; Rawlins would shortly leave to join her. As her

husband left Galena, Julia Grant felt apprehension for his safety mingled with rising exaltation

for his prospects. When pastor John Heyl Vincent dropped by to transmit his hope that Ulysses

“might be preserved from all harm and restored to his family,” Julia fairly burst out with a new

fantasy: “Dear me! I hope he will get to be a major-general or something big!”75On his way to

Springfield, Grant was heartened by the throngs who poured onto platforms and lined tracks at

every town, so “the whole population seemed to be out to greet the troops.”76 Not since the

American Revolution, he thought, had the citizenry yielded to such patriotic elation. He tagged

along with the Galena company because Washburne had promised an introduction to

Governor Richard Yates, who might give him a regimental command. Grant encountered a

state capital abuzz with war fever: thousands of volunteers flooded the town while the harried

governor was buttonholed by supplicants at every turn. Grant thought the South should tremble

at mass mobilization in the North, telling his sister Mary that “the conduct of eastern Virginia

has been so abominable through the whole contest that there would be a great deal of

disappointment here if matters should be settled before she is thoroughly punished.”77Since

Washburne had served longer than any other House Republican, Grant had enlisted the

allegiance of a champion with extraordinary clout in Washington. The relationship had begun

inauspiciously. The previous October Grant had met Washburne in the offices of the Galena

Gazette when the two men squared off over politics. As Melancthon Burke remembered, they

“soon engaged in an earnest discussion . . . Grant had preconceived a dislike for Washburne

and regarded him as an ultra extremist especially on the question of slavery. Grant at that time

was radically opposed to slavery as an institution, but . . . did not believe it was good policy to

interfere with slavery in the existing slave states.”78 Perhaps suspecting their careers would

soon dovetail—Grant was Galena’s most experienced military man—Washburne developed a

close, almost proprietary feeling about him. As Lincoln subsequently noted, Washburne had

“always claimed Grant as his right of discovery.”79A big, rawboned man with a thick nose,

tufted gray eyebrows, and long gray hair that swept over his collar, Washburne had the bluff,

backslapping manner and hearty laugh of a western politician. Energetic, restless, and

impatient, he struck many people as brusque but honest. One of eleven children born to a

Maine storekeeper, he had enjoyed little formal schooling and worked as a farmhand and a

printer’s devil as an adolescent. Largely self-taught, he had been introduced to Shakespeare

and Dickens at public libraries, finally gaining admission to Harvard Law School. He became



one of three Washburne sons elected to the U.S. Congress from different states, rising to

become chairman of several influential committees, including Appropriations, Commerce, and

Military Affairs. As young lawyers, he and Lincoln had argued cases before the Illinois Supreme

Court and remained so close that Washburne had written a campaign biography for him the

year before.Unluckily for Grant, Washburne seemed on less than cordial terms with Yates. A

Kentucky-born lawyer and former Whig who had served in the state legislature and Congress,

Yates found his political leverage dramatically enhanced by his long-standing relationship with

Lincoln. In 1854 Lincoln had virtually managed Yates’s congressional campaign, and Yates

returned the favor during Lincoln’s presidential bid, functioning as a key Illinois operative.

However conservative in other respects, Yates didn’t restrain his views on slavery: “The earliest

impressions of my boyhood,” he stated bluntly, “were that the institution of slavery was a

grievous wrong.”80 As Illinois’s new governor, he dreaded that neighboring Missouri might

defect to the Confederacy, blocking the flow of Illinois farm products down the Mississippi

River.Charged with assembling volunteer companies and appointing their officers, northern

governors such as Yates came to wield enormous power. An entire army was being created

overnight with coveted military titles handed out wholesale. After days spent waiting to see

Yates, Grant received a brush-off. “I’m sorry to say, captain, there is nothing for you now to do,”

said Yates. “Call again.” Augustus Chetlain thought Grant’s appearance worked against him, as

if the years of hardship had seeped visibly into his pores. Grant’s “dress was seedy—he had

only one suit and that he had worn all winter—his short pipe, his grizzled beard and old slouch

hat did not make him look like a promising candidate for a colonel.”81 Indeed, an unimpressed

aide informed Governor Yates that Grant’s “features did not indicate any high grade of

intellectuality. He was very indifferently dressed, and did not at all look like a military man.”82

Grant’s drinking history may also have come back to haunt him at an inopportune moment.

One colleague in the adjutant general’s office regarded Grant as “a dead-beat military man—a

discharged officer in the regular army,” making one wonder whether his difficulties obtaining a

command stemmed partly from his long-rumored history at Fort Humboldt, now part of army

folklore.83Lacking Napoleonic ambitions, Grant did not envisage himself at the helm of vast

armies and merely aspired to head a regiment or cavalry brigade. As always, he studiously

avoided jockeying for position. Reared with Methodist modesty, he could never admit nakedly to

the true depth of his ambition. In this way, he was strictly Hannah Grant’s son, not Jesse’s.

Ethical and honorable, he wanted to receive jobs based squarely on his merits, a faith he held

so unalterably he called it “one of my superstitions.”84 Refusing to grovel, he considered it

unseemly to profit from favoritism. It irked him to watch others maneuver for position, and he

was “sickened at the political wire pulling for all these commissions and would not engage in it,”

he wrote.85 Chummy with few politicians, Grant labored at an extreme disadvantage in

securing a commission. “I was a carpetbagger and knew but few of them.”86Once the Galena

company was mustered into service, Grant despaired of a command and was on the verge of

taking a night train home when he ran into Governor Yates after dinner in his hotel. Yates

addressed him as “Captain,” said he had heard of his impending departure, and requested that

he stay and check with his office the next morning. Grant happily complied. At a follow-up

meeting the next day, Yates invited Grant to join the adjutant general’s staff where, he

predicted, his army experience would prove of inestimable value.For several weeks, a

disheartened Grant toiled at tedious administrative tasks, filling out reports and submitting

requisitions for supplies. As a former quartermaster, he was well drilled in military bureaucracy.

With no systems in place to handle such matters or even printed forms, Grant took blank

sheets and drew lines across them. This paperwork must have felt like another degradation,



another slap in the face, more suitable for an aide-de-camp than a veteran officer. Chetlain was

shocked at the primitive cranny to which Grant was consigned, an anteroom of the adjutant’s

office. “He was seated at an old table with but three legs, which was shoved into a corner in

order to stand. He had his hat on, and his pipe in his mouth, and was writing busily. As I spoke

he looked up, with an expression of disgust on his face, and said, ‘I’m going to quit. This is no

work for a man of my experience. Any boy could do this. I’m going home.’”87 Nonetheless,

Grant’s consummate professionalism stood out clearly amid the pervasive amateurism.While

confined to this back office, the despondent Grant was suddenly sprung from his solitary

drudgery by an unexpected break. At West Point and in the Mexican War, he had befriended

Captain John Pope. From a well-to-do family, Pope enjoyed the privileged network of

connections Grant lacked and was in charge of Camp Yates, a mustering site on the outskirts

of Springfield. When Pope stormed off in high dudgeon after being denied appointment as a

brigadier general of Illinois volunteers, Yates elevated Grant to “mustering officer and aide” and

he became the camp’s temporary commandant for four days. In that brief interval, Grant

instilled discipline in the new soldiers with an air of military precision. No longer chained to a

desk, he seemed rejuvenated in the field. Doubtless harking back to his West Coast days, he

confided to Chetlain that “when I have nothing to do I get blue and depressed.”88Impressed by

the ongoing rush of new recruits, Grant again thought the South might be cowed by this show

of northern power. He worried about “negro revolts,” he told Julia, whose family may well have

influenced such thinking. “Such would be deeply deplorable and I have no doubt but a Northern

army would hasten South to suppress anything of the kind.”89 The initial war objective,

however, was preserving the Union, not eliminating slavery. Grant’s thinking would evolve quite

rapidly on the slavery issue as the war progressed.Goaded by Washburne, Governor Yates

came to realize that Grant’s talents demanded greater leeway. When the Illinois legislature

authorized him to raise ten additional regiments, he assigned Grant to oversee the process of

mustering them in at Mattoon, Belleville, and Anna. Grant spent a day in Mattoon, then went on

to Belleville, which was not yet ready to stock a full regiment. Since Belleville lay just east of St.

Louis, he decided to visit Colonel Dent and debate with him what to do about Julia and the four

children while the war lasted.CHAPTER SEVEN—The Quiet ManWHEN GRANT

CONFERRED with his father-in-law at White Haven, Colonel Dent made no apologies about

his political beliefs or fiery devotion to the Confederacy. The Dent household was already in an

uproar about the war. Julia’s brother John angled to be a colonel in the Confederate army,

while Aunt Fanny was adamantly pro-Union. Grant and his father-in-law held hot-tempered

political discussions, lasting well into the night, with the enslaved Mary Robinson

eavesdropping on them: “Dent was opposed to Lincoln, and tried to induce Grant not to fight

with the Union army. He wanted him to cast his destiny with the South.”1 When Dent declared

that he wanted Julia and the children to spend the war with him, Grant surely heard disquieting

echoes of earlier years. In frustration, Grant reported to Julia that “your father professes to be a

Union man yet condemns every measure for the preservation of the Union. He says he is

ruined and I fear it is too true.”2 During the first year of the war, many White Haven slaves

would escape, giving Grant the upper hand with his defiant father-in-law, who suddenly lost the

economic foundations of his wealth. The conflict also endowed Grant with the moral fervor to

confront him over the treasonous nature of secession, which he thought would prove suicidal

for its adherents.The Colonel never yielded an inch on secession. When he saw Grant was

obstinate, he told him to enter the Union army and “rise as high as you can, but if your troops

ever come to this side of the river I will shoot them.”3 It wasn’t just Union soldiers Colonel Dent

ached to shoot. “After Capt. Grant took up the Northern side,” said Louisa Boggs, “Col. Dent



swore with a big oath that if his worthless son-in-law ever came on his land he would shoot him

as he would a rabbit.”4 Perhaps no state was more savagely divided by internecine warfare

than Missouri.While in St. Louis, Grant witnessed epochal events as the city divided into two

armed camps of northern and southern sympathizers. Its federal arsenal contained the largest

cache of weapons—sixty thousand muskets, ninety thousand pounds of gunpowder—of any

slaveholding state. Unionists feared that the southern-leaning governor, Claiborne Fox

Jackson, would direct his pro-secession militia units, waiting at Camp Jackson on the edge of

the city, to grab the arsenal with its rich bounty of munitions. Jackson was a particular hero of

Julia Grant’s, who had found it exhilarating when he “called for 20,000 troops to protect my

native state.”5Because of decisive action by Captain Nathaniel Lyon and Representative

Francis P. Blair Jr., pro-Union regiments sprang up and covered the arsenal grounds with their

white tents. Trailed by frenzied Unionists, they surrounded Camp Jackson and forced its

surrender. Confederate flags were lowered blocks from where Grant had recently languished in

the real estate business, and he credited Lyon and Blair for quick thinking in saving a major

arsenal from Confederate hands. “If St. Louis had been captured by the rebels,” Grant later

reflected, “it would have made a vast difference in our war . . . Instead of a campaign before

Vicksburg, it would have been a campaign before St. Louis.”6 Grant long remembered rejoicing

as he “saw Blair and Lyon bring their prisoners into town.”7Back in Illinois, Grant mustered

troops at Mattoon, southeast of Springfield, for the Twenty-First Illinois Infantry, his brief stay

leaving a profound imprint on new recruits. They discerned that Grant “knew his business, for

everything he did was done without hesitation,” said Lieutenant Joseph Vance. “He was a little

bit stooped at the time, and wore a cheap suit of clothes and a soft black hat,” but anyone “who

looked beyond that recognized that he was a professional soldier.”8 The soldiers expressed

gratitude for this competent, if transient, visitor, bestowing upon him his first wartime accolade

by renaming their encampment “Camp Grant.”When he finished inducting troops, Grant

returned to Springfield and resumed his lonely vigil for a permanent job. He was so broke that

he sometimes skipped dinners to husband his limited funds. One editor who accosted Grant at

a hotel found him looking “fagged out, lonesome, poor, and dejected.” “What are you doing

here, Captain?” he asked. “Nothing—waiting,” Grant replied sulkily.9 He considered anything

less than a colonel’s rank insufficient, but Governor Yates offered no such appointment, and he

grew convinced that politicians had rigged the process. His friend Davis White claimed that

Yates penalized Grant because he assumed Grant was a Democrat. “This is a Republican war

and our friends must have the offices,” Yates told him. “Why, Governor,” retorted White, “you

can’t fight this war out with all Republicans; Grant is a Democrat but a military educated

man.”10Dejected, Grant trooped back to Galena, where the local newspaper took up his cause,

rewarding him with his first press notice: “We are now in want of just such soldiers as he is, and

we hope the government will invite him to higher command. He is the very soul of honor, and

no man breathes who has a more patriotic heart.”11 Experiencing a sense of duty “paramount

to any other duty I ever owed,” Grant yearned to throw himself into the war effort at a suitable

level, yet it seemed as if this supreme chance of his life was slipping from his eagerly

outstretched grasp.12In late May 1861, when the Confederate Congress voted to move its

capital to Richmond, Grant realized that the war’s principal battles would be fought on Virginia

soil, producing terrible insecurity in the Lincoln administration about Washington’s safety. At

this point, it seemed unlikely that Grant might figure significantly in the war, and he later

admitted that the zenith of his ambition was command of a cavalry brigade. He did not remain

entirely passive in awaiting recognition. Swallowing his pride and contrary to his belief of never

pushing himself forward, he composed a letter to the adjutant general of the army in



Washington, soliciting a position: “I would say that in view of my present age, and length of

service, I feel myself competent to command a regiment, if the President, in his judgment,

should see fit to entrust one to me.”13 It seemed a modest enough request, given the pressing

search for experienced officers, but already bruised by rejection, Grant felt he might be aiming

too high. He could have saved himself the paperwork: he never received any acknowledgment

from Washington, much less the job he sought.Having mustered in the last regiments

authorized by the Illinois legislature, Grant visited his parents in Covington and took advantage

of his time there to lobby the wunderkind Major General George McClellan, whose

headquarters lay across the Ohio River in Cincinnati. The two men, who had overlapped briefly

at West Point, had met during the Mexican War, then again in the Pacific Northwest, when

Grant was unfortunately drinking. Retaining considerable respect for McClellan’s talents—he

had graduated second in his class at West Point—Grant was eager to serve under the younger

man, even as a major or lieutenant colonel. For two consecutive days, he cooled his heels for

two hours in the waiting area of McClellan’s headquarters and was pointedly snubbed. Both

times he was informed the general had gone out. McClellan never acknowledged Grant’s

presence, giving him a foretaste of the arrogance that would so infuriate Abraham Lincoln and

Secretary of War Edwin Stanton. At his wit’s end, Grant went off to Columbus, Ohio, hoping to

wring from Governor William Dennison, a boyhood friend, a contract to bake bread for soldiers.

He no longer pretended that he could passively await recognition of his intrinsic worth.Then, on

June 16, 1861, Grant received a telegram from Governor Yates, appointing him colonel of the

7th Congressional District Regiment, shortly renamed the Twenty-First Illinois, the same outfit

he had drilled into shape at Mattoon. No sooner had he digested this long-awaited news and

wired acceptance to Yates than he received an offer to command an Ohio regiment, which he

declined. Grant’s life had changed abruptly, irrevocably, and rather miraculously. Julia was

overjoyed at this sudden turn of fortune, perhaps because she had no sense of just how long

and ghastly the war would be. “Strange to say, I felt no regret at his going and even suggested

that our eldest son, just then eleven years old, should accompany him . . . I considered it a

pleasant summer outing for both of them.”14Grant replaced Colonel Simon S. Goode, a

flamboyant, blustering character—he liked to stuff two revolvers in his belt—with hardly an iota

of military experience. A high-spirited, uproarious character, Goode drank to excess and his

obliging men followed suit. As his soldiers rebelled against bad food by pillaging local farms

and burned down a guardhouse crawling with vermin, discipline crumbled in his disorganized

regiment. As Private Joseph H. Wham explained, “We had too much self-respect to serve

under a drunken, incompetent colonel.”15 Alarming reports of near-mutiny filtered back to

Governor Yates, who summoned the regiment to Springfield and met with its commissioned

officers, a majority of whom requested Goode’s replacement by Grant. As Wham said, “There

was not a murmur at his being thus promoted over the heads of the ten captains and two field

officers who outranked him.”16 It says much about Grant that his professionalism was so

palpable to even the most callow soldiers.Grant rode off on a horse trolley to the fairground

near Springfield where the Twenty-First Illinois was encamped. Outfitted in civilian garb—a light-

colored shirt, elbow-patched coat, and dented plug hat—he bore no insignia of rank as he

sauntered around the grounds. As so often with Grant, people badly underestimated him, and

his small size and slatternly appearance brought out sadistic impulses in some men. A few

soldiers began to razz their new colonel, hissing in derision, “Well, I’ll be damned. Is that our

colonel?” One man said mockingly, “He don’t look as if he knew enough to find cows if you

gave him the hay.”17 Grant threw the man a glance that suggested he meant business. One

soldier crept up behind him and started to shadowbox tauntingly until another shoved him hard



against Grant, who remained imperturbable and offered no reproach. He knew that, to project

authority, he had to transcend petty anger.As he scouted the terrain, Grant noticed that Goode

had created a police force of eighty guards, heavily armed with clubs, to prevent men from

sneaking off. Grant knew the difference between being strict and punitive, and sat down in the

adjutant’s tent to draft an order abolishing these camp guards. The same order announced

three daily drills, warning that those who missed them would be subject to confinement. If the

men regarded Grant as overly harsh at first, they soon grew to admire his fairness,

competence, and aplomb. He never threw temper tantrums, never engaged in theatrics, and

performed his duties in a placid, levelheaded manner.Once he took command, a remarkable

change overcame Grant, mirrored in his letters. He now sounded energized, alert, and self-

confident, as if shaken from a long slumber. Working with clockwork precision, he briskly

issued orders. In his understated style, he was fearless and exacting. When several officers,

attempting to flout Grant, showed up for dress parade without the requisite coats, he simply

stated, “Dismiss the men to quarters.”18 Then he turned on his heels and departed. Such

tomfoolery never recurred. Grant responded to infractions with cool, unwavering rigor. He

fumed when a rough old rascal named Mexico showed up at a drill with a hangover. When

Grant posted him to the guardhouse, Mexico swore, “I’ll have an ounce of your blood.”19 Grant

had him promptly gagged. A few hours later, he assembled the regiment and silently tore off

Mexico’s gag. Instead of retaliating, the tamed Mexico slunk off in humbled silence. Within

days, Grant had smoothly shaped order from chaos.In plain blue coat and black felt hat without

marks of rank, he showed an egalitarian spirit that the volunteers appreciated. In ten days, he

boosted regimental numbers from 630 to a full complement of 1,000. All the while, he found

time to study William J. Hardee’s manual of tactics and reports written by George McClellan as

a Crimean War observer. Short of cash, Grant turned to his father and Orvil for a loan to

enable him to buy a horse and a dress uniform appropriate to his new rank. Both men spurned

his request in a last humiliation meted out by his family. Grant was forced to borrow from a

Galena bank, with Jesse Grant’s former business partner E. A. Collins endorsing the note.

Before too long, Grant purchased a fine, yellow saddle horse named Jack that was to be one of

his stable of mounts during the next four years.Hounded from the army seven years earlier due

to drinking, Grant reentered the service beneath a cloud and policed his men with unswerving

zeal whenever he discovered evidence of alcohol abuse. How he dealt with drinking infractions

reveals much about how he regarded his own alcohol problem. He limited field officers to one

pint of liquor for the war’s duration. “He allowed no whiskey in the camp,” said Lieutenant

Vance. “I’ve seen him personally inspect the canteens, and spill the liquor on the ground, and

yet for all that he was so strict a disciplinarian, he was never angry or vindictive.”20 Grant

smashed liquor barrels and warned grocers not to peddle alcohol to his men. “He refused to

drink brandy when cold or wet,” said one soldier. “‘I do not use it,’ he said.”21 Clearly Grant did

not view alcohol consumption kindly.By June 19, Grant’s soldiers were urged to switch over

from short-term militia service to three-year stints in the federal service. Two Illinois

congressmen, John A. McClernand and John Logan, arrived and delivered florid speeches,

exhorting the men to make the change. Throughout the speeches, Grant hovered discreetly in

the background until Logan shoved him to the fore. To thunderous cheers, Logan said, “Allow

me to present to you your new colonel, U.S. Grant.” The bashful Grant stepped forward. “Cries

of ‘Grant, Grant; Colonel Grant!’ arose and so did the Colonel slowly and with quiet dignity,”

said Wham.22 Every man strained to hear what their laconic colonel would say, and he

pronounced exactly five words: “Men, go to your quarters.”23 In a resounding affirmation of his

leadership, virtually the entire regiment agreed to submit to three-year federal service. “We



knew we had the best commander,” boasted one soldier, “and the best regiment in the

State.”24Its first assignment was to travel to Quincy, Illinois, near the state’s western border.

Wanting his men to be tough and hardy, Grant made a daring decision: instead of transporting

them by train, he would march them halfway across the state, “preferring to train them in a

friendly country.”25 On June 3, when the march got under way, whole towns turned out to

applaud the soldiers. Women fluttered handkerchiefs and tossed bouquets. From the outset,

Grant knew he had to earn the allegiance of the populace and punished those who pinched

hens and roosters from local gardens. He brought along his eldest son, Fred, who profited from

his father’s popularity. “The Soldiers and officers call him Colonel and he seems to be quite a

favorite,” Grant informed Julia.26 He expressed delight with the regiment’s progress, telling

them after one week that they compared favorably with “veteran troops in point of soldierly

bearing, general good order, and cheerful execution of commands.”27 Grant was back in his

element, as proficient in war as he had been ineffectual in business. The incessant activity was

clearly therapeutic for a man whose foremost enemy had been unwanted idleness. “I don’t

believe there is a more orderly set of troops now in the volunteer service,” Grant wrote proudly

to Julia. “I have been very strict with them and the men seem to like it.”28Grant struck up an

intimate friendship with the regimental chaplain, James L. Crane, whom he asked to deliver

blessings at meals. Crane marveled at Grant’s cool, unruffled temperament, his candor among

trusted friends, and his charitable nature: “He has no desire to rise by the fall of others; no

glorying over another’s abasement; no exulting over another’s tears.”29 Invigorated by the

cause, Grant evinced no symptoms of the depression that had dogged him in recent years. “He

is always cheerful; no toil, cold, heat, hunger, fatigue, or want of money depresses him.” Crane

had a chance to probe Grant’s political views. While Grant still lacked patience with extreme

abolitionists, he loathed slavery with all his soul. “He believed slavery to be an anomaly in a

free government like ours; that its tendency was subversive of the best interests of the master

and the enslaved . . . that it resulted in denying the slave the rights of his moral nature.” At this

juncture, Grant knew the war’s sole purpose was to preserve the Union and suppress the

rebellion, but he already perceived that its inexorable logic would carry more profound

repercussions in its wake. “He often remarked . . . that he believed slavery would die with this

rebellion, and that it might become necessary for the government to suppress it as a stroke of

military policy.”30Crane noticed that Grant abstained completely from alcohol, refusing all wine

and brandy and “usually remarking that he never indulged in anything stronger than coffee and

tobacco.”31 With his men, Grant remained extremely vigilant against alcoholic temptation. On

July 4, while the regiment stayed at the Jacksonville fairgrounds, Grant stood at the gate,

personally examining canteens for illicit whiskey. When he found a local vendor purveying jugs

of whiskey from a wagon, he had them confiscated, forcing the seller to scramble away. At

Exeter the next day, Grant again emptied canteens in the dust. When all else failed, he had

intoxicated soldiers lashed to baggage wagons or tree trunks until they sobered up. When the

regiment reached Quincy and the old soldier known as Mexico got roaring drunk, Grant

berated him with unwonted severity: “You are a trifling, dirty old dog, and of no account on this

earth. You get across the river and never let me see you again.”32At Quincy, Grant received

orders from Brigadier General John Pope to proceed to Palmyra, just across the Mississippi

River in Missouri, to rescue an Illinois regiment pinned down by rebels on a railway line. Grant,

who had never been in command before and now faced the ultimate test of battle, was seized

with trepidation. “Before we were prepared to cross the Mississippi River at Quincy my anxiety

was relieved; for the men of the besieged regiment came straggling into town,” Grant wrote. “I

am inclined to think both sides got frightened and ran away.”33 An atypical male, Grant never



hesitated to admit human fears. It is perhaps no accident that at this stressful moment he

suffered migraine headaches, nor that he decided to send young Fred home for his safety.After

several days at Palmyra, the next objective for Grant’s regiment was to apprehend General

Thomas A. Harris, who commanded a force of twelve hundred mounted secessionists in

northern Missouri. So far, Confederates in the region constituted a ghostly but destructive

presence, tearing up railroad tracks and pouncing on small pockets of Union troops. Harris was

rumored to be in the small town of Florida, some twenty-five miles south. With rising dread,

Grant led six companies through a deserted landscape. They approached a hill where they

expected to find Harris and his men lurking at a creek bottom on the other side. In an oft-

quoted passage of his Memoirs, Grant described his first whiff of fright as his heart “kept

getting higher and higher until it felt to me as though it was in my throat. I would have given

anything then to have been back in Illinois, but I had not the moral courage to halt.” To his

relieved astonishment, Grant discovered that Harris and his men had absconded in response

to his approach. “My heart resumed its place. It occurred to me at once that Harris had been as

much afraid of me as I had been of him.”34 This anticlimactic moment was formative for Grant,

who never forgot the nugget of practical wisdom learned. He would emerge as a master of the

psychology of war, intuitive about enemy weakness. Henceforth he would project himself into

opponents’ minds and comprehend their fears and anxieties instead of blowing them up into all-

powerful bugaboos, giving him courage when others quailed. Around this time, Mark Twain

belonged to a small, irregular Confederate company and later claimed for comic effect that he

had been pursued by Grant’s troops. As he said facetiously, “I did not know that this was the

future General Grant or I would have turned and attacked him. I supposed it was just some

ordinary Colonel of no particular consequence, so I let him go.”35 In fact, Twain had been in

the vicinity weeks earlier.On July 20, Grant’s regiment set off by train southward for Mexico, a

town in Missouri. The next day, a sweltering Sunday in the East, Union troops staged the war’s

first major confrontation, assaulting Confederate forces at Manassas, Virginia, west of

Washington. General Winfield Scott, who oversaw the northern war effort, was too old, creaky,

and overweight to lead armies into battle, so the task fell to the tall, bearded General Irvin

McDowell, a West Pointer who had served in the Mexican War. A student of military strategy,

McDowell had enrolled at a French military college, but he had never commanded troops in the

field. The battle of Bull Run (First Manassas) drew a vast flock of enraptured spectators from

the federal capital, including six senators and at least ten congressmen, not to mention

fashionable ladies hoping to enjoy some bloodshed as a holiday outing and history lesson.

What had looked like certain victory degenerated into a panicky rout of Union forces, who

streamed back into the capital in a dreary, drenching rain.President Lincoln and his cabinet

were shocked by the unexpected vigor of southern resistance and a shaken Elihu Washburne

wrote home that he had never seen “a more sober set of men.”36 Bull Run dashed the

confidence of armchair generals who had predicted the North would coast to easy victory,

breeding a corresponding euphoria in southern towns. It also exposed for the first—but not the

last—time the shortcomings of Union generals in the eastern theater. It always irritated Grant

that the competent McDowell was stigmatized for his loss. “You will remember people called

him a drunkard and a traitor,” Grant later said. “Well, he never drank a drop of liquor in his life,

and a more loyal man never lived.”37 In the days after Bull Run, the president signed two bills

to enlist a million new volunteers as the scale of the conflict exploded dramatically and the

nation lurched toward total war.When his regiment reached Mexico, Grant found himself in

Missouri territory infested with secessionists, and as he gauged the depth of the irrational

emotions driving secession, he feared guerrilla warfare would spiral out of control. “I hope from



the bottom of my heart I may be mistaken,” he told Julia, “but since the defeat of our troops at

Manassas things look more gloomy here.”38 Thanks to a decision by General Pope, Grant now

commanded three infantry regiments and a section of artillery. Attuned to the war’s political

imperatives, he again worked hard to prevent his troops from alienating local residents by

pilfering food and drink.While in Mexico, Grant grappled for the first time with a runaway slave

who appeared in camp and asked for the commanding colonel. As Chaplain Crane recalled,

the man—frightened, exhausted, breathing heavily—explained that he had been treated

atrociously by his master. “Kin yo help me, cunnel?” he asked Grant. “Can’t help you, sir, we

are not here to look after negroes, but after rebels,” Grant rejoined. “You must take care of

yourself.” Crestfallen, the man hung his head and sighed dejectedly. “Lawd, I’s afeerd massa ’ll

be onto me!”39 Although Grant did not help the man, Chaplain Crane gave him bread, meat,

and money and steered him to an escape route across the Mississippi. When the slave’s

master and his sidekick appeared in camp two hours later and inquired about the fugitive’s

whereabouts, Grant not only shielded the runaway, but demanded that the two men divulge

their feelings about the rebellion. When they evaded his question, Grant detained them in camp

until they agreed to take an oath of allegiance, giving their former slave more time to escape.In

early August, Crane handed Grant a copy of the Daily Missouri Democrat and remarked, “I see

that you are made brigadier-general.” Taken unawares, Grant sat down to study the news item

from Washington, which said his name had been sent to the Senate for the post. “Well, sir, I

had no suspicion of it,” he said. “It never came from any request of mine.” Grant guessed

correctly that the appointment derived from Washburne’s amicable relations with Lincoln.

Crane was amazed by Grant’s unflappable response as “he very leisurely rose up and pulled

his black felt hat a little nearer his eyes . . . and walked away about his business with as much

apparent unconcern as if some one had merely told him that his new suit of clothes was

finished.”40 For Grant it was a dreamlike transformation: the man who had recently toiled as a

store clerk, who had felt cursed by fate, who had lobbied wearily for appointment as a colonel,

had been unexpectedly bumped up to brigadier general in charge of four regiments, or about

four thousand men, without having fought a single battle. And in the end he required political

pull to do so. After years of wandering, Grant had popped up in the right congressional district

in the right state. Lincoln had the power to appoint brigadier generals of volunteers, and the

Illinois caucus enjoyed such sway that six Illinois brigadiers were selected, two more than any

other state. “This is certainly very complimentary to me,” Grant told his father, “particularly as I

have never asked a friend to intercede in my behalf.”41 Back home in Galena, Julia trumpeted

the news everywhere. She was unapologetically ambitious for her husband, perhaps

expressing what he secretly felt but dared not say. As Orvil’s wife noted with chagrin, “Julia

boastfully told the townsfolk that her Ulyss had become a Brigadier and she had always known

his mettle.”42—AFTER YEARS OF SEEING his life maddeningly stalled, Grant began to

experience gigantic leaps in power. On August 8, the new brigadier general took command of

the military district of Ironton, a railway terminus seventy miles south of St. Louis, then

threatened by Confederate troops under General William J. Hardee. Here Grant made his

headquarters in a small rustic farmhouse, hard by a lovely spring, amid mountain scenery that

he found bracing. He still lacked a sword, a sash, or a uniform befitting his new rank, but he

had always led by the force of personality, not by gold braid and ribbons. Under a spreading

oak tree, he set out a pine table and surveyed maps, marking them with a red pencil.

Significantly, he ordered a new set of maps with an expanded overview of the region. Already a

grand strategy began to germinate in his mind of how to exploit the broad waterways that

provided entry into the heart of Confederate territory.Although he had brought along the



Twenty-First Illinois, Grant had new regiments under his supervision in Ironton and labored to

whip these amateurs into a band of crack troops. “The loud laugh and bluster, the swagger of

loafing squads, were hushed,” said one soldier approvingly. “Instead you heard the bugle calls,

the roll of drums, the sharp commands of officers to the drilling and marching and wheeling

battalions.”43 Since alcohol abuse was widespread among local troops, Grant shut down

saloons in Ironton and the railroad station at Pilot Knob.On August 10, at the battle of Wilson’s

Creek, Confederate forces handed a stunning defeat to the Union army in southwest Missouri,

killing General Nathaniel Lyon—the first Union general to succumb in battle. While Grant still

hoped the Confederacy might be conquered by the following spring, Wilson’s Creek made him

wonder. As he admitted to his sister, the rebels were so persistent “that there is no telling when

they may be subdued.”44 Grant viewed himself as relegated to a backwater of the war and

itched to be farther east. “I should like to be sent to Western Virginia but my lot seems to be

cast in this part of the world.”45 He had not yet fully grasped the vast strategic opportunities

and chances to sparkle afforded by the western theater.Just as Grant cherished his newfound

worth as a general, General John C. Frémont, commanding the Western Department, replaced

him at Ironton with Brigadier General Benjamin M. Prentiss. Without warning, Prentiss showed

up on a train bearing orders to take command. Even though both men held the same rank,

Grant was technically senior by virtue of his old army rank, but he felt powerless to halt the

move. Rudely jolted, he took a midnight train to St. Louis to see Frémont, accompanied by

Colonel John M. Thayer, who watched Grant brood silently. “Why he was thus summarily

displaced by another he could not divine,” said Thayer. “He felt severely the humiliation of being

thus recalled from his command, for which there was no apparent justification; and he was

thoroughly cast down and dejected by the wholly unexpected change in his military position.”46

For a man with Grant’s checkered history, the unjust reprimand could only have aroused

unpleasant memories.Popularly celebrated as “Pathfinder of the West,” Frémont had helped to

map the Rocky Mountains. A self-dramatizing figure with a fatal penchant for fancy uniforms,

he had served as one of California’s first senators and the first presidential nominee of the new

Republican Party in 1856. Touched with an imperious streak, he operated from a three-story

mansion where he strutted about with monarchical airs. He had converted his headquarters

into a private fiefdom, with a Praetorian Guard of foreign mercenaries clad in pretentious

uniforms, many stalked by rumors of corruption. The great man vouchsafed only a brief

audience to Grant and seemed to ramble on in mumbo jumbo. “Fremont had as much state as

a sovereign,” Grant recollected. “He sat in a room in full uniform, with his maps before him.

When you went in, he would point out one line or another in a mysterious manner, never asking

you to take a seat.”47 When Thayer encountered a subdued Grant afterward, he “did not

exhibit an angry spirit, did not utter a harsh word, but his feelings seemed to be deeply

wounded.”48Before leaving St. Louis, Grant paid a call on his former real estate partner, the

conservative Harry Boggs. Two years earlier, Grant had lodged in a drab, poorly furnished

room in the Boggs home. Now he came clothed with the immense prestige of a brigadier

general. “[Boggs] cursed and went on like a Madman,” Grant wrote to Julia. “Told me that I

would never be welcome in his house; that the people of Illinois were a poor miserable set of

Black Republicans.” In a strange role reversal, Grant felt sorry for the insignificant Harry Boggs,

upon whom he had once so sorely depended. “Harry is such a pitiful insignificant fellow that I

could not get mad at him and told him so.”49Although Grant longed to be transferred farther

east, Frémont assigned him to take command in Jefferson City, the state capital, deep in the

Missouri heartland, a town menaced by marauding raiders and a Confederate force under

General Sterling Price. When he arrived, Grant found the countryside “in a state of ferment”



and injected discipline into a large body of troops in extreme disarray.50 The soldiers had been

“recruited for different periods and on different conditions; some were enlisted for six months,

some for a year, some without any condition as to where they were to serve, others were not to

be sent out of the State.”51 Grant also grappled with severe shortages of ammunition,

weapons, blankets, tents, and clothing. Fortunately, after a week, a bantam colonel with a

bushy beard and melancholy eyes, implausibly named Jefferson C. Davis, came to relieve him

of his command. “The orders directed that I should report at department headquarters at St.

Louis without delay, to receive important special instructions.”52 Within an hour, Grant hopped

a train bound for St. Louis.It was unclear whether he was being promoted or demoted. When

he arrived at headquarters, Frémont let him stew in the corridor for several hours. Major Justus

McKinstry, who had known Grant in prewar army days, greeted him before proceeding to a

staff meeting where Frémont and his officers debated which general could best counter

Confederate activity on the Mississippi River. McKinstry argued robustly for Grant, citing his

Mexican War gallantry, but was hooted down by others, who alluded to Grant’s 1854

resignation, prompted by a drinking problem. Once embedded in a responsible position,

McKinstry claimed, Grant would not revert to the bottle. After an emotional argument, Frémont

chose Grant, later writing that “General Grant was a man of unassuming character, not given to

self-elation, of dogged persistence, and of iron will.”53 When Grant was ushered into the

meeting, he learned that he would preside over the District of Southeast Missouri,

encompassing territory south of St. Louis and in southern Illinois. There is a competing story as

to how Grant got this highly consequential promotion. Postmaster General Montgomery Blair

averred that Lincoln received a gentle nudge from Elihu Washburne, then directed the

secretary of war to “send an order to General Frémont to put Grant in command of the District

of Southeast Missouri.”54Whatever the case, Grant was ordered to proceed to Cape Girardeau

on the Mississippi River, in southeast Missouri, across the river from Illinois, where he would

be poised to operate against Kentucky and Tennessee. Writing to Julia, Grant sounded

decidedly hopeful about his newly conferred powers: “I wish I could be kept with one Brigade

steadily. But I suppose it is a compliment to be selected so often for what is supposed to be

important service.”55 Lifting his mood was his improved financial picture: he would receive a

handsome annual salary of $4,000 with only $40 in monthly expenses.Soon after meeting

Grant, the Pathfinder perpetrated a breathtaking act of hubris that confirmed talk of his imperial

rule. Without consulting Lincoln, Frémont declared martial law in Missouri, ordered the death

penalty for captured Confederate guerrillas, and enunciated his own emancipation

proclamation: he would free rebel slaves who took up arms for the Union. Lincoln was aghast.

Aside from bridling at the blatant insubordination, he feared the defection of Democrats and

border states and asked Frémont to modify his measure. The headstrong Frémont refused,

even dispatching his wife, Jessie, to reason with Lincoln. She got an icy reception and her

presence only worsened her husband’s predicament, although he was not formally relieved

until early November. Lincoln’s decision to cashier Frémont served as a cautionary tale for

Grant, who noted, “The generals who insisted upon writing emancipation proclamations . . . all

came to grief as surely as those who believed that the main object of the war was to protect

rebel property, and keep the negroes at work on the plantations while their masters were off in

the rebellion.”56 With few exceptions, Grant would qualify as a model general who accepted

military subservience to civilian leadership.When he took the steamer to Cape Girardeau, he

met a journalist from the New York Herald who left a brief verbal sketch of his appearance: “He

is about forty-five years of age, not more than five feet eight inches in height, and of ordinary

frame, with a slight tendency to corpulency. The expression of his face is pleasant, and a smile



is almost continually playing around his eyes.”57 Not often was Grant conjured up in this

cheerful vein, and it was clear that Frémont’s orders had, at least temporarily, bucked up his

flagging morale.Before going to his new headquarters, Grant undertook a mission to chase

down Brigadier General M. Jeff Thompson, whose Confederate partisans harassed federal

forces in the swamps of southeast Missouri. The operation was impeded by a personal clash.

Grant had a rendezvous with Brigadier General Benjamin M. Prentiss—the same general who

supplanted him at Ironton—but Prentiss recoiled from taking orders from Grant. In his Memoirs,

Grant attributed the contretemps to a seniority dispute. Prentiss “was very much aggrieved at

being placed under another brigadier-general, particularly as he believed himself to be the

senior.”58 But Prentiss, who rushed off to complain to Frémont, may have been moved by

baser motives. When the journalist Albert D. Richardson ran into him, Prentiss explained why

he had left: “I will not serve under a drunkard.”59 Later on, Grant came to value Prentiss as an

able, selfless commander and regretted the earlier history of friction.Grant decided to make his

headquarters at Cairo, at the southern tip of Illinois, a vital intersection where the Ohio River

flowed into the Mississippi. It arose as the perfect hub for massive operations by water that

would penetrate the Deep South. Frémont’s master plan was to dominate the Mississippi from

Cairo to New Orleans, bisecting the Confederacy, and to control the Cumberland and

Tennessee Rivers, natural gateways to Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi. No longer was

Grant consigned to a lesser stage in the war and now acted in one of its main theaters.Upon

arriving in Cairo, he donned civilian garb as he awaited his brigadier general uniform from New

York. At first, the resident commander, Colonel Richard J. Oglesby, did not catch Grant’s name

or realize that the small, forgettable man in mufti had been sent to succeed him. Then Grant

scrawled his orders on a sheet of paper and handed it to the bemused colonel, who “put on an

expression of surprise that looked a little as if he would like to have someone identify me. But

he surrendered the office without question.”60 For his headquarters, Grant set up shop on the

second floor of a bank building, where he sat behind a counter, sucking on a meerschaum

pipe, as if he were an everyday bank teller. Dr. John H. Brinton, an army surgeon, at first

dismissed Grant as “a very ordinary sort of man,” then noticed his unusual concentration, his

capacity to make rapid-fire decisions under extreme pressure. Grant got things done without

the pomp and frippery of a Frémont. “He did not as a rule speak a great deal . . . did nothing

carelessly, but worked slowly, every now and then stopping and taking his pipe out of his

mouth.”61 Periodically, as if deep in thought, Grant paused and stared out the window at a fleet

of gunboats anchored in the river—a fleet that opened up a wealth of strategic initiatives with

the dense network of navigable waterways nearby.Flooded in many places, Cairo was a hellish

place with an infestation of small creatures attracted by standing pools of water. Soldiers were

bitten by ubiquitous mosquitoes, dead horses and mules floated downriver, and swarms of rats

scurried along muddy streets. Frémont had labeled Cairo “the most unhealthy post within my

command” and the pestilential atmosphere bred malaria and dysentery.62 Without a staff to

delegate tasks, Grant felt overwhelmed by clerical duties and complained to Julia that his hand

had grown cramped from all the letters he drafted. He was obliged to feed, house, and train

new regiments who arrived incessantly by train, and he often worked alone until midnight.

Burdened with the responsibilities of commissary and quartermaster as well as brigadier

general, he conducted an unending battle against mercenary contractors who sought to

swindle the government.Despite his exemplary sense of duty, Grant proved almost laughably

inefficient when it came to filing paperwork, much as in his hapless real estate days. He had an

absentminded habit of stuffing letters into his pockets and neglecting them. Indeed, one

journalist claimed that “the camp story was but slightly exaggerated which asserted that half



his general orders were blowing about in the sand and dirt of the streets of Cairo.”63 He

urgently needed aides to rescue him from his own disorganized nature. Grant made plain that

he did not want as staff officers “these gay, swelling, pompous adventurers,” but young men

“who had some conscience.”64 From his former regiment, he plucked Clark B. Lagow, thirty-

two, and William S. Hillyer, thirty, the young lawyer with whom he had debated politics at the

real estate office in St. Louis. Showing a weakness for nepotism that later caused him no end

of trouble, he appointed his brother-in-law, Dr. Alexander Sharp, as brigade surgeon.Grant

needed a commanding personality to manage his office and ride herd over his staff and from

the outset selected John Rawlins for a special place in his entourage. Rawlins was the pallid

young lawyer with the full dark beard, saturnine aura, and enormous dark eyes who had

bowled over Grant with his impassioned oratory at the Galena recruiting meeting. On August

30, Rawlins was appointed assistant adjutant general with the rank of captain, effectively

making him Grant’s chief of staff. With no military background, he was startled that Grant gave

him such a high appointment.All through August, Rawlins sat by the bedside of his wife, Emily,

as she lay dying of tuberculosis in Goshen, New York. While there, he spotted an item in the

New York Tribune about Grant’s appointment as brigadier general and little realized its

enormous meaning for him. On August 30, Emily died, leaving the thirty-year-old Rawlins a

young widower with three small children. He was tortured by her loss and distraught over his

children’s fate: “The God of Heaven only knows what will become of our three little children.”65

He mourned his wife fervently for years, evoking her in saintly terms: “Few of earth’s daughters

were so lovely; none in Heaven stands nearer the throne.”66 Once he arranged for his

children’s care, he hastened to join Grant’s staff, reaching Cairo on September 14. A photo of

Rawlins taken that October betrays the deep ravages of grief: he holds a sword in his hand, but

no martial triumph illuminates his eyes, which are sad and haunted with widely dilated pupils.

He seems to be peering into a troubled future.Born in East Galena, Rawlins was the second of

nine children in a poor family. His mother, a pious Christian woman of Scotch-Irish heritage,

taught him hymns that he often recited at bedtime during the war. His Kentucky-born father was

a farmer who burned charcoal to sell to local lead mines. For three years his father tested his

luck in California’s gold fields, forcing the adolescent John to care for his family and charcoal

business. When the young man entered Galena politics, he carried the nickname “the Coal Boy

of Jo Daviess County.”67 Some dispute exists as to whether Rawlins’s father was a full-blown

alcoholic—“He hit the bottle liberally, wasn’t a drunkard at all, but drank freely,” a nephew

testified—but his drinking was excessive enough to convert Rawlins into a fierce temperance

advocate.68 His friend James H. Wilson later wrote, “It is certain that from his earliest

manhood John A. Rawlins exhibited an earnest and uncompromising hatred for strong drink,

and during his military life waged constant warfare against its use in the army. His dislike of it

amounted to a deep and abiding abhorrence, and . . . he was often heard to declare that he

would rather see a friend of his take a glass of poison than a glass of whiskey.”69 Because of

his father’s fondness for alcohol and irresponsible nature, Rawlins received a spotty education

and always regretted his deficient schooling. Yet he was smart and determined enough to pass

the bar after a one-year apprenticeship with a local lawyer and soon became a city alderman

and auditor.
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fletcher carter, “What I thought I knew was wrong. I was raised in North Carolina.(My great

grandfather was captured at the bloody angle at Spotsylvania Courthouse) and thus had the

traitional southern notion that Grant won most of his acclaim by being better supplied and

having so many more troops than his opponents. I have always been a history buff, having

read most of Mr Chernow’s previous books and many more, but this book changed my mind on

a number of issues and convinced me that I had not given Mr Grant the acclaim he is due. The

appropriate analogy, I believe,is that if Mr Lincoln was the engineer driving the ship of state

during the war, Mr Grant was certainly the train plugging through and getting the work done.

This book also disabused me in it’s 1000 pages of. my previous notion that states rights had

much of anything to do with causing the war because I remember James Longstreet being

quoted about never having heard of the term several years after the war was over. As for

Grant’s presidency, he is remembered for all the corruption, and while it’s true that he probably

couldn’t recognize a flim flam man when he saw him , the federal government was growing

exponentially at the time and he personally was always honorable. There well might have been

no reconstruction to speak of unless he hadn’t personally seen to it and made it happen. His

story reminds me a little of the current confederate monument controversy. Most of them were

put up long after the war was over and were put up largely by public officials looking To rewrite

the history of a glorious and chivalrous past that in truth wasn’t really so glorious or chivalrous.

It was really eye opening to me to read about how much Grant was revered in both the north

and south while he lived and if you don’t shed a few tears while reading the last chapter, as I

did, then you are truly hard- hearted.i really enjoyed reading the book and would recommend it

to anyone for it’s fresh take on an old subject.”

Rob Jacques, “A Pulitzer Prize-Quality Read That Brings Grant to Life. If there’s an afterlife, I

see Ron Chernow meeting Ulysses Grant and saying to him, “Hello there, General. I made you

come alive for a whole new generation of Americans,” and Grant will smile and reply, “I know.

Thank you!”In Chernow’s highly entertaining, highly readable biography, Grant becomes a flesh

and blood, 3-dimensional, complex force of nature. In fact, he presents the whole, colorful

mid-19th Century America in vivid hues, especially Grant’s numerous Civil War battles. And

the people who were part of Grant’s life, some decent and attractive, some scurrilous and

repellant, are sharply drawn. Chernow does away with rumor, gossip, mystery, and myth to

give us Grant the boy, the youth, the young lieutenant, the general, the president, the seer, and

finally the greatest American memoir writer of the 19th Century. And as for the book’s length,



forget about it: those 900+ pages go by too quickly. You’ll close the book with a slight feeling

of closing the book on a friend and wishing the experience had lasted longer.”

AMorganna99, “Wonderful New Biography!. As someone who loves history, I have a terrible

confession to make: Grant is the first Ron Chernow book I've ever read. It will certainly not be

the last. Chernow's Grant is meticulously researched, well-written, with an easy style and flow

that make a biography feel less like a lecture and more like an intimate conversation. He

provides descriptions and details that bring the time period and the people to vivid life.Grant

was a complex man: both brilliant and naive; overly trusting in civilian life while able to perfectly

predict what others would do on the battlefield; a man who claimed to have no great political

ambitions yet was a rare (at the time) two term president. Chernow reminds us of the personal

connections of the generals of both the North and South- Grant attended West Point and

fought in the Mexican War alongside William T. Sherman, Robert E Lee, and a veritable who's

who of later Civil War leaders. The best man at his wedding was James Longstreet, who

would go on to be a great Southern general in the war. Chernow also brings front and center

Grant's hard work for African Americans, supporting the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments,

with equality and voting rights among his lifelong crusades. While Lincoln is remembered in

American history as the President who ended slavery, readers of Grant will see that President

U.S. Grant should be remembered as a tireless proponent of civil rights and militant enemy of

the Ku Klux Klan.Chernow doesn't turn away from Grant's failures in civilian life: his poverty

before rejoining the army for the Civil War, his constant struggle with alcoholism, or Grant's

repeated mistakes in trusting the wrong people in matters of finance- and occasionally in

government. Grant's personal traits: pride, stubbornness, loyalty among others are shown as

what made him the greatest general of his time, but also caused a steep learning curve as

President.Readers of Stephen W. Sears' Lincoln's Lieutenants will find this a perfect

companion to their understanding of the generals of the Civil War, their successes and failures,

radically different personalities, and their relationships with Lincoln. It continues to amaze me

how individual personalities and personal ambitions shape the course of military history.Fans

of history, biographies, and military history will rejoice in this new biography of General Grant-

which will stand unchallenged as his definitive biography for a long time. An easy, flowing

narrative, Ron Chernow's Grant will change the average American's view of Grant forever.”

Dwight Braxton, “Thoroughly recommended biography of an American hero. Ron Chernow has

written a magisterial, but eminently readable, 959-page account of the life of Ulysses S. Grant,

the Union military genius who won the Civil War, and subsequently the two-time President who

championed the freedom of the former slave population of the South through his policy of

Reconstruction. Grant emerges as a flawed individual who battled a liking for alcohol and who

was overly naïve in his judgement on people, particularly those looking to use him for financial

or political gain, but whose legacy to the US is immense, parallel to that of his political mentor

Abraham Lincoln. This is a superb biography which has been extensively researched, yet

which reads like a novel. Thoroughly recommended.”

SpiritofLakotaSioux, “A must read in these troubling times !. Brilliant read really portraying the

real U S Grant and showing his importance in American history. To think the scumbag Antifa

mindless morons ripped his statue down in San Francisco shows how dumbed down the

millennial generation is. Grants humanity to his black fellow Americans was heart rendering.

Maybe take Keeping Up With the Kardashians off the TV and tell the story about Grant,



Lincoln, Sherman and the others who did so much to end slavery !”

Robert ‘Bob’ Macespera, “Another wonderful biography of the last great american biographer.

Magnificent. Ron Chernow is already stablished as the biographer of the XIX century America.

His books on Washington, Hamilton, Grant, Rockefeller and Morgan can be read as the great

chronic of politics and finance of the nation in the making. Some of those books are slightly

better than others, yet they form an admirable, already essential, opus, and this precise one,

the life of Ulysses Grant, ranks high in this little great canon.General (later President) Grant is

one of the great men of the XIX century America, or perhaps of recent history. The man was a

celebrated soldier, an excellent writer, twice President of the USA and a figure made a model

of perseverance, strong will and stoicism - one of the more recognizable recent authors of the

said stoicism, Ryan Holiday, had Grant as one of his central examples in his celebrated (and

multi-million seller) "The Obstacle is the Way". Ulysses Grant was also a good husband and

doting father. And then an alcoholic and a poor (a very poor) business man, who in spite of his

evident success, was always in the verge of bankruptcy.All the previous is in the book, in a tale

that runs through the best part of the XIX century and which has as secondary characters

President Lincoln and Queen Victoria, amongst others. The tale is well told, the ups and downs

of the man well drawn and the story flows. The event that made Grant - the American Civil War

- is in the book, but as a background, secondary to the General who won it. At the end, we

know a lot of a fascinating character, and also much on a fascinating country, still looking for its

place in the world. The book is deeply researched and well written, with the trade-mark, almost

recognizable, magnificent sober prose of Mr Chernow, making its 900 plus pages to go

quick.Only a small flaw, a moot. The book sides too much with its subject. The author obviously

admires its main character (who doesn't), but he shows the admiration too much. After every

mistake made by Grant comes not only the explanation, but the justification. It paints a too neat

of a picture of an evidently flawed man. Making his flaws clearer wouldn't have made Grant

worse, only more human.”

The book by Ron Chernow has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 8,146 people have provided feedback.
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